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CITY ELIMINATES POLICE
Where once there was a
yellow shield bearing the 
RCMP coat of arms and the 
word Police (left) today there 
are four neat holes (right) in 
the brick wall of Kelowna’s 
Police Administration Build-
ing on Doyle Avenue. The 
sign has been removed, “on 
instructions from the Mayor,” 
according to Staff Sergeant 
Ken Attree, who offered no 
further comment, other than, 
“We really, don’t have too
much to say in the matter. 
It’s the city’s building and if 
they decide to remove the 
sign, that’s their prerogative.” 
Mayor Hilbert Roth was not 
available for comment this 
morning.—(Courier Photos)
Moore Sees Settlement
Of Contract This Week
VANCOUVER (CP) - ^set­
tlement this week of a new 
master contract with Forest In­
dustrial Relations was predict­
ed today by Jack Moore, chief 
negotiator for coast members of 
the International Woodworkers 
of America.
Mr. Moore, regional president 
of the union representing 28,000 
coast workers, made the predic­
tion as' both sides went into
separate sessions to review pro­
gress made in long weekend 
talks.
Negotiations between the IWA 
negotiators and representatives 
of FIR, which bargains for 115 
coast forest companies, were to 
resume today.
Mr. Moore said in an inter­
view: “The talks are progres­
sing. I hope the workers stay 
on the job and let us finish ne-
Garbage Clean-Up Begins 
At Coast As Strike Ends
VANCOUVER/CP) — Civic 
workers in five Greater Vancou­
ver municipalities returned to 
work today and such long-neg­
lected chores as garbage col’ec- 
tion got under way on regular 
schedules everywhere but in 
Vancouver itself.
A dispute over seniority and 
assignment of driver and swam­
per duties on, garbage trucks 
kept most of the trucks from 
leaving the Vancouver works 
yard. ,
Other municipalities affected 
by the civic workers strike that 
had lasted as long as seven 
weeks reported employees on 
the job.
But it will likely take at least 
two weeks before most opera­
tions are back to normal, G. H. 
Lawson, Vancouver city engl- 
•' neer, said Sunday after settle­
ment of the strike by 3,650 civic 
employees was announced,
They accepted , an offer of a 
17-pef-cent increase over two 
years on a base rate,of $3.45', 
for most workers.
Several hundred tradesmen 
will get an additional five per 
cent hike in July, Their present 
base rate is $4.40’/j an hour.
The vote by members of the 
Canadian Union of Public Em­
ployees, representing outside
workers, supported an earlier
Serving The Four Seasons Playground
Kelowna, British Columbia, Monday, June 19,1972 Curier Delivered 65£ per week
PLANE FAILS ON TAKEOFF
3 Canadians Among
118 Crash Victims
150 Feared Dead I 
In Floods, Slides '
Britain's Worst Air Mishap 
Under Detailed Investigation
HONG KONG (AP) — More 
than 150 persons were feared 
dead today after three days of 
torrential rains, floods and land­
slides on Hong Kong island and 
the adjoining Kowloon Penin­
sula.
Avalanches roared down two 
hillsides Sunday night, wiping 
out an area of squatters huts on 
Kowloon and demolishing three 
apartment buildings in a chain 
reaction on Victoria Peak, on 
the island.
Rescuers had recovered 54 
bodies today from the squatter 
area near Hong Kong airport. 
They said they expected to find 
30 to 50 more dead. Before the 
avalanche struck, there were 78 
huts on the hill housing about 
400 Chinse refugees.
Seven bodies and 25 survivors 
were pulled from the wrecked 
apartment buildings on the 
Peak, blit another 20 persons 
were feared trapped in the rub­
ble.
Elsewhere in the British col­
ony, 18 were known dead and 
more than 20 others were miss­
ing in floods, landslides and 
rock falls caused by the three- 
day storm that dumped more 
than 25 inches of rain on the 
area.
gotiating an agreement. J;-am 
still very optimistic.”
Of the more than 9,000 IWA 
men who have left jobs since 
the coast master contract ex­
pired Wednesday night, he 
said: “We don’t want them out 
and we haven’t called any 
strike.” .
About 350 union members at 
Crown Zellerbach’s Fraser 
Mills plant near New West­
minster voted Sunday to stay 
off the job until there was more 
progress in the talks.
Although the union strike no­
tice expired at the same time 
as the ■ contract, no strike has 
been called.
vote of the Municipal and Re­
gional Employees union for in­
side workers.
COUNCILS ACCEPT
Councils in Vancouver, New 
Westminster, Burnaby, Rich­
mond and Delta have already 
accepted the terms worked out 
by the unions and the Municipal 
Labor Relations Board,
Vancouver Mayor Tom Camp­
bell said the acceptance was 
"good news.”
“Let’s go back to work and 
clean up the city—the most 
beautiful city in Canada," he 
said.
"The settlement is fair, but 
the strike has gone on tor a 
long, long time, I predicted it 
would be a long strike. I am 
sorry tor the families and chil­
dren of the strikers, who have 
been nearly two months’ with­
out pay.
“The striker? have won a vic­
tory of two per cent over two 
years."
An earlier offer from the Brit­
ish Columbia mediation com­
mission-rejected by the strik­
ers—was tor an increase of 15 
per cent over two years. The 
strike gained them two pbr cent 
more than this.
urricane Bearing Down 
n Florida's Coastline
APALACI1ICOI.A, Fla. (AP)
- Hurricane Agnes picked up 
her pate today as she bore 
down on Florida's Panhandle 
coastline, with 12 dead and 
scores of injured already in her 
whke.
As Agnes moved northerly to 
within ISO miles of Panama 
City, Fla,, her speed Increased 
from 13 to between 15 and 18 
mites nn hour.
Tho National Hurricane 
C“nfre in Miami saId the centre 
cf the stored was expected to 
strike near here some time this 
morning.
Bearing sustained winds of 85
Laborers Accept Contract 
But Carpenters Vote'No'
STAINES, England (CP) - 
The chain reaction on the I (Government experts today
Peak started when an old, unoc- began a detailed investigation of
cupied, two-storey structure on Britain’s worst civilian air
an upper-level road collapsed on crash which brought death to
to a six-storey apartment build- 118 persons, including three Ca-
ing on tiie next level down. This n a di an s, as a Trident jet
building had been ordered evac- plunged into the ground shortly
uated earlier when torrential a^r takeoff Sunday,
rains undermined part of its The British European Air­
foundation, but it was not ways plane was bound for Brus-
known whether all residents had se^s with a tell load of 112 pas-
moved out ‘ sengers and crew of six when
The two-storev and six-storev the eight-year-old jet failed toine two-siorey ana six swrey continue its initial climb and
buildings formed the nucleus of I suddenly dropped apparently
the avalanches that roared on w.Ucr tail-first, narrowly missing the
down the hillside and demo---------------------------------------- — main street of this London sub-
lished a 12-storey apartment ■ A| ■ IUtbuilding, then veered and hit a DQ3f|c r]3|M Ca^adians^R.G, Driver, 52, of 
14-storey apartment house. I UVUM J VIWIIII Toronto; W. R. Murray, 52, of 
Both of these buildings had _ I Frankford, Ont., and George
been completed recently. Fami- f !„ L D P Lucy, 45, of Ottawa. Driver was
lies had just started moving into \|Y ||| fl 1 president of Noranda Sales
the 12-storey building, which *rlA 111 IriVa Corp, and vice-president of
had 24 apartments, but there sales for Noranda Mines Ltd.
was no immediate information By THE CANADIAN PRESS Lucy was a federal environment
on how many occupants were! Two accidents claimed two (department meteorologist on his 
there when the avalanche hit. [lives each as at least six people way to attend a NATO confer- 
The 14-storey building was re- died in accidents during the ence in Bnissels.
ported empty except for an un- weekend in British Columbia. Mr. Driver, who joined Nor­
known number of construction Two persons, whose names anda in 1948, has been president 
workers and watchmen. Some have not been released, were of Noranda Sales since 1966. He 
of them were believed to have killed in a head-on collision Sun- 
been camping out in the struc- day on the Fraser Canyon High- ■ ■ ■ a bk ■ llfl ■ ■ture . Heard A Baby Whimpering
is survived by his wife and four 
children.
Mr. Lucy, 45, is survived by 
ds wife and three children.
Roads Claim
Murray’s wife was visiting a 
sister in Kent and heard of the 
crash in a radio bulletin. When 
a Canadian official telephone 
her, Mrs. Murray was under 
sedation.
As the experts combed the 
scattered wreckage on waste 
ground near Staines’s main tho­
roughfare, weeping relatives 
were asked to identify the bod­
ies in temporary morgues in­
cluding an old hangar at Lon­
don’s Heathrow Airport
Police were bitter about the 
public reaction as news of‘ the 
crash swept through the London 
region on a dull, wet Sunday 
afternoon. Spectators immedi­
ately sped to the area by car 
and on foot, blocking roads and 
slowing the rush of ambulances 
to and from the crash area.
“Ghouls” was the description 
police officers gave to the 
. hundreds of spectators. Some 
had walked through the woods, 
. dragging their children with 
; them, to get a close view of the 
: dead.
Members of Local 602, Con­
struction and General Laborers 
Union, were reported returning 
to work at several job s’tes in 
the Kelowna area today, follow­
ing their acceptance last week 
of contract terms offered by the 
Construction Labor ' Relations
Mr. Moore said that when the 
talks are all over, 800 coast fall­
ers who have been on a wildcat 
walkopt since mid-April “will be 
the happiest people in town."
The fallers on the weekend 
re-affirmed their dissatisfaction 
with union leadership and their 
demand to make their own pres­
entation to management.
The fallers say the leader­
ship is not doing enough to press 
their demands for a standard 
pricing formula in the industry. 
The fallers work on a piecemeal 
basis and rates vary widely 
from camp to camp.
MONEY KEY ISSUE
As for the master talks, money 
issues are believed to remain 
the main stumbling' block to 
settlement.
The IWA originally demanded 
another $1 an hour across the 
board in a one-year contr&ct. 
FIR responded with an offer of 
71Mi' cents an hour over three 
years.
The two sides reportedly 
agreed on a two-year contract 
and now arc haggling over the 
hourly rate. The current base 
rate is $3.72 an hour.
Association.
Their new contract will in­
clude a 90 cents per hour wage 
increase over two years, plus 
additional fringe benefits. The 
Kelowna branch of Local 602 
covers the area roughly from 
the border to Salmon Arm and 
involves between 450 and 500 
men. About 15 men are employ­
ed locally.
Although they returned to 
work at several sites, including 
Kelowna General Hospital and 
Sunnyvale School, it’s unlikely 
they’ll be doing much work. Ac­
cording to Mike Scheer, assist­
ant business manager for Local 
213 of the International Brother­
hood of Electrical Workers, 
“They’ll pretty well have to 
wait until other trades are on 
the job before they have any­
thing to do."
Negotiations between the 
CLRA and the B.C. and Yukon 
Trades Council have halted, 
despite Labor Minister James 
Chabot’s demand that there be 
a return to the bargaining table.
WORLD NEWS 
IN A MINUTE
ripped into Okeechobee, Fla., 
early today. aweeplng\ through 
several mobile home parks and 
killing at last four persons.
Police said the extent of the 
tornadoes’ fury was Impossible 
to determine Immediately.
WOMAN KILLED
On Sunday another tornado, 
also attributed to the hurricane, 
killed a woman In La Bello. Fla.
The storm took seven lives as 
she swept past the western tip 
of Cuba.
More than 1.500 persons were 
evacuated during the night on 
the Gulf coast hundreds of miles 
south of here, from the Veplce 
area and keys off Sarasota, civil 
defence officials reported.
But some residenIs of Florida
Vancouver Men 
Killed In Crash
VANCOUVER (CP) - Hector 
Glanville, 40, and Eric Boldt, 
21, both of Vancouver, were 
killed early today in a head-on 
collision on Highway 409 about 
15 miles .south of here, ■
Police said Mr. Glanville was 
driver of a car which apparent­
ly was southbound in the north­
bound lanes of tho divided high­
way. Mr. Boldt was a Passenger 
in n car driven by Irwin Bergen 
of Vancouver, who was in cri­
tical condition in hospital,
Gilbert Franson of Vancouver, 
a passenger in the Glanville car, 
was m fair condition in hospi­
tal.
m.p.h. and gusts in excess of
100, the season's first hurrienne 
was. pushing seas up to eight 
fret before it. । Panhandle were refusing tn
Several tornadoes apparently leave their homes and places of 
spawned by the hurricane ' business.
VIETNAM
SAIGON (AP) -United 
States flghter-bombcra knocked 
out mofc than 140 pieces of air- 
defence equipment, Including 76 
surface-to-air missiles, in the 
southern half of North Vietnam 
in the most successful. raid of 
its kind in Ilie Vietnam war. the 
U.S. command announced 
today. ,
same car.
Arthur m’ both One eariy eye-witness said he of Saltsnrhis lstand 7diedbFri- beard a baby whimpering as. he 
rtr hUn I approached the plane but dared 
| day night when their car hit a |not investigate further fearing power^prte on toe... Ln explosion. Flames did break 
, were two other traffic out firemen tried to cut 
’jS'a. jfc’ss® d: rcach
Meanwhile, Carl Beaulieu, of ver died in a two-car collision! ,1)0 ,S ins de‘ . .. . ,
Vernon, Carpenters U n i o n I on the Sunshine Coast Highway , , ®tonn was immediately 
spokesman, said today mem- about 35 miles north of Van-*aiae“ rescuers retreated. 
iers of that union in Kelowna, couver and an unidentified per- Bu: *re “ames were contained 
Vernon and Penticton, as well sdn was killed in another two- an® the rescUe continued.
as Kamloops, have voted not car collision near Boston Bar in Aerospace Minister Michael 
to return to work until agree- the Fraser Canyon. Heseltine told the. House of
ment is reached. . William Harold George died Commons the airliner went into
, “The last offer we rejected Saturday when he was struck by “the stalling regime” when it 
was for 88 cents an hour over i a train while walking along rail- was doing 18 miles ah hour less 
two years, not $1.50 as re- way tracks in Duncan, on Van- than a Trident’s normal stalling 
ported in most news releases.” couver Island. speed.
Some 170 Kelowna men are John O'Hara, 43, died Satur- Apparently the. plane's wing 
members of the union, while when he fell from a tree he flaps, which gave a greater lift 
there are 260 in Vernon and was Pruning in Vancouver. capacity during takeoff and
about 100 in Penticton. | landing, were retracted too
I soon, Heseltine said. '
The plane plunged to the 
ground from 1,750 feet and dur­
ing the last 500 feet was at a 
60-degree angle, he said. How­
ever, the pilot was able to level 
off jat the last moment and the 
plane hit the ground in an al­
most level attitude.
possible structural or engine 
weaknesses. .
That would seem to leave only 
pilot error in taking his plane 
up too fast through the low-lying 
clouds.
Eyewitnesses said the plane 
“just dropped out of the sky," 
and broke up into three pieces 
as • it hit the ground, narrowly 
missing a busy highway.
A 15-year-old boy living 
nearby said: “I heard the plane 
c i r c l i n g overhead and then 
there was a spluttering sound as 
though the engines were cutting 
out. There was a thud like a 
clap of thunder and the windows 
in the house shook."
Within minutes rescue teams 
of police, firemen and soldiers 
arrived and pulled out three 
survivors, but two died at the 
scene and the third in a hospi­
tal.
Police and airline officials 
worked under floodlights 
throughout the night. seeking 
blues to the cause of the disas­
ter—the third major air tragedy 
in tho world in five days.
BEA Chairman Henry Mark­
ing said nothing had been heard 
from the Trident’s captain to in­
dicate that anything was wrong, 
and the airline said there was 
no reason to suspect sabotage 
। as the cause.
Court Upholds fe’Xe 
Convictions Onto Rescuers
A - , SOISSONS, France (Reuter) | Heseltine told the House thereAl — There were fears today that was no question of sabotage in
III I Mill lyiAll a tunnel would collapse on res- the disaster.VI I VVV I IVII cue workers trying to extricate Nor, he added, were there
' bodies from the wreckage of “any grounds for anxiety” on
OTTAWA (CP) — The Su- two trains which crashed Fri- --------------- ----------------- —~
preme Court of Canada today day night killing about 100 per-1 _. - . M _
P both f” v Hnt^ E<iwnrdl A spokesman at rescue head- Soldiers And A Civilian 
Tu? ot Va.nc°liyer’ °n quarters here said work had to ■ ■ ■ I n l •
con?^ rewi C01?' L® stopped at the northern end Dlft 111 NOfth Il’PiAntl Rftltlhinfl 
mlt the offence of trafficking in of ||i0 |UI)nej because of fears I "I 1*1*1 III. IlvIdllU DUIIIIjIIIm 
that its walls might tumble on BELFAST (Reuter) — Three
Both men went through three rescue squads. British soldiers and a 40-year*
trials before they were found Several hundred rescue wk- old man died In bomb and gun 
guilty and sentenced to 15 years ers were still working at the violence across Northern Ire- 
n jail and fines of $15,000 southern end of the tunnelin an land Sunday night and early 
apiece. effort to locate any survivors, today.
The appeal to the Supreme But there was little hope that The three soldiers were mem- 
Court was allowed on three al- anyone else would be 1 found [•bers of a patrol which stumbled 
eged errors by the trial court, | alive. 
But the high court heard cx-
e t ree s l iers ere ein
River Rises
KAMLOOPS (CP) - The 
North Thompson River rose a 
foot nt Barriere Sunday as 
heavy weekend showers In 
central British Columbia 
promised prolonged high wa­
ter levels throughout the 
province’s major river , sys­
tem. But the river at Kam­
loops la already three feet 
below last week's peak read­
ing and the latest increase 
should only serve to main­
tain, the pressure on already- 
strained dikes.
Return^ To NHL
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - 
Right winger Bill Flett, who 
jumped to tho World Hockey 
Association last month, re­
turned to the National Hockey 
League today, signing a three- 
year contract with Phlladel- 
phla Flyers, Keith Allen, gen­
eral manager of the Flyers, 
said he expected no legal dif­
ficulties concerning the three- 
year contracts Flett signed 
with New York Raiders of 
the WHA.
CANADA’S mim-LOW
Montreal .........................  76
Regina « w ***** **«■*■'■ ******** w 39
tended arguments only on 
whether the evidence of one wit­
ness given nt the earlier trials 
was admissible since ho had 
died before the third trial 
began.
PWA IN SYMPATHY
___ _ „ t l i t l  
across a booby trap bomb Sun* 
A young woman extricated day bight while searching a dc- 
from under tons of rock and sorted farmhouse near Lurgan, 
metal died Sunday after she about 15 miles southwest of Bel- 
was taken to hospital. A 22- fast.
year-old man, also rescue Sun* Two of the soldiers were 
day, appeared to be out of dan- killed on the spot and a third 
ger. died in hospitalearly today.
Two others were seriously 
wounded and a > sixth received 
alight injuries,
In Belfast, a man taken to a 
hospital early today with gun­
shot wounds was dead on ar­
rival. A woman, thought to bo 
his wife, was admitted to the 
hospital with head injuries, but 
she had not been shot,
Police said the background to 
the incident is a mystery, but 
they believe the man was sliot 
in the Catholic Falls Road area 
of the city.
ONE DAY STRIKE
All Airlines Suspend Flights
MONTREAL (CP) - Four 
airlines, Including two U.S. car­
riers, suspended all inbound and 
outbound and traffic at Mont­
real International Airport early 
today because of the world-wide 
pilots’ strike, an air traffic con­
trol supervisor reported.
Similar suspensions were re- 
?irtcd across Canada, Including 
oronto, Halifax, Winnipeg, Ed­
monton and Vancouver,
The Montreal spokesman said 
"CP Air, Air Canada, Northeast 
Airlines and Eastern Airlines all 
confirmed that they’ll be shut 
down here for 24 hours because 
of the pilots’ strike.
"The last flight landing here 
was an Air Canada DC-0 from 
Ottawa which came in at 
1:57 a.in. and the last flight out, 
an Alitalia 747 to Milan, left at 
1:27 a.m."
Most scheduled airline opcra­
tons at Canadian airports were 
expected to come to a halt as 
tho 2,000-mcmbcr, Canadian Air 
Line Pilots Association held a 
24-hoUr strike.
Tho strike, s c h e d u 1 c d for 
2 a.m. EDT, was called to 
dramatize pilots' protests 
against what they term Inade­
quate International cp-operatlon 
In curbing air piracy and extor­
tion. ' ■
U.S. COURT ACTS
The planned worldwide pro­
test appeared to awing into high 
gear in the U.B. also, despite a 
U.S. Supreme Court decision to 
uphold a Court of Appeals writ 
temporarily blocking the strike 
by American pilots.
In Toronto, flight operations 
stopped shortly after 2 a.m. The 
last Inbound plane was Air Can-
ada’s flight 059 from Ottawa at 
2:30 a,ih. while the last Air 
Canada flight to leave before 
the shutdown was flight 468 to 
Ottawa and Montreal at 
12:05 a.m.
The president of Pacific West­
ern Airlines announced earlier 
that It would shut down for 24 
hours as a contribution to "pro­
mote effective International air 
piracy and bomb-threat legisla­
tion."
CP Air said passengers 
stranded in mid-journey by ihc 
strike would have their meals 
and hotel room paid for, but ob­
jected that the strike should not 
be applied against Canadian 
carriers because revised laws 
make hijacking Illegal.
in Winnipeg, all airlines but 
Northwest suspended their oper­
ations. 1
In Edmonton, CP Air reported 
heavy bookings for all flights 
Tuesday, as travellers booked 
for Monday were rc-schedulcd 
for Tuesday. Air Canada and 
CP Air said extra units wore 
being added to accommodate 
(he overflow,
However, neither CP Air nor 
Air Canada reported abnor­
mally heavy traffic In or out of 
Edmonton Sunday; A spokes­
man for CP Air said this was 
possibly due to the Into confir­
mation that the pilots strike 
would take place.
In, Vancouver, Air Canada and 
Pacific Western Airlines can- 
cclled all flights for the strike. 
Approximately 35 Air Canada 
flights and 70 Pacific Western 
flights were cancelled,
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A Union Executive Barred
From Meetings Wants Probe
VANCOUVER (CP)—An exec­
utive member of the British Col­
umbia Hospital Employees Un­
ion who says he has been barred 
from executive meetings since 
last December has asked Labor 
Minister James Chabot for an 
inquiry Into the union's business 
and financial affairs of the past 
seven months.
Ray MacDonald said Sunday 
he was barred following a Nov­
ember meeting in which he call­
ed on union business manager 
Ray McCready to either present 
budgets for all union depart­
ments or resign. Mr. MacDon­
ald said the executive handles
who Is second vice-president of 
the Hospital Employees Union, 
says all business conducted 
since Mr. MacDonald’s "rem­
oval" including contracts and 
payments to officers, could be 
set aside. Donald Moir said 
"the action of the executive is 
quite without justification, leg­
ally or otherwise.”
Mr. MacDonald walked out of 
the November meeting in pro­
test after his budget motion was 
ruled out of order and after Mr. 
McCready told him to take his 
ideas to the next convention. Mr. 
MacDonald then sent telegrams
approximately $500,000 a year membership a.* M Mi cash* i vat* ■
to all units representing the
yrith no formal budgeting.
Mr. McCready denied the
explaining his
Appeal Canvass Methods Rapped
The United Appeal’s current -which have brought him to say the Alabama governor has ties at Talmadge . Memoriie ite eal’s c rre t
MOVIE GUIDE
TONIGHT AND TUESDAY
charges and said Mrs. MacDon­
ald is playing politics prior to 
the union’s biennial convention 
to be held June 26-29 in North 
Vancouver.
"He’s known for. being an 
eccentric," Mr. McCready said.
A lawyer for Mr. MacDonald,
move.
At a meeting Dec. 12. the exe­
cutive passed a motion barring 
Mr. MacDonald from further 
meetings "until he apologizes 
for his malicious actions and 
undertakes to remedy the rr.is- 
chief he has caused in the 
units.”
canvassing methods are inef­
ficient and the distribution of 
money to affiliated agencies is 
often wrong, delegates to the 
United Appeal’s weekend con­
ference. in Trail, were told. Ray 
Briggeman of Trail said na­
tional groups such as heart as­
sociations and similar health 
societies should be funded 
through taxes, allowing local 
United Appeals to keep money 
in the community instead of 
sending it out of the province. 
Mr. Briggeman said a provin­
cial or national taxation meth­
od, such as additional sales 
tax, would put the appeal in a 
much better financial system 
and eliminate its dependence on 
funds which are often chance 
contr'butions.
This week Pope Paul com­
pletes nine years of a troubled 
papacy. He has stood firm on 
issues of faith, birth control 
and priestly celibacy despite 
challenges to papal authority
■ ic t i t
tears many times. Close associ­
ates have said the Pope is so 
deeply affected by the revolt in 
the ranks of laymen and pre­
lates that be would like to leave 
the cares of his office. But he 
feels kings can abdicate but 
Popes cannot. Nine years ago 
Wednesday the Pope was elect­
ed.
The men of the RAF’s Second 
World War 617 Squadron, known 
as the Dambusters for their fa­
mous raid on the, dams of the 
Mohne and Eder 30 years ago, 
will hold a reunion in Toronto 
June 21-24. The raid resulted in 
flooded coal mines, factories
a 90-per-ccnt chance of being 
able to move about with assist-
ial
Hospital In Augusta. Ga., said
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
Submitted by Pemberton Securities Ltd.
1654 Ellis St.
TORONTO (CP) — Prices on 
the Toronto stock market con­
tinued to drift fractionally lower 
in quiet mid-morning trading 
today.
The industrial index was off 
.15 to 203.77, base metals .40 to 
86.13 and western oils .25 to 
236.94. Golds were up 1.85 to 
211.23.
Volume by 11 a.m. was 480.000 
•hares, down from 613,000 at the 
•ame time Friday.
Despite the general decline, 
advances held a narrow margin 
over advances, 109 to 87, with 
171 issues unchanged.
Beverage, paper and forest, 
, real estate, merchandising, 
banking and trust and loan is­
sues edged fractionally lower 
while communication, industrial 
mining, general manufacturing 
and steel stocks moved higher.
MacMillan-Bloedel dropped 
17a to $2374, Royal Bank % to 
$3074, Imperial Oil 74 to $3974, 
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linger % to $41%.
Alcan lost % to $19%, Brinco 
. % to $6%, Dominion Stores 74 to 
$1674, Electrohome % to $1574 




























1 Moore was up 1% to $48, Mur- 
♦ ritt Photofax 1 to $8%, Hamilton
Reeves McDonald .50
Group % to $14%, Falconbridge 
% to $68, Rio Algom 74 to $2174 
and Numac % to $1774.
•' VANCOUVER (CP) — Prices 
.were mixed in moderate trad­
ing today as the Vancouver 
-Stock exchange reported first- 
hour volume of 544,193 shares.
; In the industrials, Key In­
dustries was down .03 at .70 
after traling 6,000 shares.
; In the oils, Chapparal was 
I down .01 at .45 on a turnover
.of 6,000 shares.





















Jberta Gas Trunk 58
Alcan 19%
Bank of Montreal 20%
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(Today’s Opening Prices) 
INDUSTRIALS
Athabaska Col. 1.90 2.00
Balco Forest Prod. 11%










Great Pacific In. 
Grouse Mtn. 
































Pac, West. Airlines 23% 





















































Molson "A” , 
Moore Corp.. ■<' 
Neonex 
Noranda 
Nor,1 Ctl. Gas 
Oshawa Wholesale 
Pacific Pete 











































Monday through Friday 
From 11:30 aum. to 
1:30 p.m. 
$1.35 and up 
CABARETTUEW 
' TO SATURDAY 
9 P.M. TO 2 A.M. 
Sunday dining 











































and railways In the Rhur Val­
ley, the German war-production 
center. Air Commodore John 
Fauquier, DSO, DFC, of Port 
Credit, Ont., the only Canadian 
to command the squadron, will 
head the reunion committee. 
Group Captain Leonard Che­
shire, VC, also a former com­
mander of the squadron, will 
be among 92 Britons attending 
the reunion.
Rehabilitation Minister Phil 
Gaglardi said Saturday New 
Democratic Party leader Dave 
Barrett is acting childishly in 
filing a libel and slander action 
against Premier Bennett. Mr. 
Gaglardi said Mr. Barrett 
should "run to his mother and 
say some wicked big politician 
is calling him names, and may­
be his mother could give him a 
little comfort.”
Israel refused Sunday to al­
low a Japanese lawyer to enter 
the country to defend the sole 
survivor of the three Japanese 
gunmen who killed 24 persons 
at Lod Airport May 30. The Is­
raeli lawyer picked by the Is­
raeli Bar Association to repre­
sent terrorist Koxo Okamoto 
said Saturday he had dropped 
the case because Okamoto re­
fused to accept his services. 
Japanese lawyer Hiroshi Shoji 
was ordered, to remain in tran­
sit on the plane which took him 
to Tel Avive and was scheduled 
to continue to Tehran.
ance within six months. Follow­
ing delicate surgery Sunday to 
remove from his spinal canal 
a bullet that has left him para- 
ysed from the waist down, the 
governor’s doctors indicated he 
will be able to attend next 
month’s Democratic national 
convention. But they said there 
is less than a 50-50 chance he 
will ever be able to walk nor­
mally again. Chances are bet­
ter, they implied, that Wallace 
will be able to overcome his 
paralysis to the extent that he 
could walk a few steps with the 
aid of braces and crutches.
Mn. Linda D. Greenway. 32. pt 
Buena Park, died of respiratory 
arrest The system at the hos­
pital, which is .a '.teaching 
branch of the Medical College 
of Georgia, involves circulating 
the patient’s blood through a 
liver which has been removed 
from an animal, usually a ba­
boon. Mrs. Greenway was 
treated through a system which 
doctors said is similar to that 
involved with a kidney dialysis 
machine, a process which in­
volves a mechanical cleansing 
of the'patient’s blood.
Canada can exist with a Que- 
sec that is trying to develop 
social programs to administer 
to the particular needs of Que­
becers, Claude Castonguay, 
Quebec social affairs minister, 
said Sunday. Mr. Castonguay 
said a Quebecer is a natural 
nationalist but this does not 
mean he cannot be a good Can­
adian at the same time. He told 
the opening plenary session of 
the Canadian Conference on So­
cial Welfare it would be tragic 
if, in our technological world, 
Canada is unable to find a way 
to change her constitution with 
the political imagination that 
would fulfil Quebec’s needs.
Brewer-industrialist Ben Gin­
ter has cancelled plans to build 
a brewery in Cornwall, Ont. 
Mr. Ginter, President of the 
Uncle Ben’s group of compan­
ies, said in a statement Satur­
day the Cornwall project was 
halted by rejection of an appli­
cation for an Ontario Develop­
ment Corp, grant of $500,000. 
He said that instead of a grant 
under the ODC program, es­
tablished by the Ontario govern­
ment to encourage investment 
in slow-growth areas such as 
Cornwall, he had been offered 
a conventional loan at eight 
i per cent interest.
New York police say they be­
lieve the knife-wielding intruder 
who stabbed 15-year-old Debbie 
Janusxko to death Saturday 
through her ground-floor bed­
room window is the same 
"homicidal maniac" who has 
killed three other young wom­
en in Queens and attacked at 
least five others. Two of the 
non-fatal knife attacks occurred 
last Tuesday and Thursday. All 
the cases occurred within an 
area of several miles. Police 
said they are looking for a 
sexual pervert because, al­
though none of the young wom­
en was raped, there were indi­
cations of perversion in some 
of, the knifings. In some in­
stances, police said, the stabber 

































































The Duke of Windsor, who 
died last month in Paris, had
A California woman whose 
blood was diverted from her 
liver and through that of a ba­
boon because of a serious liver 
| ailment died Sunday. Authori-
Civil rights leader Bernadette 
Devlin asked Irish Republican 
Army militants Sunday to stop 
the shooting and bombing in 
Northern Ireland for seven 
days. Hours later, a booby trop 
bomb near Lurgan, County Ar­
magh, killed three British sol­
diers and a 40-year-old man. 
The bomb was planted in a 
house the soldiers were search­
ing. Miss Devlin said in an in­
terview over the Irish state 
radio in Dublin that she was 
not asking the militant Provi­
sional wing of the outlawed IRA 
to halt all opposition to British 
rule. But during a temporary 
truce the IRA could present its 
demands to William Whitelaw, 
Britain’s administrator in the 
troubled six counties, she said.
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SECOND FEATURE 
"SKI BUM"
WARNING — Some swearing, coarse language and 
brutality. — R. McDonald, B.C. Director
One Complete Show — 8 p.m.
PARAMOUNT
Serving Kelowna — 
Every Day at 
















GATES OPEN 8 P.M. — SHOW TIME DUSK










































a 17-year relationship with a 
married woman before he met 
Mrs. Wallace Simpson who was 
to become his wife, it was 
learned Sunday. Lord Boothby, 
of Wales before^ he became 
a close friend of the then Prince 
King Edward VIII, said Sunday 
night that the Duke’s relation­
ship with Mrs. Dudley Ward, 
wife of a Liberal politician, 
was never known to the general 
public. “There was no question 
of concealment,” he said. “But 
there was never any question of 
marriage.” These revelations 
come in a new biography of the 
Duke being carried in (Hie Sun­
day Telegraph newspaper. The 
author, Frances Donaldson, was 
a member of the Prince of 
Wales circle in 1917 when he 
met Mrs. Ward. “He saw her 
every day when he was in Lon­
don, and telephoned her every 
morning,” she writes.
Senator George S. McGovern, 
with growing delegate support 
for the Democratic presidential 
nomination, waged a New York 
primary campaign Sunday that 
some observers saw as a warm­
up for a race with President 
Nixon. McGovern is the only 
major candidate in Tuesday’s 
primary, and his leading op­
ponents for the Democratic 
nomination were not in New 
York during the weekend to do 
political battle with the South 
Dakota senator. New support in 
four states during the weekend 
gave him 1,056 of the 1,509 dele­
gate votes needed to win the 
nomination at the Democratic 
National Convention. , '

















Phone: 762-2956 or 763-3407
FOR FINE FOODS"
Pledged By CNTU Meeting RUTLAND HEALTH CENTRE
QUEBEC (CP) — Delegates 
at the Confederation of National 
Trade Unions’ biennial conven­
tion has voted here to embark 
on greater political action in op­
position to "capitalism, eco­
nomic liberalism and Marx­
ism.”
The union federation also 
voted to continue its support for 
about 200 former G. Lapalme 
Inc. mail truck drivers in their 
dispute that started two years 
ago with the federal govern­
ment.
The vote to enter the field of 
political action has been seen as 
one of confidence in CNTU 
President Marcel Pepin.
Mr. Pepin originally proposed 
that the CNTU initiatspolitical
action committees across 
Quebec to "crush” Premier 
Robert Bourassa’s Liberal gov­
ernment.
The delegates endorsed 894 to 
239 an amended resolution call­
ing for the establishment of po­
litical action committees 
throughout the province but 
avoiding specific reference to 
Premier Bourassa’s govern­
ment.
The CNTU now officially sup­
ports committees to “fight any 
political party which in any way 
tries to stifle the union move­
ment and workers in general.”
swMie
Tuesday, June 20th — 2-4 p.m. and 7*8 p.m
KELOWNA HEALTH CENTRE
Wednesday, June 21st — 2-4 p.m. and 7-8 p.m.
CHARGE - $3.00 per child
In co-operation with Kelowna and Rutland Kinsmen 












12 noon to 2 p.m. 1 qq 
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As a member o( the Life Underwriters Association of Canada, I pledge that I will 
always:—
PLACE the Interests of policyowners and prospective purchasers before those of 
any insyrcr or myself;
MAINTAIN the highest standards of professional competence in order to advise 
policyowners and prospective purchasers to the best of iqy ability;
RESPECT the confidence of policyowners and prospective purchasers nnd care* 
, fully guard any information which becomes known to me regarding their per­
sonal nnd business affairs;
UPHOLD the best interest of the institution of life insurance; and
COMPLY with the Constitution, By-Laws nnd Code of Ethics of the Life Under­
writers Association of Canada,
The members of this association are vitally concerned with the quality of life insur­
ance counsel and service you receive and each member has individually . pledged to 
, uphold the Association's Code of Ethics. Eligibility for membership is contingent upon 
applicants agreeing to attain certain specified qualifications.
Each member of the Association Is available to speak on Life Insurance at group 
meetings, home and School and at Sei-vice Clubs. Contact the Ethics nnd Practice 
Committee, Life Underwriters Association, 324 Bernard Avepue, Kelowna, British Col­
umbia.
MIKE ABRANIUK 
Slate Farm Life Ins. Co, 
GEORGE AQUILON, C.L.U. 
Mutual Life of Canada 
EINER BERG, C.L.U. , 
Mutual Life of Canada 
F. KEITH CLARKE 
Manufacturers Lite Inn. Co. 
CHARLES M. DUNN 
Mutual Life Inn. Co. 
ROBERT M. FOWLER 
Federated Inn. Coi 
JOHN J. CARTEL 
Manufacturers Life Ins. Co.
(1. DALE HAMMILL 
Great-West Lite Assur. Co. 
II. RUSS HAWLEY, C.L.U. 
Manufacturers Life Ina, Co. 
KATHLEEN M. HORTON 
(Mn) 
Occidental Life Ina. Co. 
BERNARD J. IIOBTYN 
Blate Farm Life Inn. Co.
A. JACKSON, C.L.U. 
Grcal-Weai Life Asnnr. Co.
EVERETT E. JARVIS 
Metropolitan Life Ins, Co.
FERNE JEAN 
Ocldental Life Ihs. Co.
WALTER II. KNOX 
Crown Life Ins. Co. 
RICHARD LAWTON 
Ixmdon Life Ins, Co. 
C. FLOYD LILLIES 
North American Life 
Ins. Co.
J. A. MeHIAIL. C.L.U. ' 
Imperial Lite Ins. Co. 
IAN W. McINTORII 
Mutual Life Ins. Co. 
THOMAS M. MOORE 
Royal Exchange Assur.
ROY MOSER 
, Excelsior Life Ins. Co. 
PETER W. NEWTON 
Canada Life Axaur. Co. 
GEOROE II. NORTIIAN 
Great-Weal life Assur. Co.
PERCY E. PRIEST 
Great-West IJfe Asstir. Co.
JOHN J. QUINNILLE 
Sun Life Assur. Co.
JACK REA 
- Excelsior Life Ins. Co. 
JAMES G. REA 
Excelsior Life Ins. Co. 
THOMAS A. REA 
Excelnlor Life Ins. (o. 
FRANK ROMEO 
Crown Life Ins, Co, 
CHARLES II. STEWART 
Mutual Life of CaiiadO 
ROY II, STICKNEY 
Co-Operative Life Ins, Co. 
ROBERT J. SWIRIIUN 
North American Life Assur. 
Co.
MORIO TAHARA 
' Excelsior Life Ins. Co. 
W. D. (BILL) THOMSON 
Canada Life Assur, Co. 
BERNARD E. VOGEL 
Mutual Life of Canada 
HENRY E. WIEBE 
Great-West Life Aasur. Co. 
WILLIAM G. YENDALL 
Prudential Assur. Co.
I CALENDAR OF B
I COMING EVENTS I
The following space is now available every Monday 
for service organisations, clubs, church groups, auxil­
iaries and sports to Inform the public of their coming 1 
events. There is no charge for this service but they 
must be brief and to the point.
Any of the above organisations wishing to use this 
space must either bring in their copy or phone it to 
the newsroom of the Courier no later than noon Friday 
for the following Monday edition. When phoning In ask 
for the NOCA Calendar events editor.
MONDAY
Peachland fall fair. Guest 
speaker, Belva Hlmbey, 8 
p.m., Centennial Hall, Bring 
your handiwork and/or ques­
tions to learn how this judge 
picks her needlework win­
ners.
Kelowna north little league 
schedule, OKBP vs. Mid* 
viillcy, 6:30 p.m., Recrea­
tion Park.
Regular monthly meeting of 
Kelowna Shrine Club, at 
Capri Motor Hotel, nt 6; 15 
p.m. This will be new mem­
bers night, Any nobles of 
the mystic shrine In the city 
on this date may attend.
TUESDAY
Kelowna Chapter of Barber­
shop singing meets 8 p.m- 
in Raymer School, AU men 
interested! may attend.
Kelowna nortli little league 
Kchedulc, OV va. Peoples, 
6:30 p,m„ Recreation Park.
WEDNESDAY
Lakeview Heights Women's 
Institute, Strawberry tea and 
art show, at 2 p.m. in Wo­
men’s Institute Hall, Lake- 
view Heights. Bake sale and 
white elephant stall.
Do you like’ to sing? Pros­
pective Sweet Adelines of 
Kelowna Invito all who would 
like to sing' four-pnrt har­
mony to their meeting at 
Bankhead Elementary School 
music room, Wilson Avenue, 
7:30 p.m.
FRIDAY
Strawberry social, In West- 
bonk Community'hall, sprfli- 
sorcfl by Westbank Recrea­
tion.
SATURDAY
Kelowna Prospective Sweet 
Adelines presents Fun nnd| 
Harmony. Cocktails, dlnnem 
dancing beginning nt 6 pm| 
at Royal Canadian Legion 
hall.
PRODUCTS
Top OH Summer Desserts Wilk
NOCAWHIPPINGCREAM
■b'fi
TERRY CYR AND HIS WIFE ELIZABETH, RELAX AFTER ELECTION VICTORY
Cyr Wins Council Seat 




Marshall, Is one of two first
prize winners in provincial 
department of agriculture 
sponsored agricultural im-;
Lake Still Climbing, SEEN and
But Rate Diminishes heard
Okanagan Lake rose about 
one-and-a-half inches during the 
weekend and is now at 103.13, 
or about seven-and-a-half inch-
ticton, Mr. Anthony said, since 
difficulties with the guage of the
CITY PAGE
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Only 41 Votes Separating 
Wilkinson Won't Try Again
provement competitions last I
year.
Mr. Marshall shares top 
honors with Slegried Schultz 
of Abbottsford in design of 
trickle irrigation operations 
to provide root zones of plants 
with continuous water during 
the growing season.
Recognition was also be­
stowed on Kelowna resident, 
Joyce Calhoun, who won a 
$200 award in the non-farm 
category for her suggestion to 
promote B.C. products through 
a ‘friends of Canada plan.’
Solid Strike Vote
But Talks Resume
local branch are being exper-. 
ienced. I Two men were saved from
es above the agreed maximum 
of 102.5 feet.
Local water rights branch en­
gineer, Earle Anthony, said to­
day he expects the rate of 
climb of the lake to “diminish”, 
with a possible peak at from 
103.4 or 103.5 about a week from 
today.
“That’s assuming we don’t 
have any major rain,” he qual­
ified. Lake level Friday was 
103.1 feet.
Today’s lake calibrations are 
based on evaluations from Pen-
Committee 
Tours Park
The development possibilities 
of Knox Mountain came under 
1 the scrutiny of the city advis­
ory planning committee, / Sun- 
day.
The continued rise of the lake 
is producing problems at the 
mouth of Mission Creek, as well 
as in the Greenbay and Trout 
Creek areas, mainly with base­
ments and septic tanks, Mr. 
Anthony said.
He said he had advised resi­
dents in those areas to decrease 
sewage use to "minimum” dis­
charges, such as wash water.
To help alleviate the high 
lake situation, discharge into 
Skaha Lake has been stepped- 
up to 2,000 cubic feet per sec­
ond, Mr. Anthony added.
Mission Creek was measured 
today at about 1,500 cubic feet 
a second, compared with 2,540 
Friday.
More Honors
Headed by guide, Geoff Cottle, 
and armed with walking sticks, 
mosquito repellent and a park 
map supplied by Leon Blumer, 
local mountaineer, the group 
hiked around the popular site 
seeking recreational ideas. Con­
clusions of evaluations will be 
forwarded to the Knox Moun­
tain development committee 
which is currently receiving 
briefs from citizens and other 
groups as to the best possible 
future use of the park.
Horticultural expert, Mr. Cot­
tle, a city staff member, was 
instrumental in laying out trails 
in the park.
Copies of Mr. Blumer's map 
may be obtained from Jack 
Simons at city hall.
more blds for a council seat.
"I would like to thank those 
voters who did vote for me. It 
was a dose race with only 41 
votes separating me from Mr. 
Cyr,” he said.
The last byelection held in 
the city was back in 1954 when . 
former city aiderman Ernie 
Winter defeated Tom McLaugh­
lin by 328 votes. In that dec- 
tion 31 per cent of the voters 
showed up to cast their ballots. 
DUPLICATION
Aiderman Cyr’s campaign 
platform centred around the 
duplication of services often 
found with the city and the re­
gional district. He stressed in 
his campaign the cost involved 
in maintaining double services 
' in the areas of welfare and pub-
Salesman Terry Cyr takes his i 
place at the city council table 
today after a successful first 
bid in what turned out to be 
the worst turnout of voters in 
Kelowna byelection history. .
Only 12.98 per cent of the 9,- 
507 eligible voters cast their 
ballots in the election. Final re­
sults of the byelection showed 
Mr. Cyr with a total of 635 votes 
to 594 polled by former aider- 
man Ron Wilkinson.
The byelection was called 
after city aiderman Alan Moss 
resigned from council because 
of business commitments. Mr. 
Cyr will serve out the remaining 
six months of Mr. Moss’ term.
Alderman-elect Cyr said to­
day he was pleased to be elect­
ed but he also expressed disap­
pointment at the low turnout of
With balloting expected to be 
completed in Cranbrook today, 
members of the three southern 
interior locals of the Interna­
tional Woodworkers of America 
have come out solidly in favor 
of strike action to back con­
tract demands.
Bill Schumaker, of Kelowna, 
president of Local 1-423, said 
today balloting was completed 
here Sunday, with members 
coming out 94 per cent in favor 
of a strike. The 159 men em-
"We expect balloting to be 
finished in Cranbrook some­
time today," he said, adding, 
"the latest report we have is 
that they're well over 90 per 
cent in favor.”
TALKS RESUME
Despite the overwhelming sup­
port among IWA members for 
strike action, talks between the 
union and the Interior Forest 
Labor Relations Association, 
bargaining for the employers, 
resumed again today in Kelow­
na. Negotiations were halted 
May 25, while the three locals 




drowning in the choppy waters 
of Okanagan Lake Sunday tvhen
Committee
Westside Parks and Recrea­
tion Committee was formed at 
a meeting in the Westbank 
Community Hall.
Members of the executive 
were named, with nine mem­
bers belonging to the commit­
tee, including Mrs. Heiiry Jack, 
representing the Westbank In­
dian Band Council.
a boat from the Cinnamon’s 
Lakeshore Motel went out to 
rescue them. The two men, who 
have yet to be identified, ap­
parently went in a light sail 
boat which overturned in the 
lake. Jerome Miller was the 
hero of the moment when he 
fished the two men aboard his 
boat moments before the RCMP 
boat came to answer the emer­
gency.
The Kelowna City Band needs 
more musicians, in all instru­
ment categories, ages and 
sexes. Interested parties should 
contact Lyle Bassett at 2-4471 
after 5 p.m.
for Retirees
, Eight local teachers and prin­
cipals who retire at the end of 
this month will be honored by 
the Kelowna Teacher’s Assoc­
iation, fellow teachers and 
students at a special banquet 
Tuesday at the Capri at 5:00 
p.m.
The guests of . honor, with a 
combined service record of 176 
years, were similarly recogniz­
ed by trustees of School District 
23 (Central Okanagan) last 
week.
The recipients of accolades 
will include principals, George 
Reid and Donald Braurid, and 
teachers Miss Helen Gorman, 
Mrs.’ Elsie Burbank, D,Arze 
Dendy, Mrs. Gladys Martel, 
Mrs. Agnes Gray, and Mrs. 
Ruth McClure.
ployed at Crown Zellerbach’s 
Kelowna plywood mill voted 100 
per cent in favor, while the 
plywood division voted 98 per 
cent in favor.
Approximately 400 IWA mem­
bers are affected in the Kelow­
na area, while the local itself,
voters.
“I would like to thank all 
those people who did vote how­
ever,” said Mr. Cyr,
GET ACQUAINTED
I The new aiderman said his
The committee was formed 
to receive feed-back from peo­
ple in the Westbank and Lake- 
view Heights area, who may 
contact members of the execu­
tive and give their opinions and 
recommendations about the 
community’s needs in the way 
of parks or recreation facili­
ties. This involves some 4,370 
residents.
Chairman of the committee 
Is Ted Salmon; vice-chairman, 
Bruce Pipe; and secretary­
treasurer, Ranger Evans.
A major entry in this year’s 
Regatta parade is the agricul­
ture float donated by a local 
brehardist for use by the Re­
gatta Association’s agriculture
committee. The float was shown 
in a front page picture in the 
Courier last week at which time 
it was believed to have been a 
new float. However, the Courier
Flowers 
Nel $1,110
which stretches from the bor­
der east to Grand Forks, west 
to Princeton and north to En- 
derby, involves between 1,800 
and 2,000 men.
A final tally of the vote 
among members of the Kam­
loops local, said Mr. Schu­
maker, shows men there are 
92 per cent in favor if a strike.
lie works.
Mr. Cyr said in a pre-election 
statement he favored the ex­
tension of city boundaries to 
take in the Orchard Park Shop­
ping Plaza. He said it would not 
cost the city anything to have 
the centre included within city 
limits.
The new aiderman also Is in 
favor of joint planning for the 
area by the city and the region­
al district He felt the city 
should have a considerable sav­
ing as a result of this type of 
joint project with the regional 
district.
Mr. Cyr expressed in his bid 
for aiderman that the city 
should make a deal with the re­
gional district on sharing the
Weekend
Head of the IWA negotiating firsV t®sk will be to get ac- 
team, Wyman Trineer, said to-1 Quainted with the ground rules 
day, “I’m hopeful that between I C1*y ®°unc^ an<* 6° ove^ 
now and the day the contracts I thoroughly the business at 
expire we can keep going until ... , ... ,. ■
we work something out.” The -J 
contracts expire June 30. I aidermen on projects already in
Mr. Trineer said the union is tejg ’ fa 
sticking fast to its demand[for said^ P
a ?ne-year , contract, witii a Defea^ candidate, Ron Wil- 
basic wage increase of $1.14 per kinson expressed disappoint­
hour, while the IFLRAs pro- ment af ms defeat, the seconc 
posal involves a 15 per cent in- one in as many trles< He told 
crease m each year of a two-|^e Courier on Sunday he did vUai, vi uivsqmw .wuH 
year pact. Their offer also' in- nof think he would make any adds up to quite a bill, 
eludes a revision of falling and ------------ — ---------------- —-———-———------------
cost of mosquito control which
The Kelowna and District So­
ciety for the Mentally Retarded 
sponsored flowers of hope cam­
paign last month has netted 
$1,395 toward a $2,000 goal.
Campaign chairman, Mrs.
. _ .Gertrude Ritchie, says the so-
learned today the float is actual- ciety feels the collected sum 
ly a veteran in the Regatta pro- „is uite an achievement” in 
cession and was first seen six|relation to this year’s target, 
years ago. and w<)uld Uke to thank "all
Break-Ins
RCMP report several break- 
ins over the weekend including 
two schools. One role of fibre­
glass insulation and five gal­
lons of paint were stolen from 
the Kindergarten School at the 
corner of Collet Road and Ful­
ler Road while vandals broke 
several windows at the Dr. 
Knox Secondary School.
Police are also investigating 
break-ins at the Chicken-on-the- 
Way restaurant where thieves 
made off with approximately 
$25. The weekend also saw a 
break-in at the Westcoast Dis­
tributor Company. No report 
was available on what was 
missing but the RCMP say they 
are still investigating the inci­
dent.
those who helped in any way
The world-wide one-day strike I wlth the campaign’’, particular- 
by pilots demanding stronger hy residents who donated to the 
safeguards against hijacking cause s0 generously.
began locally at 11 p.m. Sunday - --
and will have affected six
Pacific Western airlines flights 
through Kelowna Airport when 
it ends at 11 p.m. today. Normal 
service will resume at 8:08 
a.m. Tuesday, when PWA’s 
flight 711 arrives from Vancouv­
er en route to Cranbrook.
Held in conjunction with Na­
tional Mentally Retarded Week, 
May 14 to 20, this year’s drive 
began early May 8 with mailing 




Funeral services will be
bucking rates, as well as a L. A . ■ ■
a^ary*^ B.C. Agriculture Industry
Wafer Color Not Growing Says Candidate
South Okanagan provincial 
Tory candidate, Jim Doak, ex- 
I innPr AlllflV pressed amazement at the lack UHUvl JlUUl I of growth in this province’s 
■ agricultural industry in spite of 
The current discolored condi-1 expanding population.
tion of Rutland water is direct- Speaking to a group of sup- 
ly attributable to sprmg run-off, potrers last week, Mr. Doak 
according to South Okanagan |said the agricultural industry 
Health Unit director, Dr. D. A. jn the province should be flour?
e’ . , ishing because of the land-use
The unwholesome appearance ratio here;
of the water, he added, was due "B.C. has one of the largest 
to “silty" conditions'of Mission populations, province-wise, in 
Creek due to turbulence created Canada, yet it cannot seem to 
by heavy snowpack run-off. The support an agricultural indus- 
creek is the source of supply try with this built-in market,” 
for the Rutland area and water he said.
is filtered through a settling Mr. Doak suggested the B.C.
basin process. government might be wise to
Dr. Clarke said samples of initiate a Capital Grants pro- 
the water, tested in the last ~
gram through agriculture, i
much the same as has been i
started in Ontario. He said this 
type of program would be of I 
great help to struggling fruit 
growers in the Okanagan.
Money for this program, he 
said, could come from the can­
cellation of the present govern­
ment’s advertising programs 
and its Ask Your Minister pro­
gram. Mr. Doak pointed out 
the changes which have been 
proposed on the recent Bennett 
Cabinet Tour were just prom­
ises and nothing really had 
changed. He said these an­
nouncements are libel jo 
change without notice if the 







The local branch of the
from Day’s Chapel of Remem­
brance, Tuesday at 10:30 a.m. 
for Laurent Langlet, of Winfield, 
who died Sunday in Kelowna 
General Hospital, after a lengih- 
ly illness.
Mr. Langlet Immigrated to 
Canada in 1924, and was a vet­
eran of the French Occuption- 
al Army of the first Great War. 
He was also a veteran of the 
Canadian Army of the Second 
Great War.
He married Aline Brun, Jan­
uary, 1927, in Forestburg, Alta.
quarter of the health unit, met
health standards.
Asked about rumored ill-effects.
from the water by residents, Alfred Gerald Evans of Rut- 
Dr. Clarke said he had not of- land chose a trial by judge
IN COURT
ficially heard of any cases but without a jury after he was 
promised to investigate the mat- charged with breaking and en­
ter further. terlng. The case was remanded
------ --------- ----------- :-------------- - to county court September 7.
one month after he pleaded 
guilty to a charge of operating 
a motor vehicle while having a 
blood alcohol count of more 
than .08.
Soc-
iety for the Prevention of 
Cruelty to Animals will petition 
Conservation Minister, Ken­
neth Kiernan, against the con­
tinued use of leghold traps.
The move was approved at 
a recent regular meeting of 
the group under chairman, 
Kenneth Nicholls, who noted 
the Kelowna SPCA is now the 
largest in the Interior.
Mr. Nicholls also acknowledg­
ed the new provincial constitu­
tion had been approved at the 
annual general meeting of the 
British Columbia SPCA at Van­
couver recently.
Shelter manager, Evelyn 
Rahdcr, reported the new fac­
ilities on Barnaby Road were 
operating smoothly and noted 
there had been a "great In­
crease" in animals Injured on 
roads. Sho moved a Vote of 
thanks to Hedda Sanders who 
had worked faithfully uh n shel­
ter volunteer for many months.
They had six children.
Surviving Mr. Langlet are his 
wife, Aline; his daughters, Mrs. 
Leo (Denise) Martz, Gem, Atla; 
Mrs. Alfred (Jeannine) Janzen, 
Winfield; Mrs. Dave (Madeline) 
Lodge, Barriere; Mrs. James 
(Jacqueline) Shipton, Winfield; 
one son, Lawrence, of Oyama; 
and 19 grandchildren.
Rev. R. D. Anderson will 
officiate. Burial to follow in 
Lakeview Memorial Park.
BAD BOOKS ON DISPLAY
Kelowna RCMP have seized 
two books dealing with the 
c tltlvntion of irtnrljuana from 
< local book store. Eric 
Critchlpw, manager of Coles 
Books, in the ■ Orchard Park 
1 shopping centre, said today 
police officers arrived Inst 
Thursday nnd confiscated 
looks entitled A Child's Gar-
their being on sale.1 “They 
(the polled claimed there 
was a possibility we were con­
tributing to the commission of 
a felony,” he snld. Another 
book was also taken, but re­
turned the next day. A police
Branch Library, Peter Lofts, 
said we carry ixxiks on mari­
juana ns well as other drugs.'* 
Two examples arc xhown 
above; the one on the left in­
cludes how books on mnrl-
< i>. of ,Gi'.<
spokesman snld today the 
matter “Is still under invest 1- 
gntiop,” but wouldn't sny if
juana cultivation can be ob- 
denls
.(ns; und ilandlxxik confiscation Action Is being
On The Cultivation of 
Juana, apparently after 
one had complained
Mnri- contemplate'! against other 
book stores in the area. Chiefsomr. 
about librarian at the Kelowna
Sunny Olive George of Westbank chose trial by judge and jury
. after she was charged with pos- 
The weatherman continues to session of stolen property. Pro­
warm Okanagan residents with 1 vincial Judge R. J. S. Moir re- 
his forecast of sunny skies with manded the case to county 
a few cloudy periods Tuesday. court for a preliminary hearing 
Highs will be 75 to 80 degrees, scheduled for September 5. 
The high and low in the city ---------
Saturday was 64 and 42 with a James Charles Davis bf 
trace of precipitation, com- Beaverdell was given a suspen- 
pared to a warmer 74 and 48 ded sentence and 18 months pro­
degrees with no precipitation batlon after he pleaded guilty 
recorded for the city Sunday. I to uttering a false document by 
The high and low at the airport I means of writing a bad cheque. 
Saturday was 64 and 49 degrees I He was also ordered to make 
with .04 inches of rain, com- restitution in the amount of $275. 
pared to 75 and 39 degrees with --------
a trace of precipitation for the Roy C. Ramsey of Rutland 
airport Sunday. Overnight lows was fined $200 and had his 
today will be near 50 degrees. • driver’s licence suspended for
William T. Hardy of West­
bank had a charge of carrying 
a loaded firearm remanded 
without plea to June 26.
Gordon J. Taylor of Kelowna 
had a charge ,of dangerous driv­
ing remanded without plea to 
June 26.
John Gates Mullings of Kel­
owna pleaded guilty to impaired 
driving and was fined $300 and 
had his driver’s licence sus­
pended for three months.
Philip Rogers of Edmonton, 
charged with nine counts of 
fraud, had the case remanded 
to coiinty court for a prelimin­
ary hearing scheduled for Sep­
tember 6.
talned and the other 
with the drug on a 
level. Commented Mr. 




legal, otherwise we wouldn't 




Funeral service will be held 
from The Garden Chapel, Tues- 
day al 10:30 a.m. for Louin 
George Bayliss, 85, of 4593 Paret 
Rond, who died Friday.
Mr. Bayliss was born in 
England May 22, 1887, and 
came to Canada to Ontralo In 
1900. )n hc moved to Cal­
gary, where he was employed 
as a bridge builder, and then 
was In the cartage business 
when he moved to Vancouver in 
1910, In 1937 he and his family 
moved to Kelowna where he 
ran an orchard until his retire­
ment In 1G5G.’
He Is survived by his wife, 
Violet, Kelowna; one son, 
George, Kelowna; seven grand 
Children: seven great grand­
children; and two brothers lr 
Englhnd.
lev. John Davidson will off 
■ ate, Burial will follow in thi 
Kelowna cemetery.
LAKESHORE ROAD MISHAP
Steve McDougall of Kelow­
na, driver of the car'In the 
picture, was treated and re-’ 
leased horn Kelowna Gen­
eral Hospital after'he lost con­
trol of his vehicle and veer-
cd across the road and struck 
a telephone pole. The Occi­
dent occurred Sunday on 
Lakeshore Road and caused 
approximately $1,500 in dam* 
ages. In other Occidents over
the weekend Bonnio Evans of 
Kelowna received minor in­
juries when her car was In­
volved In nn accident with a 
parked vehicle at the Willow 
Inn. Damage was estimated 
at |7ty. la another parking lot
accident John Gordon Schmidt 
of Kelowna and Frank Pupo 
of Rcvchtoko were involved 
in a collision which resulted 
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Short Takes
It is to smile. The other day in the 
mail a letter, contained an enthusiastic 
blurb from the Canada Post Office 
announcing that all the mail trucks 
would be painted red, white and blue. 
The blurb said: “Why a new look? 
.. . A new look is needed to match a 
new kind of operation in which rela­
tions with the customer have a brand 
new emphasis. (Get that.) A busi­
ness engaging in tough competition in 
a tough field, a marketing organiza­
tion with reliable services and good 
products to sell at moderate rates— 
these must attract and retain custom­
er attention.” So says the blurb. Yet 
the very next letter opened in the 
same mail was notification that there 
would be no mail delivery between 
Friday, June 30 and Tuesday, July 4. 
And this is an organization boasting 
that “relations with the customer have 
a brand new emphasis!” That in a 
tough, competitive business the post 
office “must attract and retain cus­
tomer attention!” Does the post office 
think that painting its 2000 trucks 
red, white and blue will cause its 
customers to forget its deficiencies? 
Such deficiencies as taking 10 days to 
get a letter from Toronto to Kelowna? 
Such deficiencies as providing no mail 
delivery service from Friday morning 
to Tuesday morning? We’ll bet the 
proverbial plugged nickel that the 
“customers” would rather have a 
reasonable mail service than fancifully 
painted trucks. Why no delivery on 
Monday? Saturday is a holiday, July 
1, and the postics day off is Saturday, 
so to compensate, according to their 
union contract, they must have an­
other day off. But why did not the 
post office do as any other business 
would do: give service on Monday 
and give the posties other, scattered 
days off in lieu of. There must be a 
reserve of posties to fill in for vaca­
tion periods, so why not use them 
while the regulars were having their 
day off in lieu of July 1? It would cost 
some money, sure, but it would have 
at least indicated that the post office 
meant what it said in its other blurb 
that “relations with the customer have
a brand new emphasis.” But no, it 
adopted die simple attitude of "the 
public be damned.”
Scnator McGovern would appear 
to have the inside track for the Dem­
ocratic presidential nomination in the 
U.S. but his wooing of Governor 
George Wallace is disconcerting. It 
is natural that McGovern should have 
publicly sympathized with Wallace 
who was shot. It is understandable 
that McGovern should have been to 
see Wallace in hospital. What is hard 
to stomach, if true, is that McGovern 
should hint at a cabinet office for 
Wallace. It has even been suggested 
that McGovern, the new radical, might 
consider Wallace, the racist, as his 
vice-presidential running mate. That 
would make the Nixon-Agnew team- 
up at the last election seem as inno­
cent a partnership as the babes in the 
wood.
The United Nations Conference on 
the Human Environment in Stock­
holm had as its motto “only one 
earth.” The thought is worthy. The 
fact, unhappily, remains that ours is 
a divided world, carved up and fought 
over by nation-states. So a conference 
supposedly concerned with the ra­
tional management of the oceans, the 
atmosphere and the earth’s natural 
resources found itself entangled in 
power politics and the conflicting 
claims of every nation-state to do 
what it likes with its own. The deep 
suspicions which block the way to 
global agreements are largely the re­
sult of the division between rich and 
poor and the recent history of colonial 
exploitation. This must be put right, 
as an environmental priority, as well 
as a matter of simple justice. There 
is, however, the much deeper and
more intractable human habit of gang­
ing tip. In a world with a fragile and 
insecure environment these instincts 
need to be recognized as antiplane- 
tary. But the point will not be made 
in any declaration on the human en­
vironment that may emerge from such 
a conference as that at Stockholm.
Gone Are The 'Boomers
(Victoria Times)
When Samuel Morse’s first mes­
sage from Baltimore sped across the 
wires in 1844 the query, “What hath 
God wrought?” there began a pio­
neering era in North American com­
munications which has only just end­
ed. With transmission of the same 
message to Montreal from a small 
community located along the route to 
the mineral resource area of northern 
Quebec, the Morse line has been 
closed. Y
Gone into history arc the “boom­
ers” who roamed from one boomtown 
to another in search of enough money 
plying their telegraphic skills to let 
them continue drinking and poker­
playing.
The 1929 crash was the start of 
the end of the use of Morse code. At 
one time there were 100 employed
at a Morse office in Montreal. Says 
one old operator, now retired, “Sal­
aries were cut and people were laid 
off. We never saw that many faces in 
the Morse department again.”
Newspaper offices used to depend 
on telegraphic information for fast 
transmission of news from beyond the 
city. A Morse operator used to re­
ceive and send messages for a tele­
graph editor who would handle the 
copy. Teletype news is conveyed to-
day over vast networks. Microwave 
and satellite equipment have changed 
the boomer’s world. -
As an early scientific marvel fades 
it is replaced by more marvellous pro­
geny. But the tall tales of the old 
Morse system and its devotees, almost 
a kind of folklore, are a human aspect 





Tlio tolls on three British Columbia 
oridges will bo lifted on April 1, 1903, 
Premier Bennett announced. They in-
1 elude the Okanagan Lake Bridge, the
I Rosedale-Agassiz crossing of the Fraser 
near Chilliwack and the Nelson spans 
which crosses Kootenay Lake.
20 YEARS AGO
I June 1952
| Two home runs in the ninth gave Kel- 
I . ownu a 12-11 victory over Vernon in a 
| heavy hitting baseball game. Tostenson 
I came through with the first one, with I two mates on bases, Tony Brummett 
I followed with a second homcr with a 
I runner on base to change a 11-7 lead ,
I by Vernon Into a loss. Hank TostensonI was winning pitcher.
I 30 YEARS AGO
I June 1942
I At the Empress—Monday and Tuesday
I —"Ringside Maisie" starring Ann
I Sothern, George Murphy and RobertI Stirling; Wednesday and Thursday—I Errol Flynn in "Footsteps In the Dark,"
■ with Brenda Marsha)!, plus "Gcopolitl-
I cal Hiller”; Friday and Saturday—Bob ,I Hope and Madeleine Carroll In "MyI Favorite Blonde."
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By JOHN HARBRON 
Foreign Affairs Analyst 
Thomson News Service
Small nations, cut off from 
the world by Communist ideolo­
gies, North Korea in Asia, Al­
bania in Europe, Cuba (for 
Americans not Canadians), in 
Latin America.
Of these three, Albania is the 
strangest. She is Communist 
China's staunchest ally in Eu­
rope, an almost totally isolated 
nation, a national barbed wire 
cordon sealing her off from all 
European neighbors, Commun­
ist as well as capitalist.
Once, Albania was strange for 
other, less serious reasons. She 
was a living seat of fiction's 
Ruritania, the kingdom where 
Hollywood could have made The 









LONDON (CP) — The death 
of the Duke ot Windsor, far 
years a half-forgotten figure 
on the fringe ot English his­
tory, has unleashed a wave of 
nostalgia, regret and even 
traces of guilt over the reign 
that might have been.
Many of the letter* and 
newspaper reminiscences 
carry echoes ot bitterness for 
the way the "Establishment" 
handled the 1936 abdication 
and tor the troat of official 
disapproval which kept the 
duke a voluntary exile for the 
long years which followed.
But several historians and 
editorial writers concluded 
that, despite hl* glamor and 
groat popular appeal, Edward 
VIII would not have fitted 
well into the role of constltu- 
tional monarch. There was. 
these writers suggest, a fatal 
flaw In hl* makeup.
Historian A. J. P. Taylor 
suggested In a radio assess­
ment that there was an "unre­
liability" about him. Kenneth 
■ Rose in the Sunday Telegraph 
expressed it as "an unpredic­
tability of judgment and a 
restlessness/’
were seized by others, allegedly 
about to try him for treason, old 
and sick though he is. They 
moved Albania’s allegiance to 
Peking, accepted economic and 
military aid only from distant 
Communist China.
Could anything be more bi­
zarre in our bizarre world: A 
tiny Balkan country as the site 
of a Chinese naval base, making 
do with Chinese technicians and 
industrial know-how, (not too 
well apparently).
It's almost like Marco Polo in 
reverse, the beneficient visitor 
bringing the light of new knowl­
edge to a heaten culture.
Compared to Europe’s truly 
ting states, Liechtenstein, An-
long ago by none other than 
King Zog I.
Yes, there was a King Zog I, 
a prince imported to start the 
kingship, a pattern not unfamil­
iar in other Balkan countries. 
Ruritania ended for the Albani­
ans on Good Friday, 1939, when 
the greedy Mussolini, looking 
impatiently at the far shore of 
the Adriatic to extend his Fas­
cist Empire, occupied Albania, 
tried to make Tirana, its sleepy 
capital, into an Italian "colonial 
town.”
OTHER FORCES
But darker forces than Musso­
lini’s Italian legions would over­
take tiny Albania in the form of 
the ruthless Stalinist Emver 
Hoxha, half-Turk, half-Albanian,' 
who would make the country 
Stalin’s closest ally in the 
world.
Hoxha’s power and influence
dorra and San Marino postage­
stamp-size countries which live 
mainly on postage stamp busi­
ness, Albania is a big country, 
about one third the size of 
Greece.
It borders on two countries, 
Yugoslavia and Greece, who 
themselves are ideologically 
poles apart. Tito rules a so- 
called "liberalized” Communist 
country. In Greece, the conserv­
ative, right-wing colonels run a 
more or less .efficient dictator­
ship. Albania presses against 
both their frontiers, engaging in 
none of the traditional internal 
subversion one would expect 
from a country rigidly following 
Maoist thought.
Only a few Albanians ever es­
cape, a few even make it to 
Canada, to tell tales of rigid 
controls which outdo the Stalin­
ist-years.
One suspects every second Al­
banian works for the police, and 
every other Albanian checks on 
him.
SOME NAIVE VIEWS
Rose and an editorial in The 
Observer both recalled Ed­
ward’s curiously naive politi­
cal sympathies. He was a 
man who cared passionately 
about the desperate unem­
ployment of the 1930s and 
went down in popular legend 
with his remark that "some­
thing must be done” about the 
hard-hit South Wales coal­
fields. Yet he also admired 
many aspects of Nazi Ger­
many and as late as October* 
1937, toured that country as a 
guest of the regime and was 
entertained by Adolf Hitler.
Abiographyof Stanley 
Baldwin, pre-war prime min­
ister, published three years 
ago, disclosed that the foreign 
office felt so uneasy about the 
King's sympathies that it vet­
oed his sacrosanct red boxes 
of state papers to make sure 
nothing highly secret "went 
astray.”
At parties, wrote the au­
thors, Keith Middlemas and 
John Barnes, security men 
kept a discreet watch on the 
King and the divorced Mrs. 
Wallis Simpson—not because 
of their throne-shaking ro­
mance but because of their 
German diplomat friends.
In response to an appeal 
from the German ambassador 
in London, said Middlemas 
and Barnes, Edward sent for 
Baldwin and, in his own
words, "told the old so-and-so 
that I would abdicate if





British New Towns Face Poser
In Transportation Requirements
V LONDON (CP) — Designers .r“
of Britain’s second-generation 
new towns are solving the traf­
fic problem resulting from the 
big increase in ownership of pri­
vate cars. They are separating
500 yards from a bus stop. The
40 YEARS AGO 
June 1932 
Attendance at the annual meeting of 
the Okanagan Valley Musical Competi­
tion Festival Association totalled two 
hundred. C. E. Campbell was re-elected 
president, W. J. Cook vice-president, 
Mrs. H. W. Arbuckle recording secre­
tary, Mrs. G. A. Fisher corresponding 
secretary and Mr. L. Richards treasur­
er.
50 YEARS AGO 
June 1022
Tlic camp of the 2nd C.M.R, was In­
augurated at the old polo grounds and 
will be in existence for ten days. The 
Vernon and Penticton squadrons rode 
all the way h<?ic, bivouaclng cn route,
60 YEARS AGO 
June 1012
Married June 19, Mr. A, Edwards to 
Miss Maud Rnymer, daughter of H, W. 
Raymer, Kelowna’s first Mayor. The 
groom was supported by Mr. J, E. 
Murphy, while Miss Pearl Raymer act­
ed as bridesmaid.
Nevertheless, E d w a r d's 
death in Paris at the age of 77 
May 28 opened up a well­
spring of genuine affection in 
Britain and has aired a wide­
spread feeling that he was 
given a raw deal.
Former Labor MP Woodrow 
Wyatt, in a front-page article 
in the mass-circulation Dally 
Mirror, described Edward as 
having been "shunned and 
slighted” by the Palace ever 
since the abdication. He criti­
cized the Royal Family for 
"petty royal spite” in with­
holding the style of Royal 
Highness from the Duchess of
"hypocrisy, cant and hum­
bug," and ot the duchess hav­
ing to acquire widow’s weeds 
as "her ticket of admission to 
Buckingham Palace.”
James Pope-Hennessy, biog­
rapher of Queen Mary, wrote 
In The Sunday Times that 
Windsor felt he had success- - 
fully modernised the concept 
ot the British monarchy and 
in later life felt he had been 
"ungratefully treated both in 
1936 and after.”
On one occasion the duke 
told Pope-Hennessy: "I acted 
in good faith and I was 
treated bloody shabbily."
Although at the time, as 
Harold Nicolson notes in his 
Diaries, there was much re­
sentment against the King for 
placing a twice-divorced
American woman above V1* 
throne, the years have 
dimmed that Ln the pubi c 
mind. To many ordinary folk 
he remains a hero—as The 
Guardian expressed it, “the 
supreme romantic drop-out ot 
our time.”
Many of the wreath* sent to 
the funeral bore such mes­
sages as “from a loyal and 
humble subject;" "to a be­
loved prince and a great hu­
manitarian;” "to one who had 
the courage of hl* convic­
tions" and "to an* who 
cared."
"He was not a great man - 
still Ies* a great King,"-edito­
rialized The Sunday Tefe 
graph, "but there was a pek 
ctry to hl* life that will assure 
his name a niche in history.”
CANADA'S STORY
French Made Iroquois 
King's Galley Slaves
By BOB BOWMAN
One of Louis XIV ambitions 
was to acquire Iroquois war­
riors to be oarsmen for his gal­
leys in the Mediterranean. They 
were often in action against pir­
ates and it was hard, dangerous 
work.
When the Marquis de Denon- 
ville became governor of Can­
ada, he worked out a scheme to 
capture some Iroquois alive, 
which was not an easy task. A 
number of Iroquois who had be­
come Christians were living at 
Qulnte and Ganneious near 
present-day Kingston, where 
Fort Frontenac was built.
Intendant Champigny, the 
real instigator of the plan, went 
to Fort Frontenac and sent invi­
tations to the Iroquois to enjoy 
a feast at the fort to mark its 
official opening.
Although some of the Iroquois 
were suspicious, and needed 
extra persuasion, about 30 men 
and 90 women and children ar­
rived for the feast June 19,1687. 
They were captured Immedi­
ately and more prisoners were 
taken later. Eventually 35 war­
riors were sent to France as 
galley-slaves.
Baron de la Hontan, a young 
captain of marines, said the 
prisoners were tied to posts by 
their necks and feet so they 
could not defend themselves 
against swarms of mosquitoes. 
Neither could they sleep. They 
were also tortured by other In­
dians, friendly to the French, 
who forced the fingers of the 
captives into burning pipes of 
tobacco.
This was only one of a num-
her of Incidents that caused the 
Iroquois to he enemies of the 
French, and to support the Eng­
lish. The outcome was unfortun­
ate for the French, because the 
Iroquois were great warriors. 
Their guerrilla tactics would 
meet tne approval of present- 
day military experts.
OTHER JUNE 19 EVENTS
1610—Champlain defeated Iro­
quois at mouth of Richelieu 
River.
1719—Henry Kelsey led expe­
dition from Hudson Bay to 
search for northwest passage.
1721—Part of Montreal was 
destroyed by fire.
1764—Alexander Henry was 
captured by Indians near 
present-day Toronto.
1816—North West Co. group 
killed Selkirk's Governor Sem­
ple and 20 men at Battle of 
Seven Oaks.
1882—Last spike was driven of 
CPR section between Thunder 
Bay and Winnipeg.
1903—Regina was 1 n c o r p o- 
rated.
1913—Completion of High 
Level bridge enabled CPR to 
enter Edmonton.
1914—C a n a d a ’* worst coal 
mine explosion at Hillcrest, 
Alta., killed 189 men.
1917—Sir Arthur Currie sue* 
ceeded Lord Byng as com­
mander-in-chief o f Canadian 
Corps.
1924—Postal workers went on 
strike until June 29.
1930—United Farmers were 
returned as government of Al­
berta.
1934—Conservatives lost every 
seat in Saskatchewan.
Trudeau Appears To Be Low-Profile 
Which Supporters Say Is A Crouch
private cars and public-trans­
port vehicles.
The new towns were origi­
nally established to absorb the 
over-spill from such choked and 
war-battered cities as London 
and Glasgow. Now the state- 
aided communities are expand­
ing under their own momentum.
Planners of the first new 
towns could not foresee the in­
crease in car ownership and the 
resultant traffic problems.
Designers of such second-gen­
eration towns as Reddltch in 
Worcestershire and Runcorn in 
Cheshire have learned by expe­
rience and are establishing ring 
routes exclusively for, public 
transport.
Both new towns were desig­
nated in 1004 shortly after publi­
cation of a govemment-spon-
busway will be extended as 
needed to keep pace with the 
growth of the town, to a total of 
12 miles in the late 1970s.
Recognition of the value of 
Runcorn’s experiment was 
made in 1970 when the govern-
sored report on Traffic in 
Towns. This made it clear that 
in future while all possible prov­
ision would be made for the pri­
vate car, Its use in towns must 
be controlled and public trans­
port encouraged and expanded.
With these background re­
quirements the transportation 
pattern of Runcorn was evolved
—an urban motorway for car
, ment awarded a 75-per-cent 
grant towards the £2.5 million 
construction costs of the bus­
way.
Second in the list for govern­
ment help to provide such an 
amenity is Reddltch new town. 
In June, 1971, the department of 
the environment approved a 
grant of nearly £1 million to­
wards the £1.25-million bill for 
building the first three miles of 
a special 15-mlle bus-only route.
Ultimately this will Involve 
the construction of seven miles 
of new road costing £2.75 mil­
lion and adaptation of eight 
miles of cxistng roads.
In Reddltch the public trans­
port route Is again in a figure­
eight with connections from it to 
regional bus routes.
EXPECT IMPROVEMENT
Temporarily, until the town 
development and traffic loading 
increase, sections of the bun
Windsor.
Ordinary Londoners on the 
day of the funeral were over­
heard in conversation deplor­
ing the manner in which .the 
widowed duchess was left 
alone in Buckingham Palace 
while the Royal Family gath­
ered at Windsor Castle. The 
duchess was driven down 
from London to visit her hus­
band’s lying-in-state and was 
heard repeating the phrase 
over and over again to 
friends: "35 years, 35 years."
It was also widely felt that 
Prince Phillip or some other 
male member of the Royal 
Family should have seen the 
75-year-old widow to her Paris 
plane after the funeral, in­
stead of leaving it to a court 
official, the lord chamberlain.
There were bitter accusa­
tions In Parliament of royal
OTTAWA (CP) - Prime Min­
ister Trudeau appears to have 
gone into a low-profile stance, 
which some of his supporters 
describe as a crouch, before he 
springs into a fall election.
Conservative leader Robert 
Stanfield and New Democratic 
leader, David Lewis continue 
criss-crossing Canada. But the 
prime minister is staying fairly 
close to Ottawa except for offi­
cial engagements,
He has also avoided becoming 
embroiled in parliamentary dis­
putes and, whether incidental or 
otherwise, he recently has had 
several haircuts that have modi­
fied his style.
Sources close to Mr. Trudeau 
say he has every intention of 
playing it lowkey throughout the 
summer—a deUberate lull be­
fore the storm of a campaign. 
Some advisers apparently be­
lieve the other party leaders are 
In danger of over-exposer dur­
ing the warm summer months, 
allowing a refreshed prime min­
ister to come on with a short,
The prime minister plans to 
take several weeks off during 
the summer—probably at his 
Harrington Lake cottage—and 
his published travelUng itiner­
ary so far is no heavier than , 
last year. Unless developments 
force a change in plans, sources 
say, he will have few television 
appearances during the next 
few months.
One Liberal source says Mr. 
Trudeau has been particularly 
interested in getting the views 
of backbench MPs on local is­
sues, and has been carefully 
noting opinions in caucus meet­
ings.
Meanwhile, while he may not 
be gaining any points in Com­
mons activities, he Is being 
careful not to lose any, either.
Most Liberal MPs seem to 
think the prime minister is tak­
ing the right approach.
"If he spent the summer mix­
ing with crowds," said one, "an
route will be available for all
Phone Staffers 
Can Purchase
VANCOUVER (CP)- An em­
ployee share-purchase plan wan 
approved recently by the Ca­
nadian Transport Commission 
for the British Columbia Tcle-
snappy campaign.
The assumption in all parties 
Is that an election will be held 
this fall although Mr, Trudeau 
could hold off until early next 
year. But there are sources out­
c I e c 11 o n campaign wouldn't 
offer any contrast."
One close associate expressed 
delight that Mr. Trudeau ap­
peared to be paying unusual at­
tention to advisers In this re-
spect.
Then, after a moment, he 
side the parties who still think it added: "But perhaps it’s basl- 
could be 1973. cally his own idea."
kinds of traffc. When the sys- Co,. ... ,
B.C. Tel employees will be
China's Muddy Brown 'Sorrow' 
Tamed After Killing Millions
IN PASSING
A small burn, such as one caused 
by touching some hot object, may be 
treated by applying petroleum jelly, 
or n paste made of baking-soda and 
water, and bandaging with sterile 
gauze.
Never put any kind of antiseptic on 
a bum.
Don’t leave oily rags in a heap 
anywhere, as they may burst into 
flame spontaneously.
If your child has some object in 
his throat and is choking, turn him 
upside down, hold him by the legs or 
ankles and slap his back vigorously.
Whenever skin is broken, the first 
job is to get it clean so that no infec­
tion will start. ,
traffic and a separate system 
for buses. This system is in a 
figure—eight penetrating Into 
the heart of each residential 
area, and links them all with 
the town centre, railway station 
and Industrial areas.
BUS STOPS HANDY
tern becomes solely for buses it 
la expected to speed and im­
prove their services to the point 
where they begin to make a
profit,
If public transport, by its In­
creased efficiency, becomes 
more attractive for town travel, 
reduction In use of the private 
car could lead to savings on
.It will enable frequent bus A. temporary benefit of build- 
services, free of dislocation ing the reserved route Is that 
through congestion or cross-flow the heavy contractors’ traffic
traffic. could use it during construction
No home will be more than of the new town,
able Io buy 100,000 ordinary, 
voting shares of the company
CHENGCHOW, China (Reu­
ter) — The Yellow River once 
known as "China's sorrow," lias
Ma explains that this lx ' 
caused by the eddying silt car­
ried down from the mountainbus
within the limits of one for each 
$500 of annual income or a total 
of 70 shores each. , —old fear of It.
The company, controlled by Nowhere is this more true 
General Telephone qnd Elec­
tronics of New York, had 3,236,-
been tn med and the millions provinces in the west.
who live beneath its raised Tlte bed has caused the , 
river to rise above the level of । 
the surrounding countryside by , 
as much ns six to 30 feet.
banks have lost their centuries
025 million ordinary shares out­
standing last Dec. 31.parking lots. „
. t fit f il - The company said the pur­
chase price would not be less 
than 85 per cent of the average
TODAY in HISTORY
market price on the day the 
payroll-purchase plan is put into 
effect. »
The pion would be open to 
the more than 0,500 employees 
of B,C. Tel and Okanagan Tele­
phone Co,
The company sa|d the plan
TODAY IN HISTORY 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
June 19, 1972 . . .
Sir Arthur Currie, the 
first non-regular soldier to 
become a general In any 
■ Imperial army, was ap* 
jKiinlcd tn,command the Ca­
nadian Corps 55 years ogo 
today—In 1917—after com­
manding the 1st Canadian 
Division at the capture of 
Vliny Ridge. He led the 
coi'|M until the end of the 
First World War and later 
became principal of McGill 
University.
’ would’be nn Incentive ns well 
1963—Valentina Teresh­
kova, first woman in space, 
landed after 4B orbits.
1958—Parliament a p-
proved the establishment, of 
the joint North American 
Air Defence Command 
(NORAD), \
1MB—R u s s I a n troops 
blocked all land entry into 
Berlin,
1903—The city of Regina 
ws-i incorporated.
1721—Almost । one-half of 
Montreal was destroyed by 
fire.
as a mcnnu by which employees 
’ could share in the results of
Improved performance.
BIBLE BRIEF
"And their sins and Iniquities 
will 1 remember no more." 
Hebrews 10117.
,Once forgiven they are for- 
, ever forgotten. He will not hold 
' our sins against us. Why should 
.wo hold them against oursel­
ves"The blood of Jesus Christ 
God’s San clennseth us from 
all sins."
than In Honan, which used to be 
known as the province Of the 
"four calamities"—flood,
drought, locusts and tang, tlio 
Kuomintang warlord.
For it was in Honan, where 50 
million people now live, that 
many of the river's 20 changes 
of course occurred over the last 
3,000 years, bringing with them 
suffering and death.
Though the Yellow River 
basin Is known as flic cradle of 
China's civilization, the river It­
self was the grave of many mil­
lions of its inhabit nuts, It over­
flowed Its bunks 200 times In the 
past century alone, often with 
disastrous consequences, 
, One of the men responsible 
for the Herculean task of bring­
ing this vast waterway under 
control Is GO-ycar-old Ma Yin- 
tlng', chief engineer of Honan 
provlrice, whose job was to har­
ness the river along 435 miles of 
its length.
NAMEA MISNOMER
Standing on one of tin j । h 
tv.- dikes,bealde Ma, the \ notoi 
quickly realizes the river s 
name is a misnomer. It is not 
yellow, but« muddy brown.
On some stretches, junks con 
bo seen sailing by, although 
much of the river is still unna- | 
vlgablc. ■ I
The task of taming the rh4‘ I 
In the lower reaches wo* never -R 
adequately tackled before, 
though Ma says he has seen lr- ’ 
rigallon systems In the upper 
reaches built during the Han dy­
nasty 2,000 years Ugo.
Plans to regulate the river, 
which flows' Into the Gulf 
Chihli, began In the early 1050s. 
The plans Include the building 
of n "staircase" of 40 dams and 
will not fully materialize until 
near the end of the century., 
The silt, as well as being a 
danger, is part of Iho river's 
richness^ For what tlio river er­
odes from the mountainsides ,'t 
deposits ns fertile lees on a 
coastal plain twice the size ot 
France. \
In the upper reaches, soil con­
servation mentums such a* 
tin planting have been Intro- ( 
<lu d to i mbnt eijo'slop. Large
i icnuuj been con
sit mini f r power generation, 
b ngition and flood and silt coiv 
trol.
i
Mr. and Mrs. Carl
FIT AS A FIDDLE?
Sewing a fine seam as well 
as singing a sweet tune is all 
part of the act for the pros­
pective Sweet Adelines of 
Kelowna. This trio is busy 
fitting the pattern to Mrs. 
Emily Vandecasteyen. On the 
left, Mrs. Ina Nessman and 
Mrs. Leah Dyck is on the
right. The two have their red 
and white checked gingham 
gowns ready to go for the 
night of Fun and Harmony 
planned, by the group for 
June 24 at the Legion Hall. 
The dinner and dance, open 
to the public, includes a 
quartette from Vancouver and

















many old friends here.
Dear S. S.: Never mind about 
him, honey. Keep this column 
handy. Some lessons need to be 
learned more than once.
more to do with him. This 
means his count is $own to 
nine. If it keeps up he’s going to 
get plenty of rest. Thanks, Ann.
fort was accompanist.
Given in marriage by her 
father, the bride chose a white 
imposted quilted Jacquard 
crepe gown. A rhinestone heart-
WOMEN’S EDITOR, MRS. H. R. GREER
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No. 29 Shop* Capri
Former residents of Kelowna, 
Mr. and Mrs. James Logie of 
Victoria have been guests of 
Mrs. S. M. Simpson for several 
days. Mr. Logie was a school 
principal here for many years 
before becoming a superinten­
dent . of schools. Mrs. Logie 
worked in the Rutland library. 
Both active in community af­
fairs, he was keenly involved 
in the Regatta Association here 
and Mrs. Logie was with the 
Kelowna Little Theatre. He re­
tires officially on July 1, from 
his superintendency at Camp­
bell River.
During their visit here they 
were guests of honor at a de­
lightful garden party co-hosted 
by Mr. and Mrs. Bert Johnson 
and Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Kerr. 
During the eveningg they re­
have returned to their Casa Lo­
ma home after enjoying a three 
week holiday in Europe. They 
spent a week visiting with re­
latives and old air force friends 
in England, also spent a week 
at the Island of Majorca and a 
few days in Scotland.
Goes Up Notch
Dear Ann Landen: I would 
like to say something to the 17- 
year-old guy who just discov­
ered sex last year and is mak­
ing it with 12 different girls. He 
can’t understand why he is dead 
tired all the time and wants to 
know if it’s “normal." His sig­
nature was Dragging My Ca­
boose.
I can tell you a thing or two 
about that lunatic because I was 
one of the 12. The reason I know 
he’s the guy is because he was 
bragging all over school this 
morning that his letter made 
Ann Landers’ column. The min­
ute he made that statement, his 
count went down to 11.
I used to think you were a 
square, talking about virginity 
and the value of saving yourself 
for somebody decent, the high 
price of free love and how the
Red Serge Of RCMP Add Color 
To Melfort United Wedding
Melfort United Church was 
the setting for the double-ring 
ceremony when Constable Da­
ryl Earl Wilkison of Minne- 
dosa, Man., son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Earl E. Wilkison of Kelowna 
took Donna Ann Degerness br 
his bride. She is the daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. John A. Deger­
ness of Melfort, Sask.
Rev. Ken Houstin conducted 
the 7 p.m. ceremony, with Pam 
Reeder, soloist singing You Are 
My True Love and O Perfect
girl always pays whether she 
realizes it at the time or not. 
You said the price is guilt and 
shame, a ruined reputation and 
finally no self respect.
You hit me right in the face 
with all of it, Ann, and I want to 
let you know I’m sorry I ridi­
culed you and I’ve learned my 
lesson.—Slow Study
P.S. The envelope was sealed 
but I opened it to add this. Two 
other girls in my gym class just 
told me they were also among 
i the 12. Now they want nothing
Dear Ann Landen: My hus­
band's brother, his wife and 
their two children moved a few 
doors from us last summer. 
They are a nice family and I 
know my sister-in-law would do 
anything in the world for me.
The problem is the way they 
talk. When Vera wants a favor 
she never says: "Will you 
please . . .?" It’s always: "1 
want you to.. ."
Yesterday her 12-year-old boy 
rang the doorbell and said: 
"Mom wants you to bring her a 
five-pound sack of sugar when 
you go to the market today."
My husband was standing 
there and I asked him if he had 
noticed the rudeness. He said: 
“Yes, I did notice it-but it 
doesn't bother me because I 
know they mean well;" He said
it would be better if I didn’t 
mention it because it might cre­
ate strained relations.
What do you say, Ann? I 
admit it rankles me and I’m not 
so sure my husband is right.— 
Like The Trimmings
local Barbershop personali­
ties will add some of their 
lively harmony to the night, 
which promises to be a gala 
one. Proceeds will be used to 
launch the local singing group 
who will soon be chartered.
(Courier Photo)
Two Male Investigators Probe
Female Discriminations
TORONTO (CP) —. Kay 
Eastham, a paid women’s ad­
vocate, is sipping coffee on a 
hot afternoon and discussing 
men.
The young civil servant— 
she’s 26 and research officer 
for the provincial labor de­
partment—relates some of the 
ironies she’s encountered in 
file government agency which 
protects women against job 
discrimination.
To begin with, she says, 
there are two employees in 
the women’s bureau, who, be­
cause of their sex, occasion­
ally are confronted by hostile 
people with discriminatory at­
titudes. Both are men who in­
vestigate job discrimination 
complaints.
In the course of their duties, 
the research officer says, 
someone will ask the men: 
“What’s a man doing concern­
ing himself with women’s 
rights?"
She says that the bureau 
concerns itself with breaking 
down traditional thinking 
which excludes women—or 
men—from some occupations.
ENCOURAGES ALL
But within the bureau, the 
two investigators are th? only 
men among 12 employees. 
That’s sex-typing, admits Ms. 
Eastham—she prefers the Ms. 
and even displays on her of­
fice wall a lapel button wiih
Second Look
At Guide Code
TORONTO (CP) - The Girl 
Guide code is under scrutiny 
and a guide leader said it may 
be revamped to delete refer­
ences to God and duty.
The Canadian version of the 
guide promise begins: "I pro­
mise on my honor to do my best, 
to do my duty, to God, the 
Queen and my country.”
Mrs. Charles Cuhner, chair­
man of the world committee of 
the World Association of Girl 
Guides and Girl Scouts, which 
is holding Its convention in Tor­
onto, said the word "duty" does 
not appeal to many young 
people today.
However, said Mrs. Culmer, 
no matter what the language of 
the code, the alms of guiding 
would remain the same.
the slogan: Ms. for M.P But 
she says the bureau encour­
ages applications from "all 
qualified people.”
However, it’s not likely the 
bureau will actively set out to 
recruit men. Ms. Eastham 
says there should be a bal­
ance of the sexes in occupa­
tions, but she rejects the idea 
of forced integration.
She adds that when the day 
arrives that it would not be 
considered odd or inappro­
priate for a man to seek and 
be hired for the job as direc­
tor of the women’s bureau, 
"then we’ll know that we are 
successful.”
The bureau, established in 
1963, was first headed by 
Ethel McLellan, a career civil 
servant with the Ontario gov­
ernment.
IS SOCIOLOGIST
Ms. Eastham joined the bu­
reau in 1970, just before the 
Women's Equal Employment 
Opportunity Act was passed. 
She is a sociologist who emi­
grated from England.
She admits the bureau has 
been unable to achieve a bal­
ance of the sexes in its own 
office, but points to success in 
other areas.
The equal employment op­
portunities legislation which 
the bureau administers has 
been received graciously by 
employers, she says.
"They are conforming not 
only to the letter of the act; 
but to tlie spirit of the act as 
well."
Employers realized that sex 
discrimination is a waste of 
potential talent.
Women's publications, and 
women themselves, says Ms. 
Eastham, are beginning to re­
spond to the principle of 
equality of the sexes.
Women’s magazines now 
are beginning to do stories on 
some of the feminist Issues 
and women in politics.
She says that the equal em­
ployment legislation "gives' 
the existing trend towards 
opening up the traditional bar­
riers an extra boost,"
Under the terms of the leg-
YOUTH GROUP
In Quebec, 4-H Clubs are a 
Mh group of the Quebec For- 
w Association.
YOU'RE IN FOCUS 
WITH
GLASSES
Far expert fitting* ae* 
Wayne II. Keuhl
LONDON OPTICAL
43S Lawrcnc* Ph. 2-4S10
• Clean dusty or clouded crev­
ices in cut glass with cotton 
swabs moistened in detergent 
solution. Apply the same clean­
ing idea to dials — telephone, 
TV, radio and thermostat.
shaped necklace, a gift from the 
groom completed the floor 
length dress.
Mrs. Jan Murphy of Minne- 
dosa was matron of honor and 
bridesmaids were Karen Deger­
ness of Regina and Verly Deger­
ness of Melfort. Joann Deger­
ness was flower girl and master 
Leon Degerness, was ring 
bearer. Both are from Melfort.
The red serge of the uniforms 
of the groom’s attendants add­
ed a colorful note to the cere­
mony. Constable Peter Murphy 
of Minnedosa was the best man 
and ushering were Constable 
Tad Duff, Nepawa, Man. and 
Constable Fred Conrod, Souris, 
Man.
Frank Jones, the bride’s 
uncle of Golden, B.C. proposed 
the toasts at the reception 
which followed at the Melfort 
Evangelical Convenant Church.
After a honeymoon trip to 
Banff, Victoria, Vancouver and 
Kelowna the couple will make 
their home at Brandon, Man.
Dear Trimmings: I'm not op­
timistic about the chances for 
retraining your sister-in-law, 
but I feel you should certainly 
say something to that 12-year- 
old kid. Sample: "How about 
hooking a please on to that in­
stead of just giving an order?"
4th Annual Fashion Show Planned 
By Dental Assistants Association
The June meeting of the Ke­
lowna Dental Assistants Associ­
ation, held in the Kelowna Gen­
eral Hospital board room, ap­
proved plans to hold its fourth 
annual fashion show in Sep­
tember. Mrs. Loralee Laing will 
convene the event with Mrs. 
Marianne Hoogbruin and Char­
lene Genovese assisting.
The meeting was conducted 
by president Mrs. Marion Ma­
teri, who was presented with a 
gavel on behalf of the B.C. Den­
tal Assistance Association by 
Mrs. Fran MacKinnon. Mrs. 
MacKinnon also gave a report 
of the House of Delegates meet­
ing held recently in Vancouver.
Mrs. Materi and Mrs. Laing 
will be representing the Kelow­
na branch at the next House of 
Delegates meeting in Septem­
ber at Vancouver.
The following sub-committee 
chairmen were set up: roll call, 
Mrs. Loretta Swarchuk; publi­
city, Mrs. Rita Neufeldt; tele­
phone, Mrs. Kay Kelly and Mrs. 
Betty Patterson; scrapbook, 
Juanna Madsen; entertainment, 
Mrs. Lorraine Crosby and Mrs. 
Vivian Tainaka; amalgam col­
lection, Mrs. Shirley Tataryn 
and Mrs. Joan Johns.
The months ahead is the 
danger time for your furs. 
Complete care, service and 
storage by experts is what 
you can expect and what 
you’ll get when you bring 
your expensive furs to us. We 
specialize in extensive re­
pairs and complete re-styling. 
We’U give you a written esti­
mate and all work Is guaran­
teed. Don’t wait until the 
busy fall season for your re­
pairs, see us soon.
islation, the bureau is empow­
ered to battle sex discrimina­
tion in the courts, if neces­
sary.
During its first year of op­
eration, the bureau investi­
gated 283 complaints about job 
discrimination. Forty - eight 
were from men.
The act provides maximum 
fines of $800 for an individual 
and $3,000 for a corporation, 
employment agency or trade 
union.
When the legislation came 
into force, it was found that 
union labor contracts were 
among the most blatant and 
obvious offenders, Ms. Eas­
tham says.
Many contracts had to be 
redrawn'to conform to the 
act.
NO SEX IN ADS
The act prohibits sex dis­
crimination in job advertis- 
ments, and occasionally a 
newspaper still carries an of­
fending ad.
For example, said Ms. Eas­
tham, some newspapers have 
been cautioned against ads 
which call for a ‘Girl Friday.'.
"We advise them to say 
‘Person Friday,’, or ‘office 
general.’ ”
The workload of the bureau 
will continue to increase, she 
says, “as employees become 
more aware" of the protective 
legislation.
But, she adds:
“If, after 10 years, the com­
plaints we receive don’t go 
down in number, then we'll | 
consider the bureau a fail­
ure."
CUSTOM MADE OR 
BUY THE YARD
Largest selection of fabrics 
in the valley. Custom made 
swags and covered valances.






1618 Paadosy St., Kelowna
DON'T MISS OUT ON THESE EXCITING VALUES DURING
OUR 74th
MOFFAT 15 cu. ft. Frost-Free
REFRIGERATOR
Model No. TH50AV
Magnetic door seal, Automatic interior light, 
Shelf space on top of crispers, Storage shelves on 
refrigerator door, Porcelain enamelled steel crisp­
ers, Dairy compartment, Two pop-out flexible 
ice-cube trays, Covered meat keeper, Electric but­
ter conditioner, Cantilever refrigerator shelves. 
Avocado in color.
Anniversary Sale Price




Fluorescent lighting, Automatic clock with minute minder, Automatic hi- 
speed oven preheat, Variable broil control, Surface clement warning light, 
Timed appliance outlet, Two six >nch jCB. m
and two eight inch deluxe lift-out elc-
ments. Right rear true simmer clement, jH BUB BjB WV 
Removable oven sides for easy oven ^B BB» WBf 
cleaning, Rotisserie, Avocado in color. JB JB 
Anniversary Sale Price..... ................ . BBB Br SB Plus Trade
MOFFAT RIVIERA TWIN TUB WASHER DRYER
Model No. TTW100. Tills washer \spln dryer features spiral agitator washing |B
action, and automatic recirculating lint filter, family size washing capa- JB B BMBwJy 
city (up to 7 lbs.), n high speed safety spin dryer, a detergent safe poriic- BB B BNB jB 
Inin tpb, 3 fabric selections and a reversible walnut tabic top. JBU B jSf
flale Price...................... .............................     4BBI B JB -
BARR & ANDERSON
594 Bernard Ave. OPEN FRIDAYS UNTIL 9:00 P.M.Phone: 762-3039
Emotional Finish To Rac®
Movo Made From Last Place
TORONTO (CP) - It was an i 
tmotianal finish torone fa® 1 
most competitive fields in 113 
runnings of the Queen s Plate.
Victoria Song, “J’S1?, geld­
ing. came from 15th asd last 
place for a two-length victory 
under Robin Platts. The victory 
was worth $56,143.75 to owner 
Marg Seitz’ Green Hills Farm 
at nearby Milton. . ' , \ ,
Barachois, from the Montreal 
ztablw of Jean-Louis Levesque, 
was vanned off the track, after 
finishing a game second. He 
broke the coffin bone in his left 
front foot in the stretch run at 
Woodbine.
The event was witnessed by a 
record 34,347 people, largest 
crowd to see a Canadian horse 
race. But millions who expected 
to catch the pomp and pagean­
try on television were denied 
the thrill of watching the race 
when the production went blank 
as the field entered the starting 
gate. They had to settle for a 
word description by race an-
racing history. The previous 
high, $1,742,765, was set at the 
1969 Plate. .
The daily-double betting mark 
also fell, $153,558 ($137,406) and 
exactor wagering twice, the 
record now standing at $109,010. 
The Plate run itself drew record 
wagerings, $471,807 ($421,408).
But It was on the track, in the 
stretch, where all the emotional 
strain was generated in the 
scant moments before Victoria 
Song, running wide, overtook fa­
vored Gentleman Conn and in-
Queen's Plate winner only to 
have her dreAms end in trag­
edy.
Cool Reception suffered a 
fatal injury while running sec­
ond in the 1967 Belmont Stakes;
has virtually nominated a
ROSS PHELPS — SPORTS EDITOR
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Supreme Court Rejects Bid 
Reserve Clause Still Legal
WASHINGTON (CP) — The] those laws to other organized
nouncer Daryll Wells.
But there was a record 
over at the track.
BET OVER $2 MILLION
turn
The crowd, which surpassed 
the previous high set at the 1969 
Queen's Plate (32,804), wagered 
$2,006,882, the first $2 million 
betting day in Canadian horse
jured Barachois.
The stocky gelding was instru­
mental In establishing another 
record. It was the third straight 
win for offspring of Victoria 
Park, the 1960 Queen’s Plate 
victor who established the race 
mark of 2:02 that still stands.
SLOWER THAN DANCER
Victoria Song turned in a 
2:03.1 for the lAi-mile classic, 
almost a second slower than the 
time of 1964 winner Northern 
Dancer, who also came from 
the back of the field.
Mrs. Seitz, daughter of the 
late Larkin Maloney whose Ace 
Marine won the race in 1955, 
had tears streaming from her 
eyes as she rushed from the 
Turf Club to the winner’s circle.
It marked an end to several 
frustrating years in which she
Hard-Charging Roxburgh 
Triumphs In B.C. Tourney
Arctic Blizzard suffered a bro­
ken sesamoid bone and was un­
able to compete the following 
year; Dance Act, a son of 
Northern Dancer, didn’t run in 
1969 because of injuries; Nearc- 
tic Dancer in 1970 suffered a 
crippling knee Injury.
"The first people I saw on the 
elevator were (trainers) Lou ' 
Cavalarls and Yonnie Starr," ■ 
Mrs. Seitz said joyfully. "They 
both had horses in the race, but 1 
they also trained for dad. Natu­
rally I was thinking about Lar­
kin and I couldn't hold back the 
tears."
There were tears, too, in the 
jockey’s quarters where Gary 
Stahlbaum told of feeling “it 
go” at the 16th pole as Bara­
chois saw victory in sight.
"It’s kind of hard to describe, 
something like when you have a 
flat tire on a car, you don’t 
really lose control but you can 
feel it," he said of the crippling 
injury that ended the racing 
career of Barachois who, like 
his full sister Fanfreluche two 
years ago, still managed to fin­
ish second.
"I really think I would have 
won. I hand rode him" to the fin­
ish after that. Then, after the 
finish. I felt him bobble all
One Car Beats Record Twice 
Only With Different Drivers
Bill Hiebert and Roy Nedeaulment wall on the third corner, 
used the same car on succes- with Heibert colliding with him 
sive weeks to break the claimer to tangle the two cars.
That’s the wa* they finish.Rhnew^av«eVCRnth with Hart winning the title 
the Tillicum Raceways. Both and Heibert placing second still 
StoSrtwlr81 cheques at Lngled jjart»s car
Saturday s races. was demolished and both driv-
John Sutton won top honors in ers shaken up.
the claimer trophy dash. Joe
Harvey took the lead in the Kitsch got back at his rival, 
semi-modified trophy dash and Hickson in the semi-modified 
kept it to the wire, winning his second heat by taking top hon- 
first race of the season. Drew ors-
Kitsch placed second with Lyle I Georgeson won the super 
Hickson third. stock second heat, with Hey-
Art Fiset was hard-pressed in hurst and Horning less than half 
the super stock trophy dash a car length behind in the title 
but came up with the win ahead battle.
of Georgeson and Terry Kere- Ed Mertion won the claimer 
link. main event. The combined main
United States Supreme Court re-1 sports.. However, the majority 
jected today the bld by former
SX’^SES’* m'tV* «“» «« to «.« PbU-clause declared illegal. Illes after the 1969 season.
♦J100!?;* a2H~tfi!£kr>.* COMEBACK FAILS 
traded in the off-season to Phlla- ®® immediately brought his 
delphla Phillies, charging thatthe reserve clause committed an$ 8at out th®197® 8®ason- 
him and other players to a form He consented to be traded to 
of slavery. I the Washington Senators for the
At issue was baseball's tradi- 8eason without prejudice to 
tional immunity from anti-trust his case. But he was unable to 
laws which has made it possible Imak® a successful comeback for the major leagues to hold |a 1x1 eventually left the team in 
players to binding contracts and] I®!®. spring and has not returned 
transfer them to other clubs. 11° fa® baseball diamond.
But the reserve clause also| Flood contended there is no 
makes it impossible for a player logical reason to treat baseball 
to obtain employment with an-| differently from other profes 
other major league team unless! sional sports which have less- 
he is traded. rigid player contracts and are
While rejecting his plea in a subject to the anti-trust laws.
taSt Si The WUrt a^ fa® ** 
that baseball s immunity brom|empdon gran^ baseball is "an 
Int i^vi^nf the’ftinlicaHan of abberation” and “an exception 
; ent ta view ot tbe sPPhcabou ot and an anomaly." But, Con-
“Think he’ll b* O.K.? Look* a; 
little ntrrou* to aaan -
ROPE TRICK J
Canadian Indians wove ropt 
from bark of many trees such 






burgh, 20-year-old University of 
Oregon student who plays out of 
Vancouver's Marine Drive Club, 
turned in an unprecedented per­
formance Saturday to win the 
men’s British Columbia ama­
teur golf championship.
The machine-like Roxburgh 
carded a second successive two- 
under-par 68 for a 72-hole total 
of 279 to claim the Bostock 
Trophy for the second time.
He first won it in 1969 when 
he also won the provincial junior 
ehampionship.
Roxburgh played superb golf 
Saturday, carding 16 pars and 
two birdies to follow his four- 
birdie, two bogey performance 
Friday.
It is, oldtimers claim, the first 
time anyone has ever shot suc­
cessive tournament 68s from the 
back tees, which stretch the 
tight, demanding layout to 
6,539 yards. 
Ahead by eight strokes after
54 holes, Roxburgh finished an 
11-stroke winner. Second place 
went to John Russell of Vancou­
ver Point Grey. Provincial 
champion in 1967 and 1968, Rus­
sell had a last-round 70 for 290 
and was five strokes ahead of 
Harry White of Vancouver Ma­
rine Drive who had a last-round 
76.
One stroke behind White, at 
296, was Dave Mick of Victoria, 
who was on the 1971 provincial 
WiUingdon Cup team with Rox­
burgh, Russell and Bert Tice- 
hurst of Vancouver.
Mick, who started poorly with 
78-75 in his first two rounds, 
came back strongly Saturday 
with a 71.
Next was Martin Holman, a 
19-year-old Youbou belter who 
plays out of Duncan’s Cowichan 
Club. He turned in 75-75-73-75 
performance for a 298.
around the turn."
Stahlbaum jumped from the 
injured horse as sooft as he was 
safely able to do so.
Starr, who handled Barachois 
for Levesque, was unaware of 
the injury. He was rushing to 
watch the re-run on television 
when a fan asked him what was 
the matter with the horse which 
was vanned off the track.
INJURY X-RAYED
The bleak news came after 
veterinarian, Dr. Neal Mendel­
son, surveyed and x-rayed the 
injured area.
“It was a fracture of the cof­
fin bone on the inside wing,” ex­
plained the track vet. “It ex­
tends right up into the (leg) 
joint."
He described the injury as “a
Rookie driver Scott Wickhem event and feature race was won 
edged out veteran Sutton to win by Joe Harvey. King Cam had 
his first career title in the the super stock main event for 
claimer first heat. Two veteran a short time, but a check of the 
drivers, Hickson and Kitsch, lap sheets showed that he had 
continued their rivalry in the passed on a yellow flag and 
semi-mexlified first heat, with Chuck Hayhurst was credited 
Hickson taking the checkered with the win.
flag and Kitsch beating Harvey
out for second place honors.
Semi-modifieds from the B.C.
Tracing Racing Association cir-
King Cam and Art Fiset bat- cuit will compete in next Satur- 
tled side-by-side for eight of the I day's card with time trials at 7 
10 laps in the super stock first p.m. and racing at 8. 
heat, with Fiset picking up his —:---------
second win.
The most exciting race of the 
day was the claimer second 
heat, with Vlaander starting the 
action by kissing off the wall 
after travelling several laps four
abreast.
Larry Siemens spun out, and 
Sutton was given the black
locals Beat
The King 5-1
The King and His Court,
Mavericks 7-1
gress has had a long time to do 
something about it and the fact 
that it did not indicates more 
than “near congressional si­
lence and passivity.**
In fact, the court “has con­
cluded that Congress has had no 
i intention to subject baseball’s 
reserve system to the reach of
VERNON — A fifth inning I the anti-trust statutes.' 
rally that died with bases load-l 
ed and no runs scored scuttled 
Kelowna Mavericks and allowed 
Vernon Luckies to take a 7-2 
win Saturday night in the Oka-
for all ages
The Best of Two Worlds 
1. Guaranteed Fittings 








451 Lawrence Ave. 
762-2131 — 9 to 5 p.m. 







picked up the 
Mavericks to
flag. Keith Hart, the leader into by famous softball pitcher Ed- 
the last lap, spun into the ce-|die Feigner, entertained more
ROLLS ROYCE 
CITROEN 
BMW - RENAULT 
Test Drive Them at
Wind Topples Challengers 
As Nicklaus Wins Open Title
concussion-type” break, with a 
good chance of healing.
The second-place finish was 
worth $17,275 of the gross 
$86,375 purse. Gentleman Conn, 
the 7-to-5 favorite, took the 
$8,736.50 third money with 
fourth-place Sussix winning 
$4,318.75.
Victoria Song returned $14.60, 
$6.70 and $4.20, Barachois, a 12- 
to-1 shot, paid $11.40 and $5.60 
and Saul Wagman’s Gentleman 
Conn $3.20 to show.
In the race for Canadian-bred 
three-year-olds, all carrying 126 
pounds, Henry Tudor showed 
fifth followed by George of Can­




than 1,000 fans Saturday night 
but found the softball league 
representatives a little less 
amusing as they tagged him 
■ with a 5-1 setback.
I Feigner, with his four-man 
team, displayed a number of
three hits. Starter Brian Shot 
took the loss, with relief help 
from Norm Meunier.
Mavericks led after their half 
of the second inning, following 
a two-run single by Larry Mac­
kenzie, but Luckies came back 
with two runs in their half of 
the inning ; and never looked 
back. Carl Nelson got the big 
hit for Mavericks, a double 
that just fell short of a home 
run.
Mavericks meet Kamloops 








OAK RIDGES. Ont. (CP) — famous pitches, between his 
Ken Girard, head pro at London legs, behind his back, blina- 
Hunt Club, won the Professional folded and from second base. 
Hockey Players annual charity Feigner was 
golf tournament Friday with a , ....
one-stroke victory over Gary l°ca' batters with his throws a 






PEBBLE BEACH, Calif. (AP) 
— Jack Nicklaus won his third 
U.S. Open title and his 13th 
major golf crown Sunday in 
gusty Pebble Beach winds that 
blew down all other challengers.
Only Nicklaus’ strength and 
doggedness stood up to the 
near-impossible conditions and 
even he wondered at times if he 
would make it.
Winner of the Masters and the 
U.S, Open, the first two legs of 
the unprecedented professional 
sweep which no man has ac­
complished, Big Jack now must 
set his sights on the British 
Open at Mulrfield July 12-15 and 
the American PGA at Oakland
Monte Carlos, 
Kickers Win
Hills in Birmingham, Mich., 
Aug. 3-6.
Bob Panasiuk of Windsor was 
the only Canadian in the tourna­
ment. He went out Friday with 
an 83 that brought his 36-hole 
total to 160.
WINDS REACH 30
The winds whipping off the 
ocean reached gusts of 30 miles 
an hour. The postage stamp 
greens were hard as concrete 
and slick as marble. All of the 
competitors, including Nicklaus, 
found themselves playing but of 
craggy canyons and off of rocky 
beaches.
He won by three shots over 
Australian Bruce Crampton, 
who shot 76 for 293 with the re­
surging but frustrated Arnold 
Palmer a disappointed third 
with a 76 for 294. Defending 
champion Lee Trevino, only five 
days out of a hospital, played in
Fifty Guineas, Barley Sugar, 
Tommy Jack, Madly Magic 
Burnt Grass and Fort Myers.
Girard, who played briefly Kraushaar and Gib Loseth, 
with Toronto Maple Leafs of the proved equally stingy
National Hockey League, fired a
After the game, Feigner dis­
played a number of pitches for 
the fans.
NOW OPEN EVENINGS 
’til 10:30 p.m. 
Sundays ’til 9 p.m.
Kelowna Kickers had things 
much their own way, while Kel­
owna Monte Carlos had to come 
from behind in a pair of Oka­
nagan Valley Soccer League 
games Sunday.
Kickers parleyed a 6-0 half­
time lead into a 9-0 drubbing of 
' Vernon United while Monte 
Carlos wiped out a 1-0 halMime 
deficit to take a 4-2 win over 
Rcvelstokc. Vernon Heidelberg 
Rangers tripped Penticton Mol­
sons 2-1 in another game.
Tohy Ambrosio led Kickers 
1 with three goals, while Eric 
Tasker and Toby Smit each 
scored twice. Roger Pires and 
Fred Molson also scored.
Lenard Polman scored the 
winning goal and added an in­
surance market to pace Monte 
Carlos. John Vuksic and Joe 
Mczei also scored
Lions Camp Opens 
In Penticton
PENTICTON (CP) -Seventy-
five pldyers and conches ar­
rived here Sunday to begin the 
British Columbia Lions training 
cninp.
Head coach Eagle Keys will 
conduct twice-daily practices be­
ginning today and continuing 
through July 4 al the Okanagan 
sile.
The Canadian Football League 
club will play Its first pro-sea­
son game July 5 in Regina 
against Saskatchewan Hough- 
riders.
SUhTCOUNTRY 
SPORTS S MARINE 
638 LBON AVI. KELOWNA, B.C. PHONB 763-2602
GROCERIES 
CONFECTIONERIES
one-under par 70 to carry off 
the title for the fourth time.
Defending champion Andy 
Bathgate, who had also won the 
crown three times, shot a 76 
Friday.
In the over-40s bracket, Bob 
Armstrong led with a par-71 
while Hank Goldup and Bus 
Wycherly shared the 50-60 age 
lead with 78s.
More than 110 players com­
peted in the tournament which 
contributed $1,400 to the Cen­
tennial Nursery School for Re­
tarded Children.
Phone; 764-4126
a two-some with Nicklaus and 
finished with a 78 for 295, tying 
another Mexican-American, 











AURORA, Ont. (CP) — Tim 
Anderson, an all-American at 
Ohio State in 1970 and San 
Francisco ’49ers’ No. 1 draft 
pick in 1971, is Toronto Argo­
nauts’ first serious cripple of 
1972.
The defensive backfielder was 
lost to the Eastern Football 
Conference Argos for at least 
eight weeks Sunday when x-rays 
disclosed a fractured left leg 
suffered in Toronto's first full 
scrimmage at its training camp 
north of Toronto.
, Running back Leon McQuay, 
who hurt his left hand Saturday, 
aggravated the injury in Sun­
day's workout but a club 
spokesman said it was not seri­
ous.
Eldorado Arms 




Lunch 12:00 noon - 2:00 p.m. 
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MINING BUILDS JOBS 
FOR BRITISH COLUMBIANS
Many jobs are created by the mining Industry in British Columbia in 
fields other than mining. While approximately 18,600 workers are 
directly employed by mining companies In B.C,, there are, In tun), about 
46,500 other workers In British Columbia In other Industries and voca­
tions supported by mining expenditures. Equipment suppliers, store­
keepers, school, teachers in mining communities, and many others. 
Learn more about your British Columbia mining Industry. Three 28- 
mlnute colour motion pictures are available for viewing by groups large 
or small. “The Vital Giant”, “Minora With Green Thumbs", and "Careers 
in Mining" aro each In standard 16 m.m. versions with sound. Write:
MINING ASSOCIATION OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
120G West Pender Street, Vancouver, B.C.
fl M* W Ml . -*r '♦* .ftt.- Wr ' *■ t" I* tf
4
Tcmpcttc, the air conditioner designed for bed­
rooms and smaller rooms in the home (up to 
130 sq. ft.) tops its class'in comfort. Light in 
weight, superbly designed, its good looks and 
efficient operation will help you forget long 
hot days and nights. The simulated woodgrain 
Decorator Panel is not only attractive, but it 
also muffles outdoor sounds to give you epol, 
quiet comfort. >
Contact your local Gulf Agent today. There's / 
a wide selection of air conditioners to suit every ' 
'room size and every budget. And sec your \ 
Agent about other Gulf climate control products 
to make your home as comfortable as possible 
all year round,
So have a Tcinpcllc Air Conditioner Installed
now, and rest easy all summer.
Call: 762-2040
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Chicago 5 Los Angeles 4 
Montreal 2 Atlanta 1 
San Diego 1 Pittsburgh 0 
New York 2 Cincinnati 1 
Houston 10 Philadelphia 0 
^San Francisco 8 St. Louis 2
Results Saturday
Chicago 7 Los Angeles 2
St. Louis 4 San Francisco 3
Houston 10 Philadelphia 5 
Cincinnati 8 New York 2 
Atlanta 3 Montreal 2 
San Diego 4 Pittsburgh 0
Games Today
| Lowly Padres Trim Pirates
While Mets Move Up
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Jerry Reuss and Steve Arlin 
gave Philadelphia and Pitts­
burgh the old 1-2 Sunday, while 
Tom Seaver delivered his 
knockout punch on Cincinnati.
Reuss of Houston Astros, 23 
years old today, came within 
three outs of giving himself a 
birthday to remember. He held 
the Phillies hitless for eight in­
nings before Larry Bowa ripped 
a leadoff double in the ninth, 
then finished with a one-bit 10-0 
victory that enabled the Astros
to close in on the Reds in the 
National League West.
San Diego's Arlin fired 1-0 
two-hitter at the hard-hitting 
Pirates, the second straight, 
shutout for the lowly Padres 
over ' baseball’s workr champi­
ons, and dropped’them Into sec­
ond place in the National 
League East, one-half game be­
hind New York Mete. ,
The Mete slipped back Into 
first place when Seaver checked 
the Reds on five hits for his 
first complete game since April
Athletics Back Vida Blue 
Indians Take Consequences
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
It was Moustache Day in Oak­
land and, for a change, things 
didn’t get hairy for Vida Blue.
Treated to only one run in the 
first 25 innings he pitched this 
season. Blue had begun to won­
der whether he was wise to 
abanoon the steel business and 
end his six-week holdout for a 
return to baseball.
But his faith was restored by 
an encouraging 16-hit attack 
that gave the Oakland Athletics 
a 9-0 romp over Cleveland Indi­
ans Sunday. For his part, Blue
Plate's Big Loser
Was CTV Coverage
TORONTO (CP) — The big 
loser in the running of the 
Queen’s Plate Saturday was the 
CTV television network, whose 
picture went off the air for 10 
minutes just as the race began.
Although a videotape record­
ing of the race was shown as 
soon as the picture was re- 
stored, CTV’s switchboards 
were jammed with calls from 
irate viewers who were left with 
only the sound portion of the 
big race.
John Esaw, sports director of 
CTV, said Sunday an investiga­
tion was Under way of the 
breakdown of a Bell Telephone 
micro wave transmitter at 
Woodbine race track. Bell feeds 
telecasts of live remote events 
to CTV’s transmiter by micro­
wave.
Mr. Esaw did not know what 
the financial loss to CTV would 
be.
allowed four hits and came 
away with his first victory of 
the season after three losses.
The combination of Blue on 
the mound and free admissions 
to anyone wearing a moustache 
lurd 33,277 fans to the ballpark 
in Oakland. More than 7,000 of 
them showed up with hair under 
their noses and were ushered in 
to watch Blue operate for no 
charge.
Elsewhere in the American 
League Sunday, Chicago White 
Sox rapped Boston Red Sox 84, 
Milwaukee Brewers shut out 
Kansas City Royals 3-0, Minne­
sota Twins edged Baltimore Ori­
oles 4-3 and Detroit Tigers shut
Open Toughest
Los Angeles at Pittsburgh N 
San Francisco at Chicago 
San Diego at St. Louis N 
- Philadelphia at Atlanta .N -
Montreal at Cincinnati N 
;;New York at Houston N
Games Tuesday 
- Los Angdes at Pittsburgh N 
' San Francisco at Chicago
San Diego at St Louis N
•*••• Philadelphia at Atlanta N 
"■ * ■ Montreal at Cincinnati N
New York at Houston N 
American League
“The program was worth 
$50,000 in advertising, but we 
didn’t lost the whole program. 
There were 40 minutes of it be­























34 .333 13Milwaukee 17 : 
4 ■ " ' • West
36 16 .679•-.Oakland 
'Chicago 
Minnesota
,•> Kansas City 
-'California
33 21 .611 3%
28 23 .549 7
25 29 .463 11%
25 31 .446 12%
^TJexas _ __ 
Results Sunday
■ • Chicago 8 Boston 4 
Texas at New York, ppd.
C.' Milwaukee 3 Kansas City 0
23 32 .418 14
Minnesota 4 Baltimore 3 
■ Oakland 9 Cleveland 0
• ' .Detroit 2 California 0 
Results Saturday 
New York 2-3 Texas 0-2
•'Oakland 3 Cleveland 2
,. . Chicago 5-8 Boston 4-10
4 Kansas City 6 Milwaukee 3 
Baltimore 4 Minnesota 1 
, Detroit 3 California 2
Games Today 
Detroit at Oakland N 
‘ Baltimore at California N 
, . Cleveland at Minnesota 
Texas at Boston N 
■ Only games scheduled.
!: , Games Tuesday
. Detroit at Oakland N 
Baltimore at California N 
' Cleveland at Minnesota N
,) Chicago at Milwaukee N 
o Kansas City nt New York N 
i Texas at Boston N
NAMED DEAN
MONTREAL (CP) - A. Claris 
Blackwood has been named 
r-dean of agriculture and vice- 
•tyrlnclpal of Macdonald College. 
Formerly professor of micro­
-biology, he has stressed the Im­
portance of research and con­
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“Custom Care In . 
Ready to Wear” 
1474 St. Paul R*.
26 to become the National 
League’s first nine-game win­
ner. He also slammed a tie- 
breaking home run in the sev­
enth inning. The defeat sliced 
Cincinnati’s margin over Hous­
ton to 1% games.
E1 s e w h e r e, Chicago Cubs 
edged Los Angeles Dodgers 54 
on Don Kessinger's llth-inning 
single, Montreal Expos' Mike 
Torrez tossed a two-hitter to 
beat Atlanta Braves 2-1 and San 
Francisco Giants trounced St. 
Louis Cardinals 8-2.
In Saturday games, Chicago 
downed Los Angeles 7-2, St. 
Louis edged San Francisco 4-3, 
Houston thumped Philadelphia 
10-5, Cincinnati trounced New 
York 8-2, Atlanta edged Mont­
real 3-2 and San Diego blanked
brought home another. After a 
walk to Reggie Jackson loaded 
the bases, Sal Bando doubled 
for three more runs and the 
Athletics added a sixth run be- 
fore finally being retired.
Milwaukee’s'nine-game losing 
streak ended as Skip Lockwood 
limited Kansas City to five hits 
and the Brewers shut out the 
Royals.
George Scott scored two of 
the Brewers runs—the second 
one when he reached second 
base after striking out in the 
sixth inning.
Scott had opened the inning 
by fanning but when catcher 
Jerry May dropped the third 
strike, Scott took off for first 
base. May recovered the base­
ball but his throw to first struck 
Scott and the runner wound up 
on second, base. He stole third 
and then scored on Ellie Rodri­
guez’ second double of the 
game.
Rick Reichardt hammered a 
three-run homer, capping a 
five-run Chicago rally in the 
; fourth inning as the White Sox 
' routed Boston.
Stan Bahnsen, who picked up 
’ his ninth victory of the season,
out California Angels 2-0. Texas 
Rangers’ and the Yankees were 
rained out in New York.
In Saturday action, the Yan­
kees beat the Rangers 2-0 and 
3-2, Oakland edged Cleveland 3- 
2, Chicago beat Boston 54 in 
one game and lost the second 
10-8, Kansas City defeated Mil­
waukee 6-3, Baltimore won 4-1 
over Minnesota and Detroit 
nipped California 3-2.
The slumping Indians now 
have lost 18 of their last 23 
games.
Mike Epstein’s ninth homer of 
the year and George Hendrick’s 
No. 3 helped the Athletics build 
a 3-0 lead in the first five in­
nings. There were two but in the 
sixth when the roof fell in on 
Cleveland.
Larry Brown walked and Blue 
followed with an infield hit. An 
. error. J»y Graig Nettles scored 
one run and Joe Rudi's hit
CAP) — Arnold Palmer called 
it “probably the toughest 
Open I’ve played in.”




BOLOGNA “By the piece” .... lb. 45c
Margarine 4b?1
“Soft”. West. 100% Ver. Oil.......... TP I
Instant Coffee $1 CO
Nuggets. Nabob West. 10 or. jar .... ■ ® .
1.79
Bathroom Tissue 79 c6 roll pack“Capri”. Asst,
Orange Crystals 70c
“Allen’s” 3% oi. 5 envelope pack ...... w B W
SmS?. Grade A doZ. RQf
cartoned ............1"! BW
Mrs. B. Horkoff, RJl. No. 1, Kelowna 
Mrs. J. Leicester, 1404 Richmond St.
flour20"“ 1.39
PORK CUTLETS . w 79c
Sugar 10 lbs 1.39
Granulated, No. 1 ■ Itw K
Coffee 7., $1 AO
“Chase and Sanborn” jflL IDS. ■ (JL Tw 
Excellent Quality MW H
Skimmed Milk
Carnation. ............    5 tall tins “ BW
Detergent
Tide heavy duty. King size ....
IETTII/T Local ^rm 10aLt I I Uvt heads............. Feature lb. IvC
TOMATOESSt*- 39c
Cheddar Cheese OO-
rkjg Fresh random cut mild    lb. < w 
Medium lb.
FEATURED AT OUR IN-STORE BAKERY
DI IMC Hamburger or Hot Dog. QOr
DUlvd “Fresh from our oven”. 2 doz. O 
a |/r IAAF Date and Nut. “Fresh |?C/»CAKE LOAF from our oven”, each JjC
Sunday added to a personal 
record of frustration that in- II • |
eludes four runner-up spots I ■ J— 8 «!% I
since winning the U.S. Opqn I jJUbLIPII^ 
crown in 1960 for the only II
Pittsburgh 4-0.
WALKS FOUR
Reuss allowed only four base­
runners, all on walks, until 
Bowa ripped a 1-1 pitch down 
the third base line to end his 
no-hit dreams.
The Astros backed Reuss with 
a 14-hit attack, including two 
doubles and a home run by 
Cesar Cedeno.
San Diego has had little 
enough to cheer about this sea­
son but it was Pittsburgh that 
had a lost weekend.
"When you beat the Pirates 
two out of three it’s got to be a 
heck of a weekend,” chortled 
manager Don Zimmer. "I still 
have as much praise as I’ve al­
ways had for the Pirate hitters, 
but I’ve had more praise for my 
pitchers the last two games.”
Clay Kirby blanked the Pir­
ates on nine hits Saturday night 
and Arlin limited them to sin­
gles by Vic Davalillo in the 
fourth and Richie Hebner in the 
eighth. Jerry Morales led off 
the game for the Padres with a
had contributed a single earlier 
in the fourth as the Sox pushed







two-run homer for the Red Sox 
in the ninth.
Why Pay Supermarket 





on the KLO Rd. for garden 
fresh vegetables and other 
local and imported produce.
Ph. 763-4390
time.
The 42-year-old Palmer was 
briefly tied for the lead m 
Sunday’s final round of the 
72nd Open, after holing a 30- 
foot birdie putt on the third 
hole of the windswept Pebble 
Beach course and generating 
cries of "Charge!” from his 
army of fans.
But there were two earlier 
birdie putts 'that stopped 
within inches of the cup. A 
last chance to draw even with 
Jack Nicklaus, who was on 
his way to victory, trickled to 
a stop a few spins from the 
cup at No. 14.
“Fourteen could have made 
all the difference in the 
world." Palmer said later of 
the eight-foot birdie attempt. 
“If I’d made it, I’d have 
taken a different look at the 
whole thing.” _
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
REMEMBER WHEN . . .
Dr. Jerry Laflamme re­
signed as coach on Montreal 
Maroons of the National 
Hockey League 42 years ago 
today—in 1930. Dr. Laf­
lamme later joined St. Mi­
chael’s College in Toronto, 
and coached their hockey 
team to a Memorial Cup 
championship in 1934.____
double off Bruce Kison and 
came around with the only run 
on infield outs by Fred Stanley 
and Leron Lee.
“I love to pitch against the 
Pirates,” said Arlin, a view not 
shared by many other hurlers. 
“It’s a lot of fun because you 
know that if you beat them 




CONTRACTORS . . . 
“We rent most everything”









Windsor Rd. — Just off Hwy. 97 Phone 763-7733
Exhaust Systems for Any Car, Truck or Tractor 
Shocks and Headers
FREE INSTALLATION ON ALL WALKER 
TOP UNE MUFFLERS. LIFETIME GUARANTEE.
Custom Tube Bending Machine . .
Any Exhaust System ...
-OPEN 8 A.M. to 9 P.M. DAILY 
CLOSED SUNDAY
PRICES EFFECTIVE 
MONDAY, TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY 
Corner Bernard and Gknmore St.
memo to advertisers
opportunities
With two seemingly equal advertising opportunities available, how would 
you decide which was to carry your sales messages?
We have a suggestion-take a few minutes to find out Just how seemingly 
equal they really are.
Ask questlons-how big is their circulation audience? Where do readers 
live? How much do they pay? And others.
Then ask for prqofl
Ask to see a copy of their latest report from the Audit Bureau of Circulations.
Equal opportunities? Bo ABGeurel \




The Audit Bureau of Circulations Is a sail-regulatory association of over 4,000 advertisers, adveniaing 
igonclea, and publishers, and toreeognlwd me bureau of standards tor the print media industry.
Mazola Oil $7 CO 
Pure form. 128 oz. fri. feature +BWB B 
PEOPLES 
FOOD MARKET









VICTORIA (CP) — Colwood 
RCMP were investigating the! 
presence of about five gallons of 
crude liquid coal tar which they 
believe was poured Into Thetis 
Lake, north of Victoria, Friday 
night. The lake was closed to 
swimming Saturday because 
about 35 per cent of its surface 
was covered with an oily film. 
It will remain closed until the 
tar Is cleaned up.
QUEEN CHOSEN
KAMLOOPS (CP) - Karin 
Salle was chosen queen for the 
second consecutive year at the 
British Columbia Indian prin­
cess pageant Saturday. Miss 
Salle was Kamloops’ entry In 
the nageant, Ruth Nahane, Miss 
North Vancouver, was first 
runner-up and Cynthia Lewis, 







VANCOUVER (CPt - Wil- I 
liam Basil Guraliuk, 18, of Van-1 
couver, was charged with crim-1 
inal negligence and driving with I 
a blood alcohol content of more I 
than .08 per cent Sunday follow-1 
ing a car chase at speeds up I 
to 90 miles an hour. Police said 1 
the chase'ended when the flee- I 
ing vehicle spun out of control I 
and struck two police cars. The I 
driver fled on foot. I
TWO REMANDED I
VICTORIA (CP)—Gary Rich- I 
ard Redman, 18, and Glen Ern-1 
est Drew, 27, were remanded to I 
June 26 on bail set at $750 each I 
when they appeared in court I 
Saturday on charges of possess-ll 
ing marijuana and hashish for I 
the purpose of trafficking. The I 
two were charged after police I 
searched a vehicle at the'B.C. I 
Ferries terminal at Swartz-Bay. I
BURNED MAN DIES
VANCOUVER (CP) - Tong 
Watt Jong,. 75, of Vancouver 
died after someone poured gas­
oline over him and set him afire. 
A 71-year-old man charged with 
71-year-old man charged with 
wounding with intent to maim 
or disfigure was committed to 
Riverview mental hospital fol­
lowing the incident at a skid 
road hotel.
TEMPERATURES PLUNGE
PRINCE RUPERT (CP)—The 
temperature in this north coas­
tal city plunged to 38 degrees I 
early Sunday, a record now for 
June 18. Previous record was 40 
degrees in 1920. Record low tem­
peratures were also recorded at 
Smithers, where it was 35; Ter­
race, where it was 40, and Wil- 
- liams Lake, where. it was 39. 
■ At Vancouver International Air­
port, the temperature was 46, 
tying a record low set.in 1952.
INCUMBENTS UPSET
; PORT ALBERNI (CP)—Gene 
Weithman defeated incumbent 
Les McKinnon Saturday in an
• election for the Cherry Creek 
directorship on the Alberni Clay- 
oquot Regional District board.! 
In the Beaver Creek . electoral 
; area, Hans Irg defeated incum- 
' bent director Bill Duncan and 
former director Peter deVties. 
The election was prompted by 
changes to the Municipal Vali-
Fabrics & Notions Women’s & Teen Wear Men’s & Boy's Wear Infants & Childrens Wear
dating and Enabling Act requir- 
, ' ing directors be elected and not
r
YARN — 3-ply bulky yarn. 4 11 I COTION shiRT BLOUSES — snoii 
Variety of colors........ ...___ or long sleeve. Pattern or solid colour
POLYESTER THREAD — 12 spools Sizes 8-16. Limited quantities. 4 11
to a bag. Assorted 3 4 44 1 ^.99. ----- Now • ■
colors. Reg. 99c _____ - * for 1.44 LADIES NYLON TANK TOPS — As-
PACKAGED THREAD — 12 spools to sorted colours. Lovely for our warm
a bag. Black, white 3 < 44 1.44
and colors. Reg. 49c• Tor 1.44 I Sizes S. M. L.
CONE THREAD — sizes 50 ana LADIES’ STYLE TIE — Nautical look 
Black and White. 7 4 U ““J1 colours' 1.44
PHENTEX YARN — 2-ply jumbo LADIES’ SATIN FINISH BRIEFS — 
rolls. Great variety of 4 44 Many colours to choose 7 4 11
colors. 8 oz. Reg. 1.99 ...... I.IM from. Sizes S. M. L. . * for l.3*t
FORTREL AND COTTON SHARK- HALF SLIPS — Many styles and col- 
SKIN — 45” wide, fully washable. I ours to choose from. 3 4 11
Ideal for sportswear, assortment of I Sizes S.M.L. .. .............. * for
colors: Pmk, Blue, Navy, Green. LADIES’ PERMA-PRESS BRA — 
Brown, Beige and Red. 4 11 I Cross Your Heart, cotton straps. 
Reg. 1.96 yd. Now .. .. yd. White only 4 11
SCREEN PRINTED PERMANENT 1,44PRESS - 50% polyester, 50% avril, ;TDIeo\anTYHOSe'hOLDERS- 
striped print. 45” wide, machine wash- S PANTY HOSE HOLDERS-
able. Suitable for summer tops, 4 11 ^oralcan^ ?lam colours- f 44 
dresses etc. Reg. 1.96. Now, yd. 1.44 I Sizes S. M. L. . -----  ---------- •
ECOLOGY PRINTS — 45" wide. San- LADIES’ BIKINI SETS — or half 
forized, fully washable. Variety of de- I slips. Assorted colors and 4 11
signs and colors. 4 11 I styles./Sizes S. M. L.     ■•*•*■
Reg. 1.96. Now yd.
AMERICAN SURREY PRINTS — 45” 
wide, fully washable. Avril and cotton. 
Ideal for sportswear, dresses and I Houseware Buys
children’s wear. Reg. 4 44 cast IRON 9^” FRY PAN. — Pre- 
1.96 yd. Now' --------  yd. T.*t“ I seasoned, ready 4 11
CREPE DE CHINE — 45” wide, 100% to use Reg 2 69 1 «44
polyester, fully washable. Assorted BEER KING GLASSIES -'16-oz. 4 
prints, limited* quantity, up to 4 44 I ner nackaee 4 11
2.17 yd. Now yd. 1-44 g Now 1.44
ARNEL AND COTTON DENIMS - I"";-”-;;;,""45” wide, fully washable, variety of I EL DORADO BEVERAGE SET— 
colors. Red, Brown, Navy, Yellow and I 12-oz. glasses. Set of 10. 4 11
pink, and pink check. Ideal fori 44 Avocado or Gold. Reg. 1.88 ■ ■*•*> 
sportswear. Reg. 1.96. Now, yd. I .*»*» STAINLESS STEEL HAND MIXER — 
POLYESTER AND COTTON GING- I with nylon gears. 144
HAM — 45” wide, machine washable I Reg. 1.99 Now 1“
very cool, asst’d colors in stripes, I BROWN BETTY TEA POT —4 44
I checks and plains. 11/2^1.44 6-8 cup size. Reg. 2.39. Now 1.44
rOLYBSTER AND COTTON PRINTS A T1
I Etc Reg 189 Now l»44 SET OF FOUR CERAMIC MUGS —
I STRETCH DENIM — 72” wide. Fully With metal mug tree. 144
I washable. One design only. Limited Assorted colours. Reg. 1.88 .
I Quantity. 4 41 I ROASTER — Porcelain blue enamel,I Reg. 3.97.   Now ..*»*» I holds 4-7 lb. roast or chicken. 4 44 
I DENIM LOOK — 100% cotton, 36” Reg. 1.99. ______ . .. Now ■•lM'
I wide, one design only 1 44 HEAVY DURALEX GLASSES — SetI Reg. 1.76... — - Now !•*•*» I Of 4 g.oz sjZe 4 44I PRINTED POPLIN — 36” wide. 100% I Reg j gg Now 1 >44
I TimiWfJntih'hable' 2 tor 1.44 PRESCUT VASE - Lovely for our
I Limited quantity. * for l.i*t summer bouquets. 4 44
I..........  ■ ■ Reg. 2.39. .... ..........  Now I•*!*»
< appointed. Direetors serve 1%-1 
year terms. I
WIN RESCUE CONTEST I
NELSON (CP) — Two teams I 
- from the Sullivan Mine opera- I 
tions of Cominco Ltd. in Kim-1 
berley won the first aid and I 
mine rescue events at the prov- I 
inclal championships Saturday. I 
Six other teams participated. I 
Awards were presented by I 
■ Mines Minister Frank Richter I 
and Hector Wright, commis­
sioner of the B.C. Workmen’s 
. Compensation Board.
STATION TO AIR
SUMMERLAND (CP)—A new 
radio station in Summerland, 
owned and operated by Okana­
gan Radio Ltd. of Penticton, 
. i • tlm air tonight. The new 
station, with call letters CKSP,' 
will carry programming from I 
studios in Summerland* for 
three hours each day. The rest 
of the programming will orig­
inate from CKOK in Penticton.
WRITE OWN ACT
VANCOUVER (CP) — Repre­
sentatives from British Colum­
bia's Regional Colleges voted 
Saturday to write their own pro­
vincial Regional Colleges Act In 
order to pressure the provincial 
government to remove them 
from the control ot local school 
boards. Galt Wilson, chairman 
of the Caledonia College council 
of Prince George, said Sunday 
the regional colleges want repre­
sentation on provincial govern­
ment committees that set col- 
' lego jjollcles.
D. C. (Doni Johnston
Don’t let an accident ruin 
your future ... be sure your 
house, auto and boat insur­
ance is complete.
JOHNS! ON REALTY
r and Insurance Ltd.





Health & Beauty Aids
TANYA: HAWAIIAN LO­
TION. with coconut oil and cocoa but-
ter. 4-oz. size. 
Reg. 2.19. .... 1.44
MAYBELLINE — Ultra lash mascara.
SET OF SIX BOXED GLASSES — 
Grey smoke, old fashioned, high ball 
or juice. 4 44
Reg. 1.88. ............  Now, set •«*>*•
4-PIECE CUTLERY SET —
blister 
Pak. . 2 sets 1.44
Lengthens and thickens lashes as it 4'/i” FRUIT DISH — Heavy pressed
colors, curls, separates. Sable Brown I cut. Sunburst
or Velvet Black. 1 44 design............... ...............
Reg. 1.89. .................................. COFFEE MUGS — 8-oz.COVER GIRL LIPSTICK by Noxzema. I Meat resistant, white 
Keeps lips looking lovely, mo.st and I 
smooth. Guards against chapping, I 
cracking. You’ll love the profession- I
6 1.44
5 fcl.44
Miscellaneous. ally chosen shades. 3 4 44
Reg. 97c. ......... ..... * for l»44 .
CONSTANCE CARROLL BATH POW- LADIES’ WIG BRUSHES — Multi- 
DER — 5 oz. and includes lovely plas- I „ourf„‘ „ 7,1 Afl 
tic vanity case and 3 4 44 I Pc!’'' ............. ^ow " 4or I’1***
puff. Reg. 1.00 ...........L for I-44 LADIES’ ORNATE CLUTCH PURSE
FABERGE HAIR SPRAY — 10-oz. I — Black, Brown and Red. 4 11 
size. Regular and extra 7 1 44 I ReB' 1'99’ ___  ______ Now
hold. Reg. 1,00. ......Now * for l»*14 ASSORTED PONY TAIL 3 4 H
SOFT1QUE BATH OIL BEADS - IIOLDERS-Rcg. 59c. i forL44 
Turns your bath into a silky 4 44 HAIR ROLLERS—Snap 3 4 44
smooth body lotion !■*»*» or plastic. Reg. 1.00 . * forl»44
LAVORIS MOUTH WASH AND GAR- LADIES’ MULTI-COLOURED ROPES 
GLE. Special reusable 4 J J I — in beautiful summer 3 4 11
................ i- shades. Reg. 1.00. ... * for 1.44. 
INTENSIVE CARE LOTION — Re- PACKAGE OF SIX FINE-LINE 
lleves over dry skin, soothes, 4 11 MARKERS - Nylon tips, variety of 
restores softness, fast l»*l,t I colours. 3 ■ 4 11
SOLARCA1NE FIRST AID SPRAY— I HcRt 88c per pkg, . Now * for ■ «44 
Excellent for sunburn, minor cuts, LETTER WRITING SPECIAL — 2 
burns. 4-oz. can. 4 11 jumbo pkgs, letter size pads, 2 Jumbo
Reg. 2.19, I »44 I packages of 4 11
COPPERT0NE SUNTAN LOTION - envelopes .. ......... . ................ 1.44
Promotes fast tan, helps prevent sun- 1 
burn, moisturizes. 4 11
4 fl. oz. Reg. 1.89. .. Now Toys & Playthings
Tools & Hardware FIGHTER PLANES — Authentic de­sign, made of soft, safe plastic. Eight
। planes from World War I and II. 
SAW KIT — 6-plece spring steel, one Regular 1.00. 7 1 44
for evfcry Job. 4 11 Now L pkRs. 1.44
— ...... ■•w TELEPHONES - Colourful phones
ADJUSTABLE 8 WRENCH — Made I that can double ns a money bank. 
In Western 1 44 I Clicking sound when dialed. Your
Germany. ----- ■•'ri I choice red or blue. 3 4 14
PROPANE BOTTLES - Bernz-o- Reg. 99c. Now* for 1.44
malic, For cooking, heating and light- MODLLS-AH new-1972 car models, 
Ing. Interchangeable on all portable Choose from Mustang, Barracuda, 
propane appliances. 1 44 I Cluil|cngcr and Maverick.
NowRegular 1.97.........
. , Now 1.44
UNIVERSAL FUNNELS - And bat­
tery fillers, 1,001 uses In car, Indus­
try, home, 7 1 44
boat. . Now * for I «*l*l
FLIERS — Long nose, 8" with 4 44 
Insulated handles. . I »*l*l
LIGHT BULBS — philips I 41J
40 and 60 .... . O to- I.*1*1
1.44Reg. 1.79..................... ..................
HOT WHEELS — Large assortment 
of hot wheel accessories,
All reduced to
TINA DOLL CLOTH EH
1.44
Smart, up- 
to-date styles, Fits all 11 'i inch dolls,
like Barbie, P.J 







cut, eliminates tired fingers and 
Cuts smoothly in straight lines or 
Tempered steel cutting edge.
aP
DI6-D-DENIMS
45” wide. 100% cotton, pre-shrunk. Assort- < 
ment of prints, plains and floral designs. 
Ideal for hot pants, sportswear, dresses, 
separates.










Shells, Shifts and Shorts
A large selection for you to choose from. 
Colourful cotton shorts. Plain or Boucle 
shells, assortment of cotton hot pants, 





Comes complete with yacht mop, plas­





MEN’S T-SHIRTS — 100% cotton fab- INFANTS NIGHTY BAG — In cotton 
ric with nylon re-inforced col- I knit, lots of room, garment stretches 
lar. Shrinkage controlled. White, In for active babies. White with striped 
size small only. 4 11 I trim, one size. 4 44
Reg. pkg. 3 for 2.99. .... Now •■*•*1 I Reg. 1.99. .................... — Now ■•*•*•
MEN’S ATHLETIC UNDERWEAR INFANTS’ TERRY SLEEPER — Two 
VESTS — Combed cotton machine way stretch, grows with your child 
washable. Will not shrink out of fit. for play or sleep. White, pink, blue, 
Size small only;1 E 1 44 yellow. Sizes 6-12 months or 12-24
Reg. 1.19 each. .... Now3 for 1.4*1 months. . 144
I BOYS’ SHORT SLEEVE 100% NY-I ?^^ ¥erRV TRAINING PAN- 
LON T-SHIRTS — Horizontal striped JJJ^NTS TERRY TRAIN FAN-
body with mock turtle neck. Sizes and '
A 1.77 value. . ..........  1.44 ™ue Now 6 for 1.44
BOYS’CAMPER SHORTS— In a per-I babY’K RECEDING BLANKET -
1 manent press blend of 15% nylon and I g0^ and fleecy, printed flannelette. 
85% cotton % boxer waist with cloth 100% cottont Sizes 3O.-X « 4 .1
belt and 5 pockets. Comes m Gold, I R 100 Now L {or |.44 
Biue and Green. 4 11 A TABLE OF 1.44 BARGAINS—Boys
sizes 7-12.---------------- ........ ■•T’.l short sleeve shirts, toddlers kangaroo
BOYS’ BLUE DENIM SHORTS — I jackets, infants boxed sleeper sets, in­
Zipper fly, 14 boxer waist, three zip-I fants water proof pants and many 
pered pockets. Sizes 7-12. 4 44 I 0lher items for you to choose from.
Regularly $1.88. ........ Now I »*H I All just 1 44
BOYS’ SWEAT SHIRTS — 100% cot- Each —-.......... ..........-..........- I****1
I ton long sleeves. Heavy fleece lining. I BRA-KINI SETS — For the young
I Comes in colours of Gold, Green and I miss. Stretch nylon panties with mat-
Blue. Sizes S. M. L. XL. 4 44 I chin® brais- Variety of colours. Sizes
Regularly 1.79. ........................ 1.44 8-14 stretch. 4 44
Regular 199. ------------------- . I«*l*t
Household Needs Sporting Goods
BOARD%A^TED IR0NING 1.44 I COLEMAN FUEL-Especially blend- 
OVEN MITTS -'Teflon coated, Ter- ' 1*^
rific value. - 3 4 41 FOLD A CARRIER — Fill it and
Beg. 99c each. ----------- * pr. ■ ■•W I freeze it, you have ice for the cooler
SPONGE MOPS — A must for every I and cold drinking water as it melts
busy 4 11 Ice lasts for days. 2% gallon 4 44
housewife. _________ .... I«*l*l I and 5 gallon _____ ■•*»*t
FINE QUALITY 3-PLY NAPKIN - I FRIDGE PAKS — Keeps colder long- 
Red plaid or Sunflower design. Pack- I ■ er, ideal! for picnic coders and a 
age of 50. 3 4 41 must for the hot 3 4
Reg. 98c.  ___ Now * for Iw I summer ahead. * for !•
MATCHING POLYCOATED 9-OZ. INFLATOR; AIR PUMP — Hand or 
CUPS - with handles. 3 4 44 and^h8,?lple'’
Pkg. of 24. Reg. 98c. Now L for i«44 J casjr inflation of;,,all, , . | 
HAPPY HOME PICNIC PLATES - atggg8' FmEK“Spratley,
9 size. 75 in pkg. . 7 1 44 I coachman, black knot, Tom Thumb,
Reg. 99c. ........ Now A forlHW Grizzly King L 4 44
GARBAGE BAGS — Carefree. 10 bags | and others............. . ........ " forl»*»“
to A 144 PROFESSIONAL WATER SNORKEL
package. —----------- ... for ■•*•*■ I — Enjoy our hot summer ' 4 44
COTTON KITCHEN TOWELS — Size with a snorkel. ......................... ■ ■*■*
16”x27”. Get your supply for the I ASSORTMENT OF FISHING LURES 
summer. 4 4 44 -import flat fish, 3 4 44
1 Reg. 2 for 99c. ........ 4 for l«44 spinners, etc. --------* Jor
NAVAHn MAT* — T lactin* cent CAMPERS STOOL — Can be used as
1”^' appSx rIKS i ,Mt “* 2 tai.44 
I lo minimize slipping. A real I jj I BOX - Tick the
buy; Reg. 1.79. --------- - Now 1 I jjgbt fly instantly, long life veltfoam,
WABASSO “COMFORT” PILLOW holds flies 4 44
SLIPS - 42”x33”. White only. Very securely. ......—■ >44
good quality. 4 44 I FISHING NETS — A must for all
160 thread count. ----------Now ■•*■* fishermen. Don’t miss out 4 4 4
APRONS — Solid shade tea aprons. | on this valye  I»*«*l
Taffasheen. Flocked trimming print­




FLAKED FOAM FILLED PILLOWS I LADIES’ MOCCASINS — Foam sole 
— Non-allergenlc, cool, non-matting. I with drawstring tie. Tan, Bone or 
Soft and plump. The finest In 4 44 I white. 1 44
fillings. Size 20"x26”. Only ... I•*» sizes 5-9.
PILLOW CASES — 100% cotton em- LADIES’ SANDALS — Assortment of 
broidered pillow cases. Size 20"x32". I smartly styled vinyl .... 1.44 
background TgOTd taiir 1.44 CHILDS' AND MISSES’ MOCCASIN 
PLACE MATS ^4^ S
size 12”xl8”. Top quality vinyl atlrac- I «. * ‘ 1.44
tivcly decorated. Non-skid cushion LADIES’’ TERRYCLOfll ” M U L E 
back. Your choice of many styles SLIPPERS - Attractive 3 4 44
and colours. 1 44 f|ornl prinl. S. M. L. .. L for 1.44
Regular price 1.88..........Now I.*** LADIES’ SLIPFERETTES - Smart-
I 100% POLYIJSTER FIBER - Fluffy jy 8tyled 1 44
stuffing for making dolls, cushioiiR. vinyl uppers............ ...................
! toys, etc. all while. A real 4 44 SUPER VALUE IN PANTY HOSE — 
saving. Reg, 1.96...  Now l.*l*l I qi10 size fits 95-150 lbs. Colours
ROLLING PINS — Your choice of Beige and Spice. 4 pair in a 4 44 
tolling pin with n kitchen towel or I package.......... . per package
two pot holders. Ideal gift for showers KNEE HIGH HOSE — Perfect for 
nnd a must, in every kitchen. 4 44 I Pan^ suits- One size fits nil. 'Assorted 
Regular 1.99 ..........  Now colors. 4 1 44
Regular 49c.......    Now *• for I
“PRIMROSE” FOOTLETS — One 
size In sthetch nylon or cotton, SmallCameras -Films medium or large 1 4 11
COMPACT CASSETTE - 60-inlnute I M AID™ NON-RUN
blank tape, 3 1 44 PANTY HOSE — All nude - one size
111) minutes each side . . *• forl.’W fiu to 150 lbs. Beige or 3 4 11
REEL AND CAN SET — Permn-flcx, I Spice. Rog. 99c, Now 4 for l»*W 
Duals. 3 1 11 MEN’S WORK SOCKS - Wool, toe
400 feet. .............-............A fori.™ I nn(| heel! reinforced with nylon. Size
slide trays— 144 n. Grey on,y- “ ' “
Appco 40, universal. .......... ■•9*1 | Regular 1.00.----- .. Now




Gaf view mailer .
harden Shop
1.44 AND MIX-A treat 9 4 JI
I for everyone. . .. * lbs, !«*•“
. OLD DUTCH POTATO UHIPH-Great
GAIIDEN HOSE — Ideal for waler- 
Ing any lawn. 50 ft. length 4 4 4 
Reg, 1,99 ........... Now
LAWN SEED MIXTURE — (No Clo­
ver). Con. No, 1, 114 lbs. 9 1 44
Bonus Buy. Reg. 99c. .r * lbs.
for summer picnics. 3 f A A 
1 Rog. 59c. * for I*1***
MOIRS POT OF GOLD CHOCOLATES 
|-lb. box. 1 44
Regular 2.17. I.****
LICORICE ALUSORTH— 3 Ui
15-bz. pkg. Reg. 59c. \ ■» for 
ICE CREAM WAFERS*- 3 4 11
| 1-lb, pkg, Reg. 59c. . * for I
IHiirilEAM (DFflAI Co,d ham Plate\ homo s,y|e P0,at0 S alad, tomato and cucumber Alices( 
LUllVllLvIl rolj and but(er, chocoldte cream ca .e, tea or coffee. ...............
> ■
1.44
USE THESE CARDS IN WOOLWORTH STORES ACROSS CANADA


























































































































By George C. Thosteson, M.D.
Dear Dr. Thosleson: My sev­
en-year-old son walks and talks 
in his sleep. When I ask him 
about it, he remembers nothing. 
Is this something to worry 
about?—Mrs. A.G.
No reason why he should re­
member his sleepwalking, as 
this occurs only in the stages of 























LET PR.GASTIAND YuaNTR6TURN AND PICK 1 
BRICK AND
9RUCEL










There is such a method, but It 
is a cosmetic matter, not a 
medical one, so don't expect a 
doctor to do it. It is not a per­
manent method of hair removal, 
but a treatment that lasts 
longer than shaving since the 
hairs are drawn out, not just 
cut off. They grow again, 
though. It is a rather crude and 
somewhat painful procedure 
since the hair is pulled out when
I Should you worry about it? 1 the hardened wax is removed. 
I would say no, at this age, ex­
cept for modest precautions ©ear. Dr. Thosteson: My doc-
I against the risk of hurting him-1 discovered I have two gall- 
self. , , „ stones. He said they were too
Sleepwalking and sleep-talk-harge to get into the duct, but
I Ing usually hive an emotional suggested that I have them out 
| factor as a basis—family or I j have never had an attack, 
I school problems, some hassle! onjy gome discomfort at times, 
| with a playmate, loss of a pet, tut not bad.
I any of the things that youngs- • ■■ ,,
I ters fret about. I hate to go through surgery if
I Psychologically, the uncon- it is not necessary. What will 
I scious purpose is believed to be happen if I don't have the oper- 
an effort either to evade a prob- atiOn’—Mrs GT lem or to seek solace. Some- auon- 
times it is quite easy to recog-- since do form stone3i 
nize what is botheringl a child, ^5.3 tte great possibility that 
And sometimes it is very difft- h formed gravel or 
cult because, as youve perhaps»mall stones ca“ get into 
noted, it hnt always easY the bile duct. Alternatively, the 
know what a child s worries two stones that can’t escape 
ar®' . , ,,. ■ . ___ .... through the duct can irritateI Such sleepwalking is usually I inflame the gall bladder. 
nnriH^comJ Your occasional discomfort SUg-
I during adolescence, and is com- _ ± .
moner in boys than in girls, al- 8
though girls do it too, of course. 18 J1? w?,3rl,to
As they grow up, they learn to definite y what wdl happen, but 
I solve their problems, or learnl the risk remms. You might 
(not to worry so much about find somebody who has had an 
I things, and that’s the end of the acute Ball bladder attack to 
walking. Except for this: Sleep- learn how sick one can be. 
I walking in adults, if it occurs, is Which, of course, is why your 
I usually related to some deep- doctor recommended removaL
DAILY CRYPTO QUOTE-Here’s how to work it:
to LONGFELLOW
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is 
med for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are au 
hmt& Each day the code letters are different,
CRYPTOQUOTES
XB XX LS BL FLBXUOBUBFU LS 
XPMB CMAUBBX M. GMB XX * QLAR,
PLAiiru
BELIEVE IT OR NOT
HOW COULD USD 








HEY?BECAU9K TRE FELLA WOTM . nt.,;
•WE AXE AT ME PLAYS ROUGH. IMAY5EIT5TME
HE STRIKES OHLY WHEN HE 
THINKS YOU'RE GONE, ASTHO 
SOMEBODY® TIPPING HIM OFR
HITCH-HIKER 
WHO Wh5 Wfl? 
THE GATE 
YESTERDAY.
IDONTVWNTTD ~ CWT TRY 
HARM YOU’JUST TO TRICK
60 TO A SAFfi PwACB MH BY ANY 







NOk BUT LOOKl THERE ARC 
TWO GUYS ATTW WATER- 
MELON TRUCK PARKEP
VOWNTHG ROAD.
seated emotional difficulty This De„ Dr ^^00; j have 
may or may not approach the polycythemia. I have given gal- 
I stage of mental illness. jons of blood to the Red Cross
Lh»r.r until 1 found'out I have polycy-
(toere are other signs of em<> I (hernia. Now they will not take 
I !i3nal conflJct> don 4 ™a^e my blood. I have to go to a J»s- 
Inhwi °+hpOfr.HMPWn^tgPital and char^e 510 to 
lcWle 1th? -fhad- Dont try toL ta blood and say it can’t 
I probe into it, as you may create
a greater conflict than already , ■ ...
I exists. 1 have had doctors tell me
I You should, however, take they ^a^ d®
I such steps as are necessary to us® t**® blood. Do you know oi 
I keep him from hurting himself. I any place that could use it.— 




MONIQUE-HAS LURED RENE 
BESOM TO A HIGH BALCONY^. 
AND THEN PUSHED HIM OFF?
FI HADN'T BEEN RANGING NRIH.VIEW 
OP ALLTHESB PEOPLE WN RENE FEU— 
OR WAS PUSHED—ID BE SUSPECT NUMBER 
ONE. EVERYBODYKNOWS HOWMQCRXHATE 
THE MAN WHO CRIPPLED FAIHERT
1HBCWEP 
OF police wre 






I is an example of what I mean _ . . ... .
|—even though youngsters have foY ™®^Ied8®>
I been known to get up, go down- patients with polycythemia is 
stairs and even unlock a door «8®d foF transfoskm®. ItI and go out, sleeping soundly all b® “sedunder specialcto.
I the while cumstances, but these would be
I * very rare cases.
I Dear Dr. Thosteson: I have! Reason for not using polycy- 
I been told that there is a wax themic blood is very simple: the 
| treatment that can be given for I cause of the disease is not 
-““I removal of superfluous hair. I known in some cases. Therefore 
' would like to know more about we don’t know whether use of 
it, the cost, and what kind of the blood could be harmful, and 
doctor would do this.—Mrs. if we don’t know, we play safe 






AFTIR WORKB44 FROM A 
SCMTOID RIHE SISTINE (HAPfl. 
FOR 6 YEARS IWIH HIS ARMS 














. .. THE INDIAN ALMOND TREE 
CROWS US BRANCHES ON A PERFECr 
HORIZONTAL PLANE -/WD
By Phil Interiand
“Well, a wishy-washy wishing well'.
Transient Penguin 
Far From Homeland
MADRID (Reuter) — An Ant­
arctic penguin has been picked 
up from the sea off Spanish Sa-
CONTRACT BRIDGE




















North Eart Stmfh 




Opening lead—three of 
monds.
This deal occurred in
trump holding, Seres leaped di­
rectly to six,'which proved to be 
an excellent contract . even 
though the 3-1 trump break 
meant that South had only 
eleven ready-made winners.
Had the American West led a 
spade or a heart, he would have 
' landed declarer his twelfth 
rick, but West led a diamond 
instead.
Seres won with the ace and 
cashed the K-A of trumps, hop­
ing for a 2-2 division. But West 
showed out and Seres — with 
malice aforethought—played a 
third trump to prepare the way 
for a squeeze.
East won and shifted to a 
heart. Seres rose with the ace, 
crossed to dummy with a dia­
mond, and played two more





match between Australia and 
the U.S. during the , World 
Bridge Olympiad in 1968. When 
Cummings and Seres were 
North-South for Australia, they 
got to six clubs on the sequence 
shown.
In their methods, Cummings’ 
two club bld was highly con­
structive and showed about the 
same strength as a raise to 
three clubs would in most other 
systems.












I'M dDNNA WATCH 
THE RB9TOFTHUH 









WATER 3 GUJ 3 c
Now he led dummy's last 
trump, discarding a diamond, 
and West found himself in 
trouble. He was forced to dis­
card a spade and Seres won the 
I last four, tricks with the A-K-Q- 
19 of spades.
YOUR HOROSCOPE
Arles (March 21-Aprll 10): 
The news is told again and 
again and again. Your patience 
wears thin. Pick up the pieces 
for somebody in need, offer re­
assurance.
Taurus (April 20-May 20): 
Take responsibility for what you 
do, following no advice against 
your subconscious perception. 
There can be no excuse for
COURT ORDERS DEATH
WARSAW (Reuter) - Two 
young men were sentenced to 
death Friday by a Warsaw 
court for the murder of Jan 
Gerhard, a well-known Polish 
writer and parliamentary dep­
uty, Gerhard, a 50-year-old Pol-hnra fo northwest Africa. Tneihh news agency corres)x>nden' 
penguin, believed to have fallen in Paris and the author of aev- 
, overboard from a freighter in eral popular novels, wax found 
1he Atlantic, has been taken to stabbed to death and mutilated 
Laniarote in the Canary Islands, * in his flat last August.
passing the buck.
Gemini (May 21-June 20): It 
you have it In writing, use It. If 
not, do what you can, avoid new 
obligations. Spend time with 
loved ones, listen for messages 
ueyond spoken words.
Cancer (June 21-Jiily 22): Aft­
ernoon plans arc subject to tlls- 
placement, be ready for 
changes. Be calm while people 
reconsider—opinions may be un­
favorable.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): Now Is 
the time to hold your own, 
rather than go adventuring. 
Well-meaning people may be 
persuasive In urging fresh 
spending.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): The 
sensible thing under today's 
stress Is the minimum that will 
suffice. Creature comforts are 
emphasised. Ixm inhibitions go.
Libra (Hept. 23-Od. 22): 
There Is an obstacle In yoiir 
path you don't fully understand. 
Divert yourself with social pur­
suits, letting career concerns 
run idle.
Ncorplo (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Be 
sure of your strength and your
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): 
Triumph in argument for the 
moment may be defeat In losing 
a friend or a future opportunity. 
Think, forgive, ralhcr than 
clash needlessly.
Capricorn (Deo. 22-Jan. 10): 
Talk displaces action again 
today, and it may be just as 
well. People are not always con­
sistent, must have time to come 
to terms with problems,
Aquarius (Jan. 20-I'eb. 18): 
Much of the Interference you 
encounter is of your own mak­
ing. You may have invited com­
petitors into action by showing 
off.
Pisces (Feb. 10-March 28): 
Being willing to go halfway with 
those you care about Is halt the 
achievement now. Home life 
takes more time than usual.
Hong Kong Rain 
Fatal For 8
HONG KONG (AP) — Hong 
Kong counted eight dead 1 in 
floods and landslides Saturday 
ns heavy rnln continued to hit 
the battered colony for the sec­
ond day. More than a dozen oth­
ers were. reported missing and 
at least two of those were be­
lieved buried under tons of mud 
and rock *n one of the more 
than 30 landslides that nave
crashed down Hong Kong'sweak spots. Make necessary de-  
cltlons. then stick with them. *teep\ hillsides since Friday
Precision i* essentli^ j morning.
HE GOING, ON
ATRIP TO THE
SOME DAY HE'LL 
BLAST OFF TO 
FAME ANO 
fortuneJ K* 
like A < H 
ROCKET?) H
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HOW TO TALK TO THOUSANDS WITHIN HOURS-PLACE A COURIER WANT AD
TALK TO AN AD-VISER NOW — 763-3228
I
Kelowna and District 16. APTS. FOR RENT
BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL
Attention!
1 Month Free Rent for a 









102-1491 Pandosy St. Kelowna
THOMPSON
ACCOUNTING SERVICE
Electronic Data Processing 
Accounting — Auditing 
Income Tax Service 
Trustee in Bankruptcy 
Notary Public
286 Bernard Ave. Ph. 762-3631 






Suite 205 - 1460 Pandosy St
Isn’t this the day 
to call SERVICEMASTER
In Home & Office 
Cleaning
Carpets & Furniture 
1323 McBride Rd., 762-2109
M, W. F, 282
SHARMAINE MANOR
HUSCH RD., RUTLAND
Now Renting 2 Bedroom Suites 
from $145 p.m.









—Free washing and drying
—Intercom for privacy 
Children Considered. No Pets.
Mgr. Ron Provost 
765-8262
tf
HAMPSON, MILAN & CO. 
Chartered Accountants 
Telephone 762-4434 
477 Leon Ave., Kelowna
CONSTRUCTION
BULLDOZING, all types 
















Centennial House Apartments 
located adjacent to 
Centennial Park,-Rutland 
NOW RENTING
1 and 2 Bedroom Suites
* Spacious deluxe suites
* Air conditioning
* Carpet throughout
* Colored appliances and 
drapes




SALES & SERVICE 
. 1963 Harvey Ave. 
762-3012 tf
W. R. FENNELL & CO.
Accredited PubUc Accountants 
W. R. FenneU, APA, FCI 
R. D. Horton, APA. FCIS
2979 Pandosy St, Kelowna, B.C. 
Telephone 7634528






BAYLISS — Mr. Louis George Bay­
liss of 4593 Paret Road, passed away 
at Kelowna on June 16, 1972 at the 
ago of 85 yean. He is survived by 
his loving wife Violet of Kelowna; on* 
son George of Kelowna; seven grand­
children and seven great-grandchildren. 
Also surviving are two brothen in 
England. Funeral services for the late 
Louis Bayliss will be held on Tuesday, 
June 20th at 10:30 a.m. from the 
Garden Chapel, 1134 Bernard Avenue 
with Rev. John Davidson officiating. 
Interment wUl follow at the Kelowna 
cemetery. THE GARDEN CHAPEL 
FUNERAL DIRECTORS are entrusted 
with the funeral arrangements. Phone
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
AIR CONDITIONED FOURPLEX IN 
Rutland. Brand new Spanish style. IVi 
baths, two large bedrooms and large 
living room, all carpeted: sundeck. *155 
per month Includes water and garbage 
plus air conditioner. Children welcome. 
References required. Call Harry Mad­
docks. Collinson Realty. 765-5155 or 
765-621*. tf
762-3040. 269
LANGLET. Laurent — Born in Paris, 
France on February 10th, 1902. Passed 
away after a lengthy illness in Kel­
owna Hospital, on June 18, 1972. Mr. 
Langlet immigrated to Canada in 1924. 
Mr. Langlet was a veteran of the 
French Occupational Army of the First 
Great War and a veteran of the Cana­
dian Army of the Second Great War. 
In January of 1927 he was married to 
Aline Brun in Forestburg, Alberta. To 
this union six children were born. He 
leaves to mourn his passing, his be­
loved wife, Aline; his daughters. Denise 
(Mrs. Leo Martz) of Gem. Alberta. 
Jeannine (Mrs. Alfred Janzen) Winfield, 
Madeline (Mrs. Dave Lodge) Winfield. 
Marlon (Mrs. Brian Lodge) Barriere and 
Jacqueline (Mrs. James Shipton) Win- 
field and one son Lawrence of Oyama; 
19 grandchUdren. Funeral service will 
be held from Day’s Chapel of Remem­
brance on Tuesday. June 20th, at 10:30 
a.m.. Rev. Fr. R. D. Anderson officiat­
ing, Interment to follow in Lakeview 
Memorial Park Day’s Funeral Home Is 
in charge of the arrangements 269
16. APTS. FOR RENT
HALF A MONTH FREE BENT - NEW 
npartments tn Rutland. Deluxe large 
on* nnd two bedroom suites. AD shag 
carpeted, air conditioned, cable TV, 
drapes. Available May 15. Telephone 
7*2-2319, if no answer 762-5030. U
*93 PER MONTH. TWO BEDROOM 
apartment In Rutland. Refrigerator and 
stove included. Adults only. No pets. 
Available July 1 and 13. Telephone 765- 
723X U
DELUXE SUITES IN KELOWNA’S Ex­
clusive concrete and steel high rise 
apartment Maximum safety and quiet' 
ness. Breathtaking view. Telephone Roth
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
Towers, 763-3641. U
TWO 2 BEDROOM SUITES IN FOUR- 
plex; wall to wall carpeUng, no refrig­
erator or stove. Children, small pets 
welcome. Available July 1 and 15. *137 
per month. Telephone 765-501L U
AVAILABLE JULY 1st. DELUXE 
three bedroom, IMi baths, family suite 
with garden space. In fourplex. 275 
Holbrook Road. Rutland. Telephone 763-
2683. tf
COMPLETELY SELF-CONTAINED 
one and two bedroom unite, close to 
Vocational School, college and shopping 
centre. Reasonable rates. Sunny Beach
Resort, telephone 762-3567. U
HEATED, TWO BEDROOM SUITE 
with private carport. Fridge and stove 
supplied. Available July 1st. *145 per 
month. Telephone 763-2165 after 5 p.m. 
273
KNOX MANOR. BRIGHT SPACIOUS 
suites, drapes, TV cable, refrigerator, 
stove, broadloom, elevator, balcony and 
intercom. 1855 Pandosy Street. Tele-
phone 762-7918.. tf
VISTA MANOR: TWO BEDROOM 
suite, bright, spacious, fireplace. Close 
downtown. Retired or quiet living 
couple preferred. Telephone 765-6536,
762-3037. if
DELUXE SUITES FOR RENT. HOCHE- 
laga and Chateau Apartments. For in-
formation telephone 763-6492. t(
COLUMBIA MANOR. 1919 PANDOSY. 
One bedroom suite with stove, refrig­
erator, drapes and wall to wall carpet. 
Cable TV. Available July 1st. Tele- 
phone 762-8284. tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES 
for reut. No children, no pets. At Capri 




♦ Close to aU shopping areas.
RESERVE YOUR SUITE NOW
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM UNITS 
Kitchens, children and pets welcome, 
very low rates, weekly or monthly.
Telephone now 769-4511. tf
Telephone Manager 
765-9133 or 762-0928 
tf
SUTHERLAND MANOR, SPACIOUS, 
carpeted, one bedroom suites. Cable 
vision, laundry and drapes included. 
Apply at 560 Sutherland Avenue. tf
COMFORTABLE FURNISHED A(> 
commodation, downtown for business 
girls willing to share. Telephone 763-
3040. tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES, 
close to Shops Capri, Brookside Manor. 
Available immediately. Telephone 763-
6224, 1951 Glenmope St. tf
NEED LOTS OF ROOM! NO BASEMENT — NO STEPS
You can have it in this larger spUt level Just past city limits for low taxes. Large 
home located 1 Blk. from shopping in Rut- fenced lot and garden area, good water, 
land. 5 bdnns., ]g. rumpus rm etc. For de- Home has 3 Bdrms, l(i baths, large eating 
tails caU Art MscKenzie 769-4264. MLS. area. Broadloom in most rooms, conditkn
DO YOU WANT THE BEST? excellent. Call George Trimble 2-0687. MLS. 
A craftsman had this home built for him- SPECTACULAR VIEW HOME
Over 1250 sq. ft. Spacious living room de­
signed to capture view of Kelowna and
self, every room tastefully finished with 
feature walls and good carpets throughout 
Patio door leading onto large sunporch, full 
basement with finished Bdrm., rec room 
with fireplace, nice well landscaped lot. 
Bob Robinson 3-5161. MLS.
ACTION WANTED
Owner has moved and wants quick sale. 2 
Bdrm, retirement home, nice fenced lot. 
Asking price has been reduced to $16,000. 
To view ph. Bren Witt 7694326. MLS.
Lake. 3 Bdrms, on main floor plus 3rd off 
finished Rec Room. Truly an interesting 
plan and located on a nicely treed lot. 
CaU Harvey Pomrenke 2-0742. MLS.
CITY ACREAGE — HWY 97
3.73 acres across from Orchard Park Shop­
ping Centre with 308’ frontage on Hwy 97. 
For fuU particulars caU Ernie Zeron 2-5232. 
MLS.
GILLARD DRIVE
Brand new 3 br. home on choice 
city lot in Glenmore. Close to 
schools and shopping, with en­
suite, w/w carpets, double win­
dows, double fireplace, covered 






1451 Pandosy St. ♦♦♦ SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY Office Ph. 3-4144
762-3713
RESIDENTIAL
380 FEET OF PRIVATE 
LAKESHORE — over 3 acres 
of pine trees. Excellent 
building site with easy ac­
cess to the beach. This 
acreage is priced at just 
$24,500 for a quick sale. Call 
Clare Angus at 7624807 ev­
enings. MLS.
MOUNTAIN BACKGROUND 
HOME — 1 year old home in 
new area on Westside of Lake 
with two fireplaces — w-w 
carpets, 2 bedrooms with 
plenty of room in basement 
for extras. Only $22,200. See 
this one now. Call Ernie Don­
nelly at 762-2558 evenings. 
MLS.
PRIVATE SALE
4 BR house, 3 up, 1 in ftf 
basement, wall-to-wall Mvhfet'n 
room and bedrooms. Situated"1” 




FOR RENT, LAKESHORE HOME 
With option to buy. Inquire about this 
excellent opportunity. Three bedrooms, 
large living room, and kitchen with 
dining area, Fireplace, huge patio, ex­
cellent beach. Only a few minutes from 
Kelowna. For full details on this new 
home call Wilson Realty, 762-3146: 
evenings 764-7221. 272
NEW DELUXE DUPLEX IN RUTLAND 
available June 1. Two bedrooms, full 
basement, large rec room, double fire­
place,‘wall to wall carpet throughout 
main floor, large sundeck overlooking 
valley. Near elementary school. No pets. 
Telephone 765-8056 after 5:00 p.m.






Spacious, deluxe 3 bedroom 







IMPERIAL APARTMENTS, ONE BED- 
room suites, no children or pets. Tele-
GLENROSA HIGHLANDS - 
country setting among the 
pines. Charmingly decorated 
inside anti out. 3 bedrooms, 
2 baths — full basement with 
finished bedroom and rec. 
room. Garage. Asking just 
$25,900. Call Mary Ashe at 
763-4652 evenings. MLS.
weekdays, anytime weekends. U
BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY LIVING. 
Available July 1st. Modem two bed­
room apartment, no steps. Refrigera­
tor, range, drapes, wall to wall carpet. 
French doors to patio, garage. No pets, 
no children please. Ideal for elderly 
couple. Telephone 763-5104 after 4:00
p.m. tt
phone 764-4246. tf
GOLF COURSE AREA - 
large 4-bedroom split level 
home, 2 baths, rec room, 2 
separate fireplaces, hot 
water heating, water soften­
er, 2-car garage — a well- 
built home in a prestige area 
for only $31,900. Call Frank 








WINFIELD - UNFURNISHED TWO 
bedroom suite. With or without stove 
and refrigerator. Telephone 765-6538. tf
SPACIOUS TWO BEDROOM FOUR- 
plex in Westbank. Children and small 
pets welcome. Telephone 768-5262. tf
ONE BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE; 
full bath, private entrance. Telephone
763-3328. 269
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT, $90 
per month. Central location. Quiet per­
son preferred. Telephone 763-4071. 270
17. ROOMS FOR RENT
GENTLEMAN — FURNISHED ROOM, 
kitchen, bathroom and bedroom. Linen 
and utilities supplied. Separate entrance.
FAMILY HOME — % ACRE 
— here is family pride and 
joy. 4 years old. 1300 ft. on 
main floor. Full basement 
with rec. room, 2 fireplaces, 
sundeck and carport. 50 
grapevines. Choice Glenmore 
(city) location. Asking $28,- 
900. Call Bill Campbell at 
763-6302 evenings. MLS.
VLA-APPROVED — 2 bed­
rooms — covered sundeck — 
large lot in Ponderosa sub­
division-extra room framed 
in the basement. Credit 
Union mortgage approved — 
to see phone Gordon Mar­
wick at 769-4662 evenings. 
MLS.
Telephone 765-7200. tf
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING ROOM. 
Suitable for ladies only. Close to 
downtown Kelowna. Telephone 765-5276. 
271
ROOM FOR RENT WITH KITCHEN 
facilities, four blocks from hospital.
Telephone 763-4414. 270
18. ROOM AND BOARD
PRIVATE ROOM WITH BOARD FOR 
elderly person. Nursing care if re­
quired. Telephone 762-5431,_________ tf
GOOD BOARD AND ROOM. MEN OR 
women. Telephone 763-3742.
M, F, S, tf
FLOWERS
Convey your thoughtful 
message in time of sorrow. 
KAREN'S FLOWER BASKET
451 Leon Ave. 762-3119
M, W, F tf
B.C. HEART FOUNDATION - DEEP 
aatUfactlon comes from remembering 
departed family, frlenda and associates 
with a memorial gilt to . the Heart 
Foundation. Kelowna Unit, P.O. Box
CLOSE TO RUTLAND SCHOOL, TWO 
year old, nicely appointed, 1200 square 
foot home. IMi baths, three bedrooms, 
carpet throughout. Rosewood finished 
living room, refrigerator and stove in­
cluded, 15'x30' patio. Available July 
15. *180 per month. Telephone 765-6532.
____________ .___________________ 271 
TWO BEDROOM EXECUTIVE TYPE 
view home in O.K. Mission. Available 
Immediately. Also three bedroom one 
floor house in Rutland, suitable for one 
or two children, available July 1st. 
Telephone Mrs. Wannop. Collinson 
Realty, 762-3713 or 762-4683 evenings. 
___________ 1 ,________________ 274 
FOR RENT - DELUXE TWO BED- 
room duplex unit with shag rugs and 
fireplace. Full basement. New, Lots 
of cupboards and partially developed 
basement, *175 monthly, Two children 
accepted. Contact Hoover Realty Ltd.,











CLOSE TO RUTLAND SHOPPING 
Centre and Elementary School, three 
bedroom duplex. Full basement, large 
carpeted living room, extra large kit­
chen and dining area. 8160 per month, 
Includes water. Available July 15th.
DENS AND ONE 
BEDROOM SUITES
Intercom, shag rugs, air 
conditioned. Utilities includ­
ed, covered parking. No 
children or pets.
PHONE 762-0861
PRIVATE ROOM AND GOOD BOARD 
in nice home for elderly lady. Tele-
phone 763-7984. 271
ROOM AND BOARD FOR GENTLE- 
man. Telephone 762-0220 before 7 p.m^
OWNER TRANSFERRED — 
MUST SELL THIS — quality 
built executive home on large 
private hillside lot with out­
standing panoramic view of 
Kelowna and Glenmore area. 
Main floor features large liv­
ing-dining room with split 
stone heatilator fireplace, 
family sized kitchen with eat­
ing, laundry and sewing 
areas, Vh bathrooms, and 3 
bedrooms. Downstairs o n 
ground level is large recrea­
tion room with fireplace, den 
and double heated garages. 
Close to golf course only 5 
minutes from shopping. Ten­
nis court and small park in 
area. AU city services. For 
appointment to view call 
Bud Dalley at 765-6959 even­
ings. MLS.
REAL COUNTRY HOME - 
between the forks of Mission 
Creek. Almost 2 acres of 
land, approximately 265 ft. 
on Mission Creek and* attrac­
tive 2-bedroom home, garage 
and outbuildings. A lovely 
hide-away so close to town 
on Highway 33. Only $20,900 
fuU price. Call George Phil- 
Upson at 762-7974 evenings. 
MLS.
LOVELY 2-BDRM,, FULL BSMT, with twin seal units 
throughout, is on sewer and domestic water, has large 
garden and berry bushes, A CMHC mtge for $15,600, 
payments $144 PIT. If you qualify for a B.C. second you 
can move in with a low, low down payment; to view call 
Jack Sasseville at 3-5257 eves, or 2-5544 days. MLS.
NEW VIEW HOME: Lovely new home with a beautiful 
view in Glenrosa Hts., many extras — 2 fireplaces, sun­
decks, double glass, closed garage, sundeck off master 
bdrm., quality shag rug throughout, full bsmt., double 
plumbing, utility room, 3 bdrms., a very attractive home 
with quality workmanship. Call George Silvester 2-3516 
eves, or 2-5544 days. MLS.
EXCEPTIONALLY WELL-BUILT HOME on RuUand Rd. 
North, partially finished suite in bsmt., extra storage above 
carport, two bdrms, up with LR, DR and kitchen, owner 
moving into smaller home, have a look at this one inside. 
Call John Walker 768-5632 eves, or 2-5544 days. MLS.
FAMILY LIVING: this large quality home designed for 
living plus, offers a beautiful sunken family room with 
floor to ceiling fireplace, shag carpeting and patio doors 
onto the deck overlooking the lake. The adjoining kitchen 
is extra large and* bright. The formal DR, large sunken 
LR, and 3 bdrms., all with shag carpeting and view. The 
full bsmt, has roughed in rec. room with fireplace, huge 
windows and sliding doors onto the patio area. CaU Ruth 
Young at 3-6758 eves, or 2-5544 days. MLS.
GRACIOUS LIVING: all on the one floor, 4-bdrm. home, 
iy2 baths, family room, comfortable LR, air conditioning, 
w-w carpet throughout, bright kitchen, part bsmt., hot 
water heat, garage, fenced treed lot, owner says bring 
an offer. To view call Lloyd Bloomfield 2-3089 eves, or 
2-5544 days. MLS.
EXECUTIVE HOME IN GLENMORE: fully completed 
up and down two fireplaces, and beautiful landscaping for 
$39,000. Call Mike Chepesuik 764-7264 eves, or 2-5544 days. 
MLS.
LOTS OF EXTRAS: in this well-constructed, 2100 sq. ft. 
house set in the pines, 3 bdrms., 20x13.6, 20x9, 20x9. Words 
cannot do it justice, must be seen. Nice view of lake and 
city. CaU John Driedger 762-8939 eves, or 2-5544 days. MLS.
LOVELY FAMILY HOME: 2 bdrms, up, plus 3rd D/S, 
built-in china cabinet in DR, ceiling to floor fireplace in 
LR, large kitchen with eating area, also two bedroom 
suite D/S, completely furnished. For more details call’’ 
Betty Elian 769-4397 eves, or 2-5544 days. MLS.
Okanagan Realty
551 Bernard Ave. LTD. 2-5544
20. WANTED TO RENT
MIDDLE AGED BUSINESSMAN LOOK- 
ing for light housekeeping room with 
separate entrance, in city, for July 1. 
Telephone 763-3224 after 6:00 p.m, 270
THREE OR FOUR BEDROOM HOME 
in Winfield area for family with no pets. 
References supplied. Telephone 764-4842. 
269
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
NEW — IN GLENMORE - 
only $21,800 for this 2-bed- 
room, full basement home 
with w-w shag, sundeck, car­
port. Due for completion end 
of June, quality built, buy 
now and chose your own car­
pets and colours. Call Dave 
Deinstadt at 763-4794 even­
ings. EXCLUSIVE.
SQUEEZE YOUR DOLLARS 
— invest in this deluxe du­
plex and let your tenants help 
you pay for your home. 2 
bedrooms up, 1 down, living 
and dining rooms. Aluminum 
siding and tar and gravel 
roof. Listed* at $35,000 and it 
needs your offer. Call Ron 
Wilkinson at 763-6755 even­
ings. MLS.
MISSION BEAUTY — an ex­
ceptional view home on half 
acre treed site. Numerous 
features includes master 
suite, oversized sunken liv­
ing room plus den with stone 
fireplaces and triple plumb­
ing. For further particulars 
phone Blanche Wannop at 
762-4683 evenings. EXCLU­
SIVE.
We Trade Throughout B.C. 
Peachland Branch: 767-2202 
Bert and Mae Leboe 767-2525; Penny Callies 767-2655
THE LEADER IN RESULTS
IN MEMORIAM VERSE:
A collection of aultablo voraes for ure 
In In Memorlama la on hand at The 
Kelowna Dally Courier Office. In Mem- 
orlama are accepted until 4 30 p.m. day 
preceding publication. It you with 
com* to our Claeallled Counter and 
make a aelectlon or' telephone for a 
trained Adwrlter to aaalat you In the 
cholc* of an appropriate verse and 
in writing the In Memorlam. Tele-
Telephone ,765-6532, 271 tf
phone 763-M28. m. w. r. tf
LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME- 
tery new addrasai 1790 Hollywood Rd. 
(end) Rutland. Telephone 7*5-6494. tt
8. COMING EVENTS
FRANK SNOWSEI.L, NEW DEMO- 
cratlc Party candidate lor South Okan­
agan in the next provincial election, 
Will explain the party's stand , on 
•ducation and education finance, at a 
public meeting, Wednesday, June 11 
at t p.m., (hid Fellows Hull, corner 
o< Richter and Wantlaw, Kelowna. 170
KF.IA1WNA PROSPECTIVE SWEET 
Adelines presents Fun and Harmony, 
Saturday, Juno 24; cocktails, dinner, 
dancing, commencing at 6 p.m. at 
Royal Canadian Legion 11*11. 93.00 per 
Kreon. Tickets available at Dyck's 
'Uga, Kelowna Pharmacy. Everyone
welcome. 371
11. BUSINESS personal
I FOR THE FINEST IN FAINTING, 
•all on M years experience. Danini 
Murphy, 7M(l>t<. . m
CEMENT FINISHING, PATCH AND 
Fainting for all exterior surface*. Tele-
Phono 7*3-7138. m
11 PERSONALS __
TO COURIER fiUBSCRHIKRSi WOULD 
Um OourlM subscribers please make 
•uro they have a collection card with 
Um carrier's name and address and 
Itslapbona aumber on it. it voar carrier 
Ba* no* loft on* with you. would you 
Momo contac* The Kelowna Dally 
[Connor, telephone 7t34H) M, W. F, If 
ALCOHOUOI ANONYMOUS - WRHK 
P.O Box B87, Kelowna. B.C. Telephone 
IjWWi, TU 5OM 0* IWHUL tn Wlnfkld 
ITM'1197. la Ibero n drinking problem 
|te youy bomsT Contact Al-Anon al TM
eir MMTM. 7 if
AIR CONDITIONED SPANISH STYLE 
fourplex In Rutland, two bedrooms, IMi 
baths, back sundeck. Large living room 
with shag carpet.. Children welcome. 
No dogs. References required. Tele- 
phone 763 6241.M
AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE OCCU. 
pancy, nearly new two bedroom duplex 
with sundeck and fenced backyard. Do­
mestic water Included In rent of *151 
per month. Please telephone 763-5578, 
,269
TWO BEDROOM. FULL BASEMENT 
■Ixplex In Rutland,' Available July 1, 
Close to school and shopping centre. 
Children welcome, no pots, (lefrlgcrn- 
tor and atove available If required. 
Telephone 764-4001, tf
FOR RENT IN CAPRI AREA. TWO 
bedroom full basement duplex, Dining 
area, electric heat, Responsible adult* 
only. No petti. Available July 15. Tele. 
phone 765-7212,, tf 
AVA1LARI.E JULY 1, TWO BEDROOML 
full basement house; < fireplace. Two 
blocks from North Glenmore School, 
(175 per month, Call Ken Mitchell. 
762-3713 days, 269
BRAND NEW. RUTLAND TWO BED- 
room four-plex. 1H bath, (150.00 per 
month Including water and garbage. 
Call Joe IJmberger al Colllnaon'a 762- 
3713 or home 763-2330. tf
TWO PEDROOM HOUSE FOR RENT, 
kitchen and dinette, living room, gar­
age. Garden, Abatalners. no peta, 1439 
Bertram Street, Telephone 7*3-5100, 270 
THREE BKDHOOM DUPLEX.'. TWO 
baths, wall to wsll carpet, (183 per 
month. Available July let. Close ,to 
town and schools, Telephone 762-507*. tf 
CASA- 1X)MA. i.akesiioiie’ large 
modern bungalow tor rant. Uaaa pre­
ferred, Contact Carruthers and Meikle. 
Telephone 7M1I27. \tt
IIN NICK ABEA.~Nl^nLY^EW~TW<) 
bedroom duplex, Full basement, close 
to shopping, churches, July lai. (100. 
Telephone 7S3-42U. tf
SPACIOUS TWO BEOnooM FOUB- 
plex unit; utility room, carport, aun- 




One and two bedroom suites in­
cluding: range, refrigerator, air 
cond., cable TV, drapes, laundry 
facilities, w-w carpeting, eleva­
tor, parking and atorage room. 






Largo 2 br. suites. Refrigera­
tor, stove, drapes, hot water 
and heating incl. Free luaundry 
facilities, storage room. Near 
shopping nnd schools. Available 
May 1, One child accepted.
765-8276 or 763-3755 ‘ 
 \ , «
CONTINENTAL MANOR, ROWCLIFFE 
Avenue; one and two bedroom deluxe 
suites available for Immediate occu­
pancy. Wall to wap carpet, cable TV, 
undercover parking, laundry facilities, 
elevator, and a reduction lor tenants 
(0 yeara and over. Adults only, No 
pais, Muat ba Bean. Telephone 763-4201,
AVAILABLE JULY lat, LARGE TWO 
bedroom av'fi, Falrlana Court, 1730 
lAwrenre Ave. Completely modem, 
Cloaa to Shops Capri and People’s. 
Elderly couple preferred, no children 
or. pets. Talephona 7«)M14 or 763-73IO.
' ' W
NOW RENTING. NEW SPANISH STYI. 
fourplex unite In RuUand. Feeturlna 




tLKCraOLYSU GENTLE. SAFE. 
•Htaattp •M’toved method. Highly 
putined oMratec *;rti many years eg- 
■erlatsro. Fef forthet intormatlon. let*. 
*twmo Behn Gray, tom u
FWR- *- TRE ' FRlENmW^iiGANii 
latlM. ready io tend a hand M any 
Mnetgency, TtltphOM TWaas*. jn
WINFIELD: I.AIUIK EXECUTIVE 
(mir bedroom homa. Available July let, 
*100 per month. . Tekpbooo ICIlll.
no«■»■■■ | i— ....I ' -i—— "I—- -I- n.»«,! .. ...W,' — »... .
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX IN QUIET 
area In Hatland Telephone evenlnaa.
OLDKR'»TVK~BEI>ftO(>M” HOUSk’ aT 
SOU Elhnl Street. VatepM** 7**4430.,II
WESTVIEW APARTMENTS—ATTRAC- 
Ure new ooe bedroom sultea, ahag car­
petlag throughout. appUancea. large pri­
vate paiiea. ten mtnntea from Kelowna. 
*110 per month. Taro bedroom suite 
with nanoramto view at lake also avail- 
able Tstepbwn 7*»-3IT>, tt 
ONE BEDROOM SUITE. AVAILABLE 
July 1. Adults only, middle aged or re-
tired preferred. 1120 00 monthly. In- 
rluden rang*. refrigerator,laundry 






LENT REVENUE. Modern 
1264 sq. ft. home with 6 bed-, 
rooms, plus second 1000 sq. 
ft. guest home. 26.4 acres of 
land in productive young or­
chard. Priced right. If in­
terested phone Gordon Davis 
evenings at 765-7436. MLS.
CORONATION AVE., Owner 
must sell this 3-bcdroom, no­
basement home, with lovely 
garden. Vendor has clear 
title and will carry some bal­
ance. Asking price is $15,950. 
Call Gordon Davis evenings 
nt 765-7436, MLS.
ATTENTION MOBILE 
HOME OWNERS. legally- 
zoned lots for permanent 
Mobile Home Living now 
available, from Midvalley 
Realty In Rutland. These lots 
have gas, power, phone and 
paved roads and are only 
’/* mile off Hwy 97 at Mc­
Curdy Rond, Priced nt $3,150 
to $3,250. CaU one of our rep­
resentatives nt 765-7704, MLS.
ACROSS FROM SCENIC RD, 
on Glenmore Rd. A newer 
full basement, four-bedroom 
home, Nice lot In a quiet 
nrqn which is still close to 
shopping. Priced at '$20,400. 
Call Gordon Davis evenings 
nt 765-7436, MLS.
Now lensing Boi) or 1800 sq. 
fl. nir conditioned* commer­
cial spnee on Highway 33, 
Rutland business area. Also 
1300 or 2600 sq. ft. air con­
ditioned commercial space 
on Valley View Rond, Con­
tact Mr. or Mrs. Patterson 
nt Mklvnllcy llcnlty Ltd. 765. 
7704 or eves. 765-6(80.
MIDVALLEY 
REALTY LTD.
429 HWY. 33, RUTLAND 
PHONE 765-7704
Sam Pearson ... 
Al Horning .... 











RANCHETTES — New small acreage subdivision — these 
lots call for action now! Paved roads — irrigation water 
— Get first choice— Realistic prices with easy terms — 
Don’t hesitate — Call Fred Kyle at 765-5155 days or 765- 
8804 evenings. MLS.
HOBBY FARM — plus a lovely 2 bedroom home and guest 
cabin. The home offers charm and comfort. The land* con­
sists pf 2 acres planted to small fruits. Drive by 175 Mc­
Curdy Rd. and see how beautiful It is then call Harry Mad­
docks at 765-5155 days or 765-62(8 evenings. MLS. ,
9% INTEREST — and $300 down will let you own an 85'xl42’ 
view lot. To see it phone Ken Mitchell at 762-0663 evenings. 
MLS.'
ORCHARD OR SUBDIVISION1 -
down will handle
3 lots available: $7,000
■ 2 5racre lots — $17,000 each; 1 6-acre
lot $20,500 — or reduced price for 16 acres. Domestic 
water, (Ire protection — Ideal*small holding at a renson-
able price, Call Andy Runzcr at 764-4027 evenings. MLS.
Bob Clements 764-4934, Frank Ashmead 765-6702, 
Wilf Rutherford 763-5343, Sylvia Roberts 765-6936, 
Terri Meckling 763-6657, Joe Limbcrger 763-2338
KELOWNA — 483 Lawrence Ave., 762-3713
RUTLAND — Shoppers’ Village, 765-5155
Call Classified Ads Direct 763-3228
KELOWNA REALTY LTD.
243 BERNARD AVE. - KELOWNA
BLK. MTN, RD., RUTLAND MAIN ST., WESTBANK 
CLOSE TO LAKE - EXCELLENT yiEW - A thrcc-bcd- 
room home with full basement, 3 years old, fireplace, w-w 
and drapes in LR. Stove, fridge, auto washer and nil for 
$25,500 with good financing available. This house must be 
sold. Call Ralph Erdmann at 2-4019 or Res. Winfield 766- 
2123, MUS. ' (
.SELL YOUR CAR - WALK TO DOWNTOWN FROM NEW 
HOUSE ■— with fruit trees on corner lot. Close in location. 
Full price only $19,900. For full details please call Ralph 
Erdmann at office or Res, Winfield, 766-2123 collect. MLS.
LOTS WINFIELD - , 
Approximately 75’x232’ with excellent view Woods Lake,, 





Two half-acre lots with excellent view. These should 
be sold together and would be very good value at $7,000. 
Domestic water for both. Paved road.
luirge level, lot in area of new homes on domestic 
water. This Is very good value at 14500.
For. more particulars w these lots please call Ralph 
Erdmann at office or re*. Winfield 766-2123. MLS.
MAY TRADE FOR HOME IN VANCOUVER
3 bdrm., full basement, 1750 sq; ft. family home in Lake­
view Hts. with a fantastic view of the lake! Priced at 
$39,750 with a $32,000 8% mtge. (MLS). For details, please • 
phone Olivia Worsfold at 2-5030, or evgs. at 2-3895.
DUPLEX — CAPRI AREA
Excellent well-kept, 2 bedroom unit duplex, with 3rd 
bdrm., rec. room, and 2nd bathroom in basement. Fire­
place up and down, carport and a beautifully landscaped 
lot. Conveniently located. MLS. Please phone Olivia Wors­
fold at 2-5030, or evgs. at 3-3895.
A SUMMER SPECIAL 
FOR THE WHOLE YEAR THROUGH
Only $27,000 for a better home Close to the lake — 
“Keep your boat at Home”. Then as winter comes — 2 '• 
fireplaces, large tec. room. 4 bdrms. Close to the Curling 
Rink. I should say, “A YEAR ROUND SPECIAL”. For 
all the particulars oh this home, please call Luella Currie 
at 2-5030, or evgs. at 8-5628. MLS.
REASONABLY PRICED!
Large 2 bdrm, house, double carport, double windows 
throughout, built in china cabinet, nicely landscaped, plus 
well-furnished revenue suite in basement. Many nice fea- 
, tures. Call Marg. Bridger at 2-5030, or evgs. at 3-5786.
MLS.
THIS DESIRABLE LOT — ONLY $4,200 
00 x 100 ft. lot, near shopping and schools. Flat excellent 
garden soil with orchards at the rear. For more details, 
call Joan Acres at 2-5030 or evgs. at 3-2927. MLS.
APPLEWOOD ACRES — BRAND NEW
Choose your own carpeting on this 2 bdrm, house, with 
living and dining room, nice bright kitchen, covered sun­
deck, one bdrm, finished in full basement. Large lot with 
Cherry trees. Asking $24,000. EXCL, Call Ed Scholl for 
key at 2-5030, or evgs. at 2-0719, ,
ENJOY SPORTS?
Close to golf course, new swimming pool and tennis courts 
ns well as stores and schools. 1080 sq, ft. with up and down 
fireplaces. 2 Br. on main floor, carport. Extra basement 
bdrm, Flense call Gaston Gaucher nt 2-5030 or evgs. nt
I—Ir^r^x/ED realty
I I k. J x. J V r" |\ Bernard Avenue
V X 762-5030 •me? you 
'ork •
Buy Direct From Builder 
LOW DbWN PAYMENTS
—2 and 3 bedroom houses
—Located In downtown Kelowna, Glenmore area 
Lakeview Heights, Okanagan Mission and 
Applewood Acres
—Priced from $21,000 up
Also Custom Building
--Your lot or ours
—Your plan or ours
— Quality built houses at reasonable prices,
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21* PROPERTY FOR SALE
WR “ALWAYS OPEN SATURDAYS!”
“DUPLEX” — PRICED TO SELL!” 
Close to downtown Rutland. "AIR CONDITIONED”, 1200 
sq. ft. of living area each Bide. CARPORTS each side. 
For more information on this very attractive building, 
please call Md Rus*cil at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 
7694409. MLS.
“COUNTRY LIVING — GLF.NMORE”
This 3 bdrm, home is only 4 yrs. old. Large living room 
and kitchen; utility hookup on main floor. Lot is 82 x 150' 
wfth lots of trees. Full price of $24,900 includes rugs, 
drapes, stove, fridge, washer, dryer and dishwasher. But 
let's have YOUR OFFER! Call Cliff Wilson at 762*3148, 
evgs. and wknds. 782-2958. MLS.
HWY. 97 INDUSTRIAL BUILDING
About 4 mile* North of Kelowna, lot being .94 acre with 
118* hwy. frontage, Direct access from 97 and also from 
Dense Rd. Bldg, concrete block with 3660 sq. ft. and 3- 
phase power. Adjacent acreage can also be purchased, 
Bwiaving 140 hwy. frontage. Suitable for medium or light in- 
Wdustry or commercial. Operated as Machine shop and 
~ Steel fabricating business. Purchase of business optional.
Bldg, and Lot only 857,000. Call J. F. Klassen at 782-3148, 
evgs. and wknds. 762-3015. MLS.
ABOVE LOMBARDY PARK!
Immaculate and spacious, 3 bdrm, family home with 
plumbing off large master bdrm. Quality throughout. Car­
port, sundeck, 2 fireplaces and morel Full price only 
$30,900 with excellent terms or trade. Call 762-3146 or 
764-7221. MLS.
Dale Brooks.......... 784-7338 Phil Robinson .... 763-2758
Lupton Agencies ltd.
No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI PHONE 7624400
20-ACRE ORCHARD/VINEYARD
OPERATION, WESTBANK
Approximately 14 acres in tree fruits and 1200 young grape 
vines, including ReiaUngs, Sybcl and Lucmar varieties. 
Good location, level, fully sprinklered. 3-bedroom, Ife-Btor- 
ey family home. 3-bay equipment shed and shop, very 
good line of equipment. The full price $88,000 with excell­
ent terms available. MLS. Call Dudley Pritchard 7624400, 
evenings 768-5550.
FAMILY HOME
1,730 sq. ft. of finished area — .29 acres — pine and 
fruit trees at your back door. 3 bedrooms, finished family 
room, large sundeck with lovely lake view! Full price 
$20,950. MLS. Call Don McConachie 7624400, evenings 
768-5995.
NEW HOMB IN CTIY
Attractive, brand new t bed­
room city home with large 
living and dining rooms, 
double closets in master bed­
room, wall to wall carpeting 
throughout. Compact utility 
room with washer and dryer 
book-up. Eye-appealing, soft 
toned aluminum siding Is 
guaranteed for 20 years, Low 
down payment and easy fin­
ancing. Tb view phone Pearl 
Barry.
NEWLY REMODELLED 
Completely remodelled neat 
3 bedroom home situated on 
large lot on Leathhead Road. 
Ample room for an additional 
unit for a duplex. Kitchen 
contains electric range, re­
frigerator, ample cupboards 
with new double stainless 
steel sink. Vacant—move in 
today. Priced at $15,500. 
MLS.
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
BUTLAND. TWO BEDMOOM HOUSE
lags. “ "' : »>
TWO BRAND NKW DUPLEXES. TWO 
bedrooms, ana with full basement 
U4J001 vrflhoui tUM Partly seated. 







3-BEDROOM HOME: 2 bdrms, on main floor, one large 
bdrm, and 2-pce. bathroom in the basement. Carpets 
throughout. Carport. This home is 3 years old atid in 
like-new condition. Full price $25,790. For full details 
call Bert Badke eve. 3-6497 or Al Pedersen at 4-4746. 
Exclusive.
COUNTRY SETTING NEAR THE LAKE: Neat little 3- 
bdrm. home on acre lot. Close to store and school. 
Beautifully landscaped and only 2 blks. from Woods 
Lake. Contact Bill Woods eve. 3-4931 or Bill Trethewcy 
at 766-2970. MLS.
ONLY ONE BLOCK FROM CAPRI: 3-bdrm., split-level 
home. Beautifully landscaped including some fruit 
trees. Covered patio in back yard. House is in spotless 
condition and vacant for immediate occupancy. For 
further particulars ”4’ Petkau eve. 34228 or 
Bill Poelzer 2-3319. Exclusive.
BEAUTIFUL HOME IN THE COUNTRY: 4 bdrms, one 
king size with sundeck. Three complete bathrooms. 
Rec. room and masculine den. Unique circular kitchen. 
Bay windows. 2 fireplaces, one see-through in living 
and dining area. Tastefully decorated in teak and 
rosewood. Large carport, sundeck. Approximately 
3000 sq. ft. carpeted. Graciously designed surround­
ings. Contact John Wylie eve. 3-6940 or N. Yaeger at 
2-3574. MLS.




—This property has unlimited development potential. Ex­
cellent water, gras*, fencing. . .
—Large spacious home — 3 bedrooms.
—Ideal for the avid horseman.
Please contact: Tom Glendinning, res. 763-5114, bus 
763-7900.
MISSION LOTS
One 9O’xl28' nice level lot with some trees. $5,500. One 
D4’x270' over one acre can be subdivided, $14,500. D. 
Adamoski, 763-7900 or 765-8982 eves. W. Sullivan, 762-2502.
■ NEW! '. .
3-bedroom, full-basement home, en-suite plumbing, at­
tached carport, located In Rutland, Full price only $19,500, 
$3500 down. Call Harry Lee 763-7900 or 765-7900 eves.
DESIGNED FOR LIVING
, Spacious fl-room home In Immaculate condition. Beautifully 
landscaped duplex, lot with fruit trees, grape* and pro­
ductive garden. Close In and priced to sell. Call Stu 
McBurnle, bus. 763-7900, res. 763-7754.
Block Bros
REALTY LTD
536 Bernard Ave. Phone 763-7900
JUST LISTED;
Casa Loma lakeshore lot 75x110. Price $22,500. Terms.
JUST LISTED - 200’ LAKESHORE, MISSION
2.08 acres, This well-constructed home is In immaculate 
condition. Beautifully landscaped and give you all the 
privacy you want. Subdivision possible hero, $59,500. Excl.
OFFICE SPACE - PANDOSY, 
1367 sq. ft. of first class ground floor alr-condltlopcd office 
space. Located In Qucenswny building opposite the post 
office. Reception area, 3 offices, working space. Attractive 
rate to long-term lease. Excl.
CARRUTHERS S 'AEIKLE LTD
"ESTABLISH I 1902" 
164 BERNARD AVE. DIAL 762-2127 ,
26. MORTGAGES, LOANS
ZXBob Graves-.........  762-2127
Darrol Tarvcj — 763-2488
John Bilyk ........   763-3666
Carl Brlcso ...... 763-2257 
George Martin .. 763-7768 
IJoyd Dafoe ...... 762-3887
NEW EXECUTIVE HOME IN OKANAGAN MISSION 
Here Is a nue opportunity Io purchase a brand new home 
In mi exclusive part of the Okanagan Mission. Thia spac­
ious 1248 *<i. ft. home feature* ensuite plumbing, largo 
centre fireplace, spacious kitchen, gundeck overlooking n 
treed back yard. Call Dennis Denney at 3-4343 or 5-7282, 
MUS.
Hugh Mervyn '’«‘»-Jft72 Mur.....  ’’'’’Ison J. 762-GI75
Jim Barton.............  765-8909
Lakeland Realty
1561 PANDOSY ST. LTD. 763-4313
INFORMATION ON ALL MLS LISTINGS
AVA1IABLE FROM OUR REALTORS
PRIVACY AND SECLUSION: nearly 5 acres of pine trees 
and home that is only 7 months old. Home Is open beam 
construction and very tastefully decorated; 14x24 ft. living 
room with a brick corner fireplace, wall to wall carpet 
throughout, 5-piece bathrooms, full basement with extra 
bedroom, a roughed in rec. room with fireplace and a 
16x43 foot sundeck with a beautiful View of Okanagan 
Lake. For more information on this MLS listing call the 
office, 782-3414. Full price $49,900.
LOMBARDY: Just offering on this 3-bedroom home with 
wall to wall carpet throughout, open fireplace and fea­
ture wall in very smart living room. Full basement with 
very large rumpus room, also with wall to wall. Nice 
landscaping. Full price only $29,000. For appointment to 




.... 762-0901 Ben Bjornson —. 7694221
Einar Dome!)____  762-3518
A vc. 762-3414
Inland Realty
1607 Ellis Street Phone 763-4400
13-unlt motel and campground. 400 ft. shady creek frontage 
giving access to Okanagan Lake. Modern 3-bcdroom home 
and extra house. Winter rentals. Shows good returns. Full 
price $169,000. Details from Dan Einarsson 766-2268 or 
763-4400.
OKANAGAN MISSION. One year old, 1400 sq. ft. of spa­
cious living plus fully finished basement. 3-bedroom family 
type home, large brick feature wall and fireplace. Many 
extras. Large wrap-around covered sundeck. ONLY $34,500 
with just $5,000 down. Please phone Fred Smith or Gerry 
Tucker, 7634400 or 764-4573. MLS. ,
NEAR NEW HOUSE, Belgo Road. 960 sq. ft. solid, smart 
convenience. No sign by request. Exclusive. $3,500 deposit 
can get it for you and payments less than rent. Call Gerry 
Tucker 34400 for appointment.
30 ACRES DEVELOPMENT property Winfield. Tremen­
dous view of Okanagan Lake. Some domestic water. Low 
down payment. Good terms. Call Bill Jurome, 7634400.
Lund & Warren
Realty Ltd.
446 Bernard Avenue 763-4932
BEAUTIFULLY REMODELLED
Two bedroom home, with lovely foot kitchen. Loads 
of cupboards. Large utility room with washer and dryer 
hookup. Huge sundeck. A pleasure to show. Asking price 
only $17,500.00. Low down payment with $2,500 B.C., 
Second. Call Mrs. Olive Ross, days, 3-4932 or evenings, 
2-3556, MLS.
LOW COST RETIREMENT — 
Comfortable 3 bedroom, family or retirement home, at 
937 Wilson Avenue. Estate sale, with immediate posses­
sion. Plenty of living area. Located on 2 landscaped lots 
with storage shed. Estate will consider sound cash offers. 








RANCHETTES WITH A VIEW
Only a few left. Surveyed and suodivlded Into 10 to 20 
acre parcels. This property Is park like and has an un­
restricted view of Okanagan Lake. Paved and gravel 
, roads to each holding, Located near O.K, Centre. Price 
$1,000 an acre, Financing available.
$500.00 DOWN
Will get you into a brand new 2 bedroom home. Large 
living room and family sized kitchen. Fully carpeted. 
Full basement. Carport, -
McKINNON REALTY LTD





ON BEAUTIFUL LAKESHORE ROAD.
1 MILE PAST HALL’S STORE
If you plan an Investment In a fine home, consider tho 
location. Summerhill will provide maximum security for 
your investment,
FOR A HOMESITE OF IMPECCABLE
SCENIC BEAUTY —VISIT SUMMERHILL TODAY
Phone 764-7368
TWO LOTS $3,200 EACH
70' x 130' located on Gerard 
Hoad cast of llutlnnd high 






4-bdrm. house, full basement 
partially finished. $24,000, 
762-8931
TWO REDBOC-l DUPLEX FULL
buemen*, lour >*•!« eM. Clear *lt!«. 
I’rinrlpala eelr, Aryl* •* *i*t Woett- 
law* tt., Kato***. *71
INTERIOR REAL
ESTATE AGENCY








SMALL BUT NEAT: Older 
home completely renovated 
inside and out with new wir­
ing, new plumbing, nicely 
landscaped and with nice 
low taxes. See this one today.
F1NTRY: Level lot — 75x120 
— close to the Lake. Full 
price only $5550 with terms.
Call Johnston Realty at 762- 
2846. MLS.
If you like peace and quiet 
inquire about thig home on 
one acre of land with a lovely 
view of the Okanagan Lake. 









sign on your property 




You’re not reaching all the 
possible purchasers through 
the only proven and effi­
cient real estate service.
Results count — over 400 
Properties sold in May with 
a value of oyer $10 million 
dollars.
M, W, F tf
A GREAT DUPLEX IN AN ATTRAC- 
tlve location. Tkro bedroom*, luge util­
ity room, fireplace, carpet, etc. Both 
«ide« routed. Fan prtre *34^00. with 
(7J0* down Telephaee tortto. tf
SMALL ACREAGE IN OKANAGAN 
Mission. Weil med. complete privacy. 
Older home with four uedroome. suit­
able tor hobby farm. her***, ete. Near 
uhool*. Telephone T(t-43». 273
NEW DUPLEX IN RUTLAND; TWO 
bedroom* up. Utt* basement, carport*, 
wall to w*U in bedroom* and Beu* 
room. Very reasonably priced. Telephone 
rsd-sm JH 
LARGE FAMILY HOME, WINFIELD. 
Ftv« bedroom*, two bathrooms, family 
room, larg* living room, fireplace. One 
acre Lakeview lot. orchard. Double 
garage. Telephone 7664172. 174
SIX ROOM HOUSE, TWO BEDROOMS 
on main floor, two upstairs, carpeted 
living room. WeU finished home. Bell­
ing reasonably. Telephone 763-364*. 270
APPROXIMATELY ( YEAR - OLD. 2 
bedroom horn* and revenue suite. Near 
lake and hospital. Close to Shopping 
Centre; Phone T63-2ITO4. 27ft 
MORTGAGE PAID FOR??? TWO BED- 
room, full buement horn*, teparat* 
one bedroom revenue house. *20.500 Cr 
offers. By owner. Teltphone T83-3T36. 270 
THREE BEDROOM HOME ON MAR? 
shall Street. Fireplace in living room, 




EASY TO GET. The amount Is 
limited Only by the equity you 
have in your home.' It could be 
$5,000. $10,0000, maybe $85,000 
or mote. And there are never 
any bonuses or brokerage tees 
to pay.
EASY TO TAKE. Because you 
may be eligible for a special 
rate ot interest.
EASY TO PAY BACK. We Can 
spread the loan over many 
years — which means lower 
monthly payments. If you need 
cash, call us about a 1st or 2nd 
Mortgage Leah, It’s easy 
moncyl
287 Bernard Avenue 763-4218
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
FOUR PAIRS OF „ DRAPES, SELF 
Used, nachliro waakabl*. Ulgft Urey- 
ten*, green brocad*. gold brcerta, 




254-257, M, Th, S, 274
28A. GARDENING
agent*. Telephone 763-6951. 169
OPEN HOUSE: BY OWNER. SEE Cus­
tom built luxurious horns With beauti­
ful vlaw on Sunnyside Road off Bou- 
chert* Road. Telephone "6M1T1. 270
BY OWNER, OLDER THREE BED- 
room home with basement. Close to 
downtown area. Priced at *16.800. Tele­
phone 783-3797. 776 Cawiton Avenue. 269
Five bedrooms, basement, 
*15.000.00, immediate occupancy. Cen­
trally located, 806 Burn* Ave. Easy 
term*. Telephone 763-4201. 269
LARGE SINGLE OR DUPLEX SIZE 
lots, Tartan Road, Rutland. Level or 
view, some corner lots available. Tele-
phone 763-9064 OP 763-5527. if
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE, 5% MORT- 
gage. 2227 Aberdeen Street, Kelowna. 
FuU price (15,473. Telephone 763-5171.
271
(10.300 FULL PRICE. CLEAN ATTRAC- 
tlve oae bedroom home. Available now.
658 Coronation Avenue. Telephone 763- 
4325 after 3:00 p.m. if
CENTRALLY LOCATED. 1*U KEL- 
glen Crescent. Three bedroom, ree. 
room, large lot. Telephone 765-6211. 
_______________________________ U
WILL ACCEPT MOBILE HOME AS 
down payment on new duplex located 
la quiet area of Rutland. Telephone
765-6141. 270
WINFIELD HOME. MUST SELL. SIX 
months old. Open to all offers. Telephone
766-3112. 269
852 WILSON AVENUE. OLDER TYPE 
small house. Telephone 769-4275 or 762-
3695. tt
NEAR NEW, TWO BEDROOM HOME 
in Winfield. What offers? Telephone 
766-2151,  272
SALE BY OWNER: APARTMENT SITE 
with good view. Telephone 762-0640.
__ ________ __________ 272
TEN ACRES. GOOD FOR LOTS, *5,000
per acre. Teltphone 765-6016. «
BJ NEW AND USED. HOUSEHOLD 
S*od< tad *»Uqu««, W* boy. t*U **d 
«w»p »nytMas of virtu*. 1S« H*my 
Avens*, mt t* BMktffieM*. T*l»oboo» 
7SM2JJ. M. W. F. m
MOVING MUST 8ELL: CHESTER- T 
field and chair. A* naw, 11 month* old, i 
*335 or nearest offer. Telephone 763- , 
WS6. -- 273 )
HAMMOND ORGAN L-SERIES. BELL ! 
and Howell mevlt set. Westingbrxne" 
7.4 cubic foot freeter, room comer.
carpet eweeper. Telephone 763-3083. 20*
ONE EQUALIZER TRAILER HITCH 
suitable for heavy duty hauling, only 
(35. Apply to Paradis* Family Mobile 
Home Park, Number (3, Westbank. 27*
CHESTERFIELD AND CHAIR IN FAIR' 
condition. Dinette table (varnished 
Wood) in good condlUon. Telephone TW- ■
STM. *70
STOVE AND REFRIGERATOR. AS 
new; living h»m drape* <*1*0 new); 
two light (hade* <n«W). Telephone 762-
5598. 373
WHITE 11 CUBIC FOOT LEONARD 
refrigerator and McCulloch model 171 
chain law. View at No. 4-41* Hol-
brook Rood, W, Rutland. it
BOSCH 
LANDSCAPING LTD. 
Levelling. Seeding. Turfing, 
'opsoil and Fill. Dirt Hauling. 
765-7881
284
pork For sale, heavy bides. 
M to 100 pounds. Some young grain led 
hogs. Telephone 762-7505, August Co--
orso. U
WELL ROTTED COW MANURE. 93 
per yard. 3 yards minimum delivery. 
Discount on largo order*. Telephone 762-
1748. ti
WILL DO ROTOTILLING AT REA- 
lottable rate*. For estimates telephone
763-6311. tf




for immediate delivery, 
also
TOP SOIL, FILL DIRT
24. PROPERTY FOR RENT
COMMERCIAL SPACE 
FOR RENT
Retail and Office 
Downtown Kelowna on ; 
Bernard Ave. and Lawrence 
Ave.
Jabs Construction Ltd.
HURRY ON THIS ONE. 1120 SQ. FT. 
home for S768 down payment to one 
,841% NHA mortgage. Features Included 
are luxury broadloom in living room, 
hall and master bedroom, large sun­
deck and patio doors, 'A bath in mas­
ter bedroom, roughed in plumbing In 
basement, double elated windows plus 
many other quality features. For all the 
details call Don Walllnder at 783-6066 or
Crestview Homes at 763-3737. 271
HOUSE IN VERNON, A-l DISTRICT, 
three bedrooms upataira, one down- 
atatrs. fireplace, living room, dining 
room, family room, sewing room, 2V> 
bathrooms, wall to. wall carpet, two 
siindecks, double carport. For sale or 
trade for house in Kelowna or close 
by. Abo consider lot or acreage as 
down payment. Telephone 949-5083. 270
(DISTINCTIVE ULTRA MODERN 
homo at bargain price by owner In 
Winfield. Three-four bedrooms, en- 
■uite plumbing, extendve carpeting 
arid cedar panelling, heatllator fire­
place, den with bar, patio off kitchen, 
fridge and stove, .43 acre*, Terms to 
suit with immediate occupancy. Tele- 
phone 706-2104. 272
I PRIVATE SALl~I)IRECTrY ACROSB 
from tho golf course, three bedroom* 
I up and Iwo down, Two fireplaces, three 
, bathrooms, family room, laundry room, 
sundeck and many other featurea.
, Open house every day from 2 to 4 
P,m. and 7 to 0 p.m, 1040 St. Andrew*
Drive. 271
tf
YOUR OWN LITTLE I’AIIK, 941 NAH- 
sau Cretccnl, 1400 square (erf, three 
Ix-d: oom*. double windows, double fire­
place; built-in stove, dlthwaeher ami 
alr-condlfloner, two baths upstairs, Large 
bedroom, rec, room with Hreplac* and 
bathroom downstairs, Covered balcony, 
patio, garage and carport. Large lot 
with beautiful trees and shrubs. Trades 
and offera will be considered. Telrpl”'
7U-N66, altar 5:00 p.m,





DEEP ROSE BROCADE FORMAL. 
•iz« 10, matching Jacket Md purs*.
Telephone 769-3639. U :
HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS. TOOLS, 
electric wheel chair, etc. 1620 Willow
Crescent. 26*
CEDAR SIDING FOR SALE^ TWO 
year* old, tak* olf. hbui*. Telephone 
769-6633. U
GOOD RECONDITIONED GAS LAWN 
mower for **le. Telephone 763-3348. 26*
BOYS THREE SPEED BICYCLE, (35?
Telephone 762-0330. 270











M, W, F tt '
NEWCOMBE PIANO. *2 INCH. EXCEL- 
lent condition. For further Information
telephone 762-0477 evenings. 26»
298. ANTIQUES
FINE ANTIQUES AT STROHM'S. 2974 
Pandosy next door to Strohm’a Barber 
and Beauty Shop. 8om* of th* finest 
paintings in North America en show, tf
765-6280,765-5624 tf
REFRIGERATORS, ELECTRIC 8TOV- 
es. spring-fliled bed* (single and double), 
chesterbeds and cntlr* to match, kit­
chen tables and chairs, occasional 
chain, • trl-lights and lamps, lamp tab­
les, good used door*, used wall pan- 
elllng, gas heater* (ipace and wall), 
freezer plant, bathroom oinks, etc. 
Telephone 762-3221. 269 
MOVING. MUST SELL. COMBINA- 
tlon color television and stereo; Fleet­
wood stereo and television combination, 
black and white; automatic dishwasher; 
refrigerator, black and white television, 
table and chairs, highchair, chester­
field and chairs, Sealy mattress. Tele-
phone 766-2884. Winfield. tf
32. WANTED TO BUY
SPOT CASH 
We pay highest prices for 
complete estates or single 
items.
Phone us first at 782-5599 




WANTEDt USED TRUMPET IN GOOD, 
condition. Telephone 763-4186.267, (69, X7L?;”
COMPLETE FRONT END FROM 195»" 
Ford. Telephone 783-29(2, aik tor Don.:"-- 
tn'-’'
MOSAIC CENTER, ST. PAUL ST. 
second floor commercial office avail-
able for 500 square feet
88 square foot patio. (259 per month. 
Heating, lighting and air conditioning 
supplied. Also one town house apart­
ment. Available for residential or' com­
mercial use. Telephone 763-4811. If
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE SPACE 
available In alr-oondltloned one etorey 
building, centrally located. Ample atatf 
and client perking. Custom renovation 
may be arranged. Furnished if desired. 
Please telephone Mr. J. M. Roberts, 762-
TWO CIIOILK LAKEFRONT LOTfl ON 
Green Bay with domostlo water,’ power 
and paved road*, You’ll have to hurry 
nn thene nt only *8,250 per lot. Terms 
avnllnblo. For all the details call Don 
IVnlllnder at 76.1-6060 or Crestview
Homes nt 763-3737. 271
2002 tf
274
MOVING TO APARTMENT MUST 
sell — deep freeze. fridge. Speed Queen 
washer, bench saw and motor, lawn 
mower, hedge clippers, sprinklers, 
tools, etc. Good condition. Telephone
762-6612. tf
ONE ELECTROHOME AIR CONDI- 
tioner and a baby , crib with'matching 
dresser. 1966 Buick for parts. 1967
Ford half ton box. Telephone 763-3633.
• 273
COBRA SLALOM SKI; ONE PAIR 
adult skis; set left handed golf clubs 
(used otice); Casiette tape deck with 
accessories; girl’s bicycle (like new). 
Telephone 763-2342. 270
SONY REEL TO REEL TAPEDECK, 
Sansule turntable, Scars solid state re­
ceiver, four speakers, mikes, lines. and 
accessories. $400. Telephone 762-4675, 
after 8:00 p.m. tt
ONE BEATTY WRINGER WASHER, 
one older chesterfield and chair, 12 - 2’8" 
by 3’ obscured new aluminum bath-
33. SCHOOLS, VOCATIONS;
TRAINEES WANTED
I.B.M. Keypunch, Computer ; - 
Programming.
Electronic Machine Accounting - 
(mini - computer)
Hotel-Motel 4200 Machine 
Accounting
Our representative will ba in ­
terviewing in the Kelowna area 
during the week of June 20. For 
appointment. ■■■
McKAY CAREER TRAININGS/' 
2151 Burrard St., Vancouver 9, 
■ B.C.' '
267-269, 272-274'.;;’
room windows, and burning barrel*, kau.
Telephone 769-7804. 273 14913.
HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME. CANADA'S'1 
College, 444 Robson St.. Vancouver 688-1'1 it
leading school. Free brochure. Nations! ‘ 
tf
34. HELP WANTED, MALE
NOW RENTING - NORTHGATE 
Plata,1 commercial, retail and office 
apace. 600 square foot to 1450 square 
foot areas available, Renta from *200 
to (390 per month. Apply Argua Indus­
tries Ltd,, Northgate Plaza or telephone 
783-2732. , tt
FOR RENT OR LEASE — 600 SQUARE 
feet office apace, upatalrs. Nelson 
Block, Westbank. Wall to wall carpet. 
Facing highway. Light and heat In­
cluded. (139.00 per month. Telephone 
768-9223 or 763-4144. M, W, F, tf
DOWNTOWN UPSTAIRS OFFICE 
apace. Choice location. (129 per month 
,Including heat and use of nlr condi­
tioner. Telephone Regatta City Really
IlEAUTiFUI. 7,38 ACRE BUILDING 
lot overlooking Skaha Lake, pin* laku- 
side Int. City sewer. Excellent anil, Ha* 
sub-dlvlaon potential, Aaklng 626,750. Call 
I», A, Farmer 497.521)6, .1, W, Lawrence 
Ltd, 277 Main Hl., I'enllcton, 402-31126. 
269
FOR... SALE A NEW~TWO 'BEDROOM
linmc, by owner, xhug carpet through­
out, Ronglied-ln nimpn* room, Double 
Hreplac*, carport. Across from now 
park In Rutland. Telephone 765-9120, 
evening^____ _________ tl
'QUALITY TWO”HEDROOM HOME, 
close In. Sult retired people, Full base­
ment, gas furnace, plenaant grounds, 
quiet street. (18,000. Telephone. 762-7401.
269
SPACIOUS SPLIT LEVEL IN LAKE- 
view Height* for private sale. Three 
bedroom*, Iwo belli*, double firepiece, 
wall to wall carpet, garage. Landscaped, 
Telephone 769-4394. 269
(ir«N M O RE? CATIIEDR’AL EN? 
Irani'*, 4 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, 
double fireplaces, roc. room. Must asll 
■ • moving, Reaannnble offers consider­
ed, Trlephone 76V3409 evenings, If 
’i:XCEI'n6NALLY?BRlU 
remodelled older homei large living 
room, lovely ground*, South end, rlo*o 
io shop*, lake, achoola and lollrge. Rea- 
mnatile, Telephone, owner, 762-7670. Il
EXECUTIVE FAMILY HOME ~ 14W 
square feet of modern family living, 1 
bedroom*, double plumbing, sunken liv­
ing room, fireplace. Kitchen and dining 
room with bulli-ln*. FuU basement, pa­
tio. Carport and landscaped ground*. 
I’rtca *l'j,.600.00, For more Informat­
ion. contact Austin Warren, day* 7*]. 
<»31 or evening*. 76146)8, MIA lAtnd 
and Warr«n ReaMv Ud„ 44* Ilernard 
Avenue. Kelowna, B.C, 2M
private ~ sm".ei~ t II r e e“ bed? 
loom*, two bathroom*, two flrrplacra, 
recreation room partly flnrthm, sun- 
derkr fruit ireet, good Imatlon. Mill 
kata your thoice etearpela. Ttltpbone 
769-7M1. *71
762.2739. tf
FISHING CABIN ON BEAVER LAKE. 
Wood, propane, llrrhta, dock. For lease 
or rent. By month or (urnrner. Tele- 
phone 769-8840, tf
BUSINESS PREMISES, OVER 800 
•quare feet Include* storage and park­
in*. Two blocks north of Bernard on
Ellis. Telephone 763-0237, tf
AIR CONDITIONED OFFICE SPACE 
for Isasa 1 in now Rutland professional 
building. Telephone 769-7027.
M, W, F, tt
COMMERCIAL SPACE, HIGHWAY 07 
North. *178 per month. Call Regatta
City Realty 702-2739, M, W, F, tf
BI’ACE FOR RENT - YOU NAME IT, 
wo h«v* It. The Cannery Group, 703- 
7508, tt
25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES
APARTMENT BLOCK - BIX SUITES
in beautiful condition throughout, 
ed throe blocks from downtown, 
luxurious living quarters with 
room • dining room phut family 
fireplace and two bathrooms. A
TIIHEF. IIEPIIOOM HOME ON DEL 
ray Hnad, W«*ib*nk. Only *M0.ro 
ilnwn to an 8U% mortya**. Contact 
Onlral Mortiaif* and lloutin* Corpor. 
nt ion. Takphon* 763-9)11 day*, 376 
I^G^ VIEW ujiT™AT TONFIICLD 
(or aala at (MOO. Ixivrly a*llln* in 
nlnta In d*v«lop«d «utx1lvl«lon. Good 
lerrn* to foulkl.r, Trl.phon* JCl-Mil 
______________  «7i
TWO HKDKQOM IIOUSK AT 9309 
Abbott Si. Fireplace, b*Mm*«i. «»r- 
,gr. attractively l»n<l*cape<1 Including 
fruit Telephone 'owner 763-633'l, 
\ 271
I.KVKLr "LAKE. VIEW 'm>T FOII RAI.E, 
CIom tn brae* and •hop*l««.‘Will ran- 






buy nt *89,000. Exclunlvc. For itolnll* 
and to view pleaee phone mo, Olivia 
Worsfold evening*' 702-3(199 or day* 702- 
9030. Hoover Renlty Ltd, 
260, 202, 204. 207, 209
PORTABLE , I'llOST ICE CREAM 
atand. Soft io* cream machine, freeter 
unit, cooler unit, flavor dleponner, etc 
Unit completely eelf contained, good 
condition and ready to go. 61,00(1 or near, 
e*t offer, Kaalo evening* 39*-2ML 270 
WHOLESALE, RETAIL MEATrPACK.' 
Ing ha* fantaatlc potential, excellent 
location In Kelowna, Excellent term*, 
Apply to Box A739, The Kelowna Dally 
Courier. ___ M,_w, F, 379
WAREHOUSE BPACiT'fOR "lllINE 
Reatpnable rale*, Available July 1, 
Telephone 7M-2.1I9. If
26. MORTGAGES, LOANS 
WANTt:i»i (li.OW) ON-" IIUfilNENS 
building, let mortgage. Inlcreat on 
payment on agreement, Telophon* 764,
3823. 271
Il AV K CASH TO PURCHASE YOUR 
axiitlngi agreement of eala or mort­






camper •• Irada in. TtlephoM even, 
lag* 76*4161. m<* CALL 762-4445
SUPERINTENDENT- TO $12,000 
FOREMAN-TO $10,000
An established manufacturer seeking energetic, capable per­
sons to fill the above positions.
The successful candidates will direct the related area of 
production toward positive goals. Preference will be given 
to candidates who possess a solid production background 
in ah Allied Industry, plus the proven ability, experience and 
initiative to plan and direct a production force.
All replies will be treated in strict confidence. Applications 
containing details of qualifications,' salary history and per­
sonal data should be addressed to —
BOX A-757,




34. HELP WANTED, MALE
EXPERIENCED
CHEF
35. HELP WANTED, 
FEMALE
required for full time, steady 









150 Gray Rd,, Rutland, B.C.
Required immediately 
KEY PUNCH OPERATORS 
full or part time, all shifts avail­
able. Wages according to ability 
and experience, To nrrango for 
interview




THE flltmsil COLUMBIA HUMAN 
rl(ht« act prohibit* any advertise­
ment that dlacrlmfnate* aealnnt any 
l>er*on nr any class of person be­
cause of race, reunion, color, na­
tionality, ancestry, place of origin or 
against anyone became ot ata be­
tween 44 and 61 years unless the dis­
crimination I* >i*llllod by a boha (Ide 
requirement for th* work Involved, 
FOUR VOUNO A<mRE^Vir*iNi>i- 
vidualt a* management trainees. Ex­
cellent lilnge benefits, Rapid advance­
ment for *ucrc**f|il applicants, Karn- 
Inga *700 to *10)0 per month, depending 
on qualifications, For Interview appoint­
ment telephone Mr. Tom Itani nt Oil- 
8194. Vernon, dune 17 to 24, or reply to 
|lo« A7«l. Tho Kelowna Dally Courier. 
JO* 
MECHANICS HEI.I’EH FOR BOAT 
Shop, Must have service elation Ar elm- 
liar experience, prefer you tore* 
loola, Telephon*' 703 2039 Tpeeday 
through Saturday for appointment (70 
IIOYsTr’li)"m "YKAii^FOH VAN- 
couvrr Kun roulee, Telcpho<|* 76>*»l 
evening* or 7*2-1231 <1*7*. ' “9
35. HELP WANTED,”
FEMALE
*11111)1.K • Afi ED LADY HKQI'lflED 
for general work al Re»t home for 
lor Ciucm*. Tclrpbon* 7*3-»7M. tlO
,___________ 271
NEED EXTRA MONEY— 
but children keep you homo? 
As an Avon Representative you 
can set your owto hours, work 
when youngster# arc in school. 
Find out how easy It Is to earn 
extra cufih the Avon way, with­
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,35. HELT WANTED, I 
j FEMALE
’HOUSEKEEFEK NEEDED FOK 
A flMllWfteM hMM Kbod ' *C*
a’*** 
driv* aad ba»« aw« transpertattew.
l j«ly U to Augnri 25. T» wafts, tim* 
OaaSbto. Writo «3M Ttedate U. V» 
cattW 13 *c telepbon* 2M-I792. tf
RELIABLE WOMAN TO CARE FOB 
tw* adMMl M* bnya from » ajn. to 
S p m. tor W Auftri. Prefer 
y*W b*m*. Tetepbcn* W4-7M4.
MOUSEKEEPER WANTED TO LIVE IN 
and car* for four children la motbarieM 
tom*. Rutland area. Ttteptam* 2U-7H» 
after $;00 p m. 2CT
EXECUTIVE REQUIRES UVE IN 
9Ma**k*«p«r, light duties. May bold 
«mpioym«it. Reply Box A7S6.
Um K*lowna Daily Courier. 372 
WANTED; HOUSEKEEPER. MUST 
hava expcriftM. Liva la. Telephone 
num.  u





















36. HELP WANTED 
MALE OR FEMALE
Musicians Needed
For summer concerts with the 
Kelowna City Band. All instru­
ments. Male or female, any 
age. For information contact
LYLE BASSETT 762-4471
after 5 p.m. 271
SALESMEN OB SALESWOMEN. WITH 
own trauporiattoo. to service exUblUhed 
retail dtentete la several Interior cen­
tres. Experience preferred. Telephone
7W-S573 alter 6:00 p.m. 269
UTILITY CLERK POSITION. GEN- 
cral knowtedg* of banking required. 




42. AUTOS FOR SALE
JACOBSEN 
PONTIAC-BUICK LTD, 
Special on this unit 
1960 CHEV
1 Ton with Duals 
$895
"Your Total Transportation 
Centre”
1658 Pandosy Ph.: 763-7700
Used Car Lot 763-6060 
270 
1969 CUTLASS TWO DOOR HARDTOP^ 
console, automatic, power steering, 
power brakes, radio, bucket seats, new 
Ures. Mint condition. $2,695. Will fin­
ance. 548-3807. collect, evenings. U 
1967 DODGE MONACO CONVERTIBLE? 
powered, automatic. Good condition. 
Near new tire* pins winter set. Mileage 
49,750. Telephone 763-6163. 996 Tronson
Drive. U
44A. MOBILE HOMS 
AND CAMPERS
im — 23* TANDEM SKYLARK TRA- 
vei traUer. beaottUal conditio*. Com­
pletely self-contained. Halsked tkroMh- 
oot with Mont*rey Oak. Thia nait has 
never beta trav«itod. Nay b* seen at 
Trailpark Villa*, Hwy. n S. ar Ute- 
phone 769-4726 for parttenlara. 2K
H69 THREE BEDROOM'ROLLO 
home. 12’xM’> includes covered oundeck, 
attached porch, washer, dryer, electric 
stove. Set- up at TraUpark. Lot 7$. 769-
sro
OKANAOAN CAMPER — FITS ALL 
Japanese U ton truck* Good condi­
tion. $900. Wanted: Used 9 point hitch 
cultivator. Telephone 763-7434.tf
It FOOT SAFEWAY TRAVEL TRAIL- 
er with propane stove, ice box and 
water and power connections. Sleep* 
four. $750. Telephone 763-7090, 269
21 FOOT SELF CONTAINED AIR- 
stream trailer with range, refrigerator, 
heater, toilet, sinks, steep* four. $1500.
Sekou Toure Hangs On
In The Palace At
Management trainees required 
in preparation for expansion 
program throughout Canadian 
Dominion. Extensive training 
program locally. Earn $750 to 
11350 per month, working in a 
variety of lines. Only serious 
applicants need apply. Inter­
views Monday evening.
WANTED: PRE-SCHOOL TEACHER 
to teach morning and afternoon claase* 
in Rutland Co-op Kindergarten. Send 
resume to Rutland Kindergarten Asaoc- 
latino, Box 2094, Rutland, B.C. 271
38. EMPLOY. WANTED
WILL BUILD TO SUIT. REMODEL- 
Mag, framing, alterations, etc. By con­
tract or hour. Telephone Dan Grieve 
765-7175 and BUI Grant 765-8857. 271
FLASTER AND STUCCO REPAIRS. 
Old crumbled basements made as new. 
Spanish or design plaster on feature 
concrete walls. Telephone 765-8272. 286
.LADY WILL BABY SIT IN OWN 
home, near Vocational School, by the 
hour or by the day. Telephone 763-
196$ FIREBIRD. 400 NEW ENGINE. 
Power steering., power brake*., magi, 
four speed transmission. posbtractloa 
and many mor* extra*. Telephone '765-
Telephone 7624614. tn
7691. 269
1969 12’xtt’ MOBILE HOME. TWO 
bedroorm. furnished. Set up in treed 
park. Reasonably priced. Telephone
7654)000. U
3574. 272
FRAMING. ALTERATIONS ETC. HOUR- 
ly or by contract, tree estimates. Tele- 
phono 763-5771.  U 
PAINTING - INTERIOR AND Ex­
terior. Free estimates. Telephone KX
Paintine, 763-5278. M. W. F. U
WOULD LIKE TO BABYSIT IN MY 








in the following areas 
East Kelowna
—Spiers Rd., KLO Rd., 
Fisher Rd., Leader Rd. 
Como Rd.
and








40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
FIVE YEAR OLD »k THOROUGHBRED 
chestnut gelding for experienced rider. 
Approximately 17 hands. Can be train­
ed for jumping. $450 firm. For further 
information telephone 765-6023. 6:30-7:30 
p.m.; or 763-7248. 9:30 a.m. - 12 noon.
tf
TWO HORSES FOR SALE. QUIET, 
good with children, one crossed between 
American Walking Horse and Thor­
oughbred. Chestnut in color. Other is an 
Apaloosa. Will consider trading for 
a boat. Telephone 766-3112 after 8 p.m.
____________ _________________ 370
SMALL PALOMINO GELDING, 
friendly. 8 year* old. not for beginner. 
Wormed, shod and inoculated. Eng­
lish or Western. Telephone 762-3284.
269
1962 NOVA HARDTOP, STANDARD 
triMmusion. radio and heater. What 
offer*? Telephone 765-5094 after 5 p.m.
270
SUMMER FUN! 1965 METEOR CON- 
vertible, V-8. automatic, oower steer­
ing. power brake*, power window*. A 
(teal at $800. Telephone 762-3047. 271
1969 FORD COBRA. 428, FOUR SPEED, 
low mileage, excellent condition. Tele­
phone 492-8254. Penticton, or apply to
Box 38, Wextbench. Penticton. 270
1967 AUSTIN MINI 11Mb REBUILT 
engine, twin carburetors, excellent 
running condition. Telephone 762-6947.
' 269
1959 BUICK TWO DOOR LESABRE. 
good running order with lots of miles 
left. Asking $200. Telephone 763-3122.
269
1972 PONTIAC VENTURA, LOW 
mileage, excellent condition, older 
trade accepted. Telephone 763-7784.
269
1967 VOLKSWAGEN 1600 FASTBACK, 
like new condition, new motor still 
under warranty, new tires, must sell.
WILL BOX RD HORSES, MISSION
area, 
under
Former Aubray Stewart Ranch
769-4566.
new management.
will trade down. 762-4693. 272
1968 AUSTIN 1100, FOUR DOOR, 
radio, very good condition, any rea­
sonable offer will be accepted. Tele­
phone 762-2012 after 5:30 p.m. 272
MUST SELL 1971 TOYOTA CORONA 
1900. Open to offers. Telephone 769-
4647.
ALL ALUMINUM COLLAPSIBLE 1969 
10’ Chalet trailer. Propane, ice box, 
water tank and power hookup. Sleep*
five. Telephone 766-2190. 279
SHASTA TRAILER COURT ON LAKE- 
shot* Road. Children welcome. No p«ta 
please. Cab!* TV included. Telephone
763-2878
272
1963 PONTIAC STATION WAGON AND
1966 Mustang, both in good condition.
Telephone 765-6989. 273
FOR THE ANTIQUE LOVERS. 1934 
Oldamoblle. Evenings, telephone 765- 
5449. 275
1966 PLYMOUTH FURY, ONE OWN- 
er car, in excellent condition. Telephone
769-4328. Must be sold. 270
tf
12* x 55* SQUIRE MOBILE HOME, 
furnisbed, two bedrooms, (kirted. cover­
ed porch. Setup in TraUperk. For 
particular* telephone 769-4715. 270
CONAKRY, Guinea (AP) — 
The governor’s palace in Con­
akry, once the nerve centre of 
colonial rule, was turned over to 
black Africa’s most radical pa­
triot more than 13 years ago.
President Sekou Toure, 50, Is 
still there—tenacious, visionary 
and volatile, very much the 
maverick he was when he rup­
tured Guinea's ties with France.
He rules Guinea’s four million 
people with flamboyance, iron 
discipline, socialist slogans and 
crowd appeal
Toure is a militant Marxist, a 
determined and eloquent revolu­
tionary whose oratorical magic 
can cast spells over thousands 
at mass rallies.
The one-time labor leader is, 
above all else, a fiercely inde­
pendent African nationalist. 
THOUSANDS FLEE
He has survived numerous 
plots, at least one attempt on 
his life—the knife-wielding as­
sailant was dragged away by a
1969 aristocraft 21 tandem land. mob and hanged—and the 
liner trailer. Fully equipped, like new. . ................ ............
SEKOU TOURE 
. . . hangs on
Telephone 765-8663. ' tf
MAVERICK SOFT-TOP TENT TRAIL- 
er. For more information telephone 763-
2708 after 6 p.m. 269 Manitoba Liberals And Chief
TENT TRAILER FOR RENT. SLEEPS _ 
four, wired for electricity. $30 per | p V ■ ■ ■ *■ g
week. Telephone 765-9320. 272 \lWAAn I A I UM* I CIV A VlCIAHf
1971 12*x52* TUXEDO MANOR. TWO JflVwU IU 1/wLaUIVG ■ ILalUI ■bedroom, like new. Asking $7500. Tele- ” wwnw* ■ wr ■ ■wrnwn J
phone 765-9517 after 6 p.m. 270
46. BOATS, ACCESS.
SAILBOATS










PUREBRED SPRINGER SPANIEL, 
male, four months old. Excellent with 
children. Dog house and accessories 
included. $50. Telephone 762-8337. 272
PUPPIES FOR SALE. FATHER PURE- 
bred St. Bernard, mother German 
Shepherd-St. Bernard cross. Telephone
1967 VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE, VERY 
good condition, rebuilt motor. Tele- 
phone 769-4373,  274
1961 CORVAIR, ORANGE. GOOD 
shape, $350. Telephone 763-5197. 270
1970 BARRACUDA, GRAND COUPE. 
Telephone 765-6641 after 6 p.m. tf
42A. MOTORCYCLES
765-8856. 270
we stock a 
complete line of 
fittings and hardware
SUN COUNTRY 





Peachland and surrounding 
area. Must have own trans­
portation (small car prefer­
able) to deliver papers to 
stores, carriers and cus­





THREE KITTENS. BLACK WITH 
white (male), grey with white (male) 
and grey with orange blobs (female).
AH trained. Telephone 765-7042. 270
BEAUTIFUL SILVER GRAY KITTENS 
free to good home. Telephone 762-4628.
269
NINE MONTH OLD BLACK LABRA- 
dor pup for sale, $15. Telephone 769- 
4897. ' 270
FIVE KITTENS DESPERATELY WANT 
good homes. Free! Telephone 763-5278. 
.273
PUREBRED SEALPOINT SIAMESE 
cat (female), $20. Telephone 763-5141. 
273
HORSESHOEING. TELEPHONE
Steve Price, 497-5570 collect ti
FOUR ACRES OF PASTURE FOR
rent. Telephone . 765-6607. 274










M, W, F, tf
We Train You 





ELECTRONICS TRAINING and 
several other trades.
SIAMESE KITTENS FOR SALE. 765-
5449. 271
41. MACHINERY AND 
EQUIPMENT
KAWASAKI-
School end special, G5’s 100 cc 
Enduros, 5-speed gear box, 
sale price $526. Come out ahead 
on a Kawasaki.
ONE 230 AMP FORNEY A.C. WELD- 
er, $250. Still under warranty. Tele-
phone 766-2376 in Winfield. 269
Interested?
Contact your Military Career 
Counsellor. He will be in Kel­
owna at The Canadian Legion on 
Wednesday, 21 June from 12
noon to 8 p.m. 270
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
SACRIFICE. 1957 CHEV TWO DOOR 
wagon in very good condition. 327 
stock, three speed stick, American 
mags 8” and 10". tach., buckets, blue 
bottles, good wide ovals front. Tiger 
paws rear, yellow. Telephone 769-4897, 
, 7 '_ 270
1965 MGB WITH 25,000 MILES ON 
rebuilt motor. This car has four new 
tires, three vinyl tops plus radio and 
eight track stereo. Body Is in good 
condition. Asking $1285. Telephone 762- 
8936 after 6. 269
Vic's MotorSports,
HIGHWAY 97 SOUTH, 
Kelowna-769-4344
279
1967 250 SUZUKI X6. MINT CONDI- 
tion. Many new things added. Over 
size rear tire. Rebuilt engine, no miles.
$450 or offers. 768-5484. ' 271
STUDENT
ACTION ADS
Students seek your support for jobs to further their 
education.
These ads are published without charge by the Kelowna 
Daily Courier. Employers wishing to hire any of the 









1. Local Grade 12 girl hi 
Home Economics with ex­
perience in sewing,, motel 
work and camp counselling 
and with a medical recep­
tionist certificate would like 
to find steady summer work.
2. Grade 12 student with ex­
perience as a cashier, wait­
ress and switchboard opera-, 
tor would like summer work 
as a salesclerk, receptionist, 
or office clerk.
3. Grade 12 student planning 
to take Architectural Tech­
nology anti with experience 
draughting, as a janitor nntk 
a labourer would like to 
work as a salesclerk, 
draughtsman or office clerk 
for the summer. \
. 4, UBC Education student 
with waitress, receptionist 
nnd swim Instructor would 
likl? to offer private swim­
ming lessons as well as work 




1. Local Grade 12 student 
with experience as a super­
market stocker a nA wrapper, 
husky and capable as well, 
would like to find steady 
summer employment.
2. Heavy-duty mechanic stu­
dent with experience as a 
labourer in house construc­
tion would like to find sum- 
mor employment ns a ser­
vice-station attendant.
3. U of Manitoba Architec­
ture student with experience 
as a labourer, survey worker 
and In architecture nnd with 
a strong Interest In photo­
graphy would like to work in 
photography for the summer.
4. Loyola University Soci­
ology student with experience 
as a plumber apprentice, la­
bourer and* short order cook 
would like to find steady 
summer employment.
5. Ixical Grado 12 student 
with a work background ns 
a stockboy, junior counsellor 
and as a labourer would like 
to work In accountinor ak 
a ranch hand for the 
summer.
5. University girl In Dental 
Hygiene and with experience 
as a receptionist and switch­
board operator would like 
summer work as a Dental 
Axslxtant or Dental Recep­
tionist.
If you are a student 
seeking summer employ­
ment, contact Canada 
Manpower for the place; 
mem of your nd.
Conakry 
much-publicized "invasion” of 
Conakry by Portuguese-backed 
Guinean exiles.
Thousands—no one knows how 
many—have fled Guinea’s so­
cialist revolution and sought 
sanctuary in such countries as 
Liberia, Senegal and Ivory 
Coast.
He has crushed his opposition 
with mass purges of govern­
ment officials, and public hang­
ings of people called traitors of 
the revolution.
During, his rule, Toure has 
turned this hot and humid na­
tion into an armed camp of rev­
olutionaries bent on destroying 
all remnants of “imperialism, 
colonialism and neo-colonial- 
ism.”
Tho cost so hr is a paralysed 
economy. There are barren 
store shelves, with skyrocketing 
inflation. Few bargains are visi­
ble among low-quality goods 
brought in from China, the So­
viet Union and Eastern Europe.
“We are not trying to build 
castles here,” said Toure in a 
recent meeting with journalists 
from Western countries. "We 
are interested in African dig­
nity.”
As the world is viewed from 
Conakry, Guinea plays the role
ODDITIES
IN THE NEWS
LONDON (AP) — A contest 
billed as the world spaghetti 
eating championship was won 
Saturday night by a young 
woman and three young men 
who swallowed 100 yards of 
the stuff in 53 seconds.
A team in Australia, how­
ever, claimed a time 11 sec­
onds faster last week.
Eight four-person teams 
from around Britain competed 
in the Saturday contest at 
London’s Cafe Royal.
Last Sunday, four Italian- 
born residents of New South 
Wales claimed a world record 
after eating 100 yards of spa­
ghetti in 42 seconds before 200 
spectators in a restaurant.
The Guiness Book of World 
Records lists the previous 
mark in the 100-yard event/'" v 
one minute, 34 seconds, seJ n 
a London youth club teaita V 
1967. V r
Sian Davis, 20. the girl on 
the winning team in London, 
told reporters: "We’re all stu­
dents and we eat spaghetti be­
cause it’s cheap. I don’t worry 
about my figure."
WINNIPEG (CP)—Manitoba] did not affect Mr. Schreyer’s 
Liberals and their leader, I. H. majority.
- Asper, ended a long political 
“ drought here as Mr. Asper 
swept to a decisive byelection 
victory in a former Conserva­
tive stronghold.
Mr. Asper, a 39-year-old tax 
[lawyer who took over the de- 
| moralized Liberals 20 months 
ago, scored a relatively-easy 
win in the south-central Winni- 
| peg constituency of Wolseley 
and gave the provincial Liberals 
their first political gain in 
nearly three years.
Mr. Asper, who passed up 
three earlier byelection oppor­
tunities while leading his party 
from outside the legislature, 
later told victory-starved sup­
porters to “take the match we 
lit tonight and turn it into a 
torch tomorrow.”
NOW HAVE FOUR
The Liberals now have four
of a garrison state fighting 





“Your total recreation centre”
The byelection, the fourth 
since Premier Ed Schreyer’s
M, W, F, tf New Democratic Party toppled 
■a H P' outboard motor with 1116 Conservatives from power 
tank,’$125; truck camper. $125; Land-1 a June, 1969, general election,
members in the 57-member 
chamber while the NDP holds 
30 seats to 20 for the opposition 
Conservatives and one for the 
Social Credit. There are two in­
dependents.
However, it may have rescued 
Liberals from extinction. They 
have been teetering on the brink 
since the 1969 vote. ’
In that election, they went 
from being the official opposi­
tion with 13 seats to only five 
and watched their leader, R. W. 
(Bobby) Bend, go down to per­
sonal defeat.
Later, one member defected 
to the NDPund another was ap­
pointed to the Senate reducing 
the Liberals to the splinter­
party status they held until the 
Wolseley victory.
When Mr. Asper takes his leg­
islative seat, it will give Liber­
als the minimum number of 
members required to be recog­
nized as an official party in the 
house.
Toure sees Africa, as do other 
militants on the continent, as a 
rich and fertile field plundered 
by colonialists who profited 
from natural resources and did 
nothing for Africans except 
imbue them with non-African 
values and habits.
He sees the continent today 
divided by two forces—"the Af­
rica of submission to imperial­
ism, of homage apd complicity 
with imperialism; and the Af­
rica of dignity of anti-imperial­
ist combat.”
Toure condemns as corrupt 
those who sell themselves into 
“slavery” by opening their 
countries to foreign investment 
and exploitation.
For Toure, political, eco­
nomic, social and cultural insti­
tutions in all Africa must be 
“Africanized,” made to serve 
the interests of Africans.
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) - A 
21-y ear-old man about to 
begin serving consecutive life 
terms for a double murder 
conviction was married Satur­
day by the judge who sen­
tenced him.
John Junior Whitus of Hay­
ward married Deborah Eliza­
beth Brown, 20, In a three- 
minute ceremony Saturday in 
the chambers of Judce Red­
mond C. Staats of Superior 
Court.
After an embrace and a 
five-minute private talk, the 
couple parted. Whitus was 
taken to a maximum-security 
cell to await transfer to the 
state’s Vacaville prison facil­
ity.
The bride said. “Ini 
happy,” then returned to her 
job as a cashier-hostess.
Whitus was convicted of 
slaying a man and woman on 
a lonely road in Castro Valley 
last Nov. 16. The proseution 
contended the victims were 
slain for $5,000 they had to 
purchase narcotics.
DEEP DIVSR
A sperm whale can dive as 
far as 3,000 feet under water.
rover, $875; Shop Smith machine, $600 
and anything else you can think of. 
Garbers New and Used, Westbank.
Telephone 768-5823. 270
3 H.P. JOHNSON MOTOR. EXCEL- 
lent condition. $125. Pair of oars. $5.1 
T. Nahm, corner of Byrnes and Spring­
field. Telephone 763-4483.
M, W. F. tf
Morale Of RCMP Defended
In Reply To Magazine Story13’ FIBREGLASS BOAT, WINDSHIELD 
and controls, with 30 h.p. Johnson I 
motor and trailer. Includes 1972 plates. (TT*rAWA (CPI _ PCMP
Telephone 765-5969. 269 _ ' . . ' T -u
—---------------------------------------- Commissioner W. L. Higgitt
to,11F^TCh^r1SRt»nf'2KJ? Said hefe that the mOrale “ WS
Full price $485.00 firm. Telephone 764- force Of more than 10.000 men IS
43. AUTO SERVICE 
AND ACCESSORIES
TRAILER HITCHES FOR IMPORTS, 
1,500 pound capacity. BMW $19.95, Cor­
tina Wagon $25.95, Datsun 510 and 
Wagon $19.95, MGB $29.95. , Volkswagen 
from' $22.95, Volvo from $16.95; Pinto 
$22.95, Vega $29.95, Mafda $25.95, Toy­
ota $19.95. Ilk” chrome ball $3.59, 
electrical connector kit $7,95. Race and 
Rallye, Bredin nt Springfield, 763-76'n 
________ __________________________ 269 
427 CHEV ENGINE 390 H.P., COM- 
plete. Slotted mags for Chevy — two 
10x15 with G60 Tiger Paws, two 7x14.
Telephone 762-3419. 269
4889. the highest in the world.
14- fibreglass boat. 40 H.p. elec- "Morale is high. The turnover 
trie start motor, water skis, bridle and •>
ski rope. etc. Telephone 764-4080. rate is the lowest m the world,
M f. s, « he said in an interview.
14 foot aluminum crestliner. "People in large organizations 
18 hp Johnson, good condition. Telephone amazed at the rate." 
762-0477. 2691 rnu.. ...ah---------- ;-------------------------------- The commissioner was re- 
WANTED TO BUY 8-10 FOOT LIGHT I tn An nrticlp bv a fnr-
weight flat bottom dinghy, good con- Sp0nar]|,J® a ■ arncle a 
dition. Telephone 762-5201. 271 mer RCMP corporal who said,
1314 foot boat. 12 h.p. motor ?I74°n® other things, that alco- 
with fun controls, trailer and acces-1 holism and suicide have become 
sories. Telephone 763-3780._______ 2701 serious problems in the force
15’6” sangstercraft boat. 85 due to low morale.
h.p.. trailer, full top. Power lift, stereo The article by Jack Ramsay 
*ap-?- .Telffi”ne 762'6855------------ in the July issue of Maclean’s
12 FOOT ALUMINUM BOAT, LIKE I magazine als0 said RC7MP offi- 
new, $150. Telephone 763-5991.269p e r j u r e themselves in
318 CUBIC INCH MOTOR, RECONDI- 
tloned. $50. Telephone Speed Custom 
Auto, Rutland, 765-8426. Ask for Al. tf
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
1964 • 1971 GMC. FORD BUSES. BLUE- 
bird, Superior bodies. 4!) passenger. 
Surrey Bus Service Limited,. 2434 King 
Genrge Highway, Surrey, B.C., 53b 
4914. , 257-262, 269-274
1853 JEEP, FOUR WHEEL DRIVE 
truck. In very good shape, llaa can- 
opy on back. Telephone 762-8140, 27Q
1065 FARGO TANDEM, TEN YARD 
box. new piotor and good rubber. Tele-
phone 762*4464. 269
CONVERTIBLE TRUCK CANOPY FOR 
halt ton or ton truck, $100. Telephone 
765-5449,____________ _ _____________
1952 FARGO '.i TON (AS IS), GOOD 
running condition, $125, Telephone 7<i5- 
8793,270
1953 CHEV PICKUP, VERY GOOD 
condition, $400. Telephone 763-5991. 269






with Every Purchase of a
Starcraft Camper Trailer you
will receive aa
OPTIONS: 
10 ft. cunnpy 
rope and pegs
FREE BONUS
Propane Tank and 
Regulator
Spare wheel assembly
,6 ply tire .................
Total Value ............... .
court, persecute Indians to build 
up arrest statistics and falsify
KELOWNA AUCTION DOME REGU- reP°rts- . • ,
lar sales every Wednesday. 7:00 p.m. I Commissioner Higgitt said, 
We pay .cash for complete estates and while he had not yet had a 
household contents. Telephone 765-S647. 4V>A ..HaIa te
Behind the Drive-In Theatre. Highway chance to read the article, it 
97 North. tf sounded like the words of a
— disgruntled former employee"
CLASSIFIED RATES ”y iusU,y ,he Hisnlty 01
GENERALLY NOT TRUE
Classified Advertisements... .nd Not-...'..Commissioner Higgitt’s basic
ices for this page must be received response to what he had been 
by 4:30 p.m. day previous to publics- told of the article was that 
da? nSlt?o2n n00n s“y ,or Mon'|while there could be some bad
publication I wnue inere couici ue duiiju uuu
Phon* 763-3228 aPPles in such a. large organiza-
WANT AD CASH RATES r’lmkl^ge”eral ar<5 
One or two days 5o per word, per Simply not true.
Insertion. , , — ... .. _•
Three consecutive days,
word por Insertion.
Six consecutive days. 4c 
per Insertion.
Minimum charge baaed on
Minimum charge for any 
ment Is $1.00. . ।
Births, Engagements. 
5c per word, mlnlmhm $2.30.
' I He said it is possible that 
4Ho per some of what Ramsay said is
per word true and that if there is any le­
gitimate criticism of the force 
rdverUsi p1’01 the man w1k> wants to 
hear it."
Marriage* He did respond to some of the 
Death Nolicea, i In Memorlama, charges in the article
Carda of Thanks So per word, mini- that Were read to'him.
’"W”-’??0, । ' .am. I Riitosny said he hatj 14 years«c“vko l» the RCMP when he
LOCAL CLASSIFIED DISPLAY HnvnhHnJ1
Applicable within circulation rone involving an 1 Indian constable 
only. accused of getting a young
Deadline 4:30 p.m. day preyloua to white fflrl Dl'cnnant
publication, except 12 noon Saturday for .. . _
Monday publication* ! Balu thc.constQtHC was ois-
One Insertion $1,89 per column Inch, charged and the whole thing 
perhcoiumn"n<'h'ut,v" ‘nMrt,0M ,i e2 hushed up because people might 
six, consecutive insertions $1,7$ per think the force wns prejudiced.
column inch. _ ( , He said the force Is not con-
Hoatl your advertisement the first P(,rlwri witli mornlq iuqfieodky It appears, Wo will not bo res. wnn. ,1mmn'7 JUSUCe,
ponslblo (or more th$n one Incorrect truth, the public or Its men. It 
insertion. wna “concerned only with In-
lying, falsifying records and ig­
noring suspects’ rights until I 
came to dislike putting on the 
famous scarlet tunic because it 
made me feel like a hypocrite,” 
he said.
He said, despite official deni­
als from an RCMP officer <>n 
television within the last year, 
the force does put undercover 
men on university campuses.
Commissioner Higgitt said it 
is not true to say that alcohol­
ism and suicide have become 
serious problems.
But he added that one case of 
alcoholism is a serious problem. 
In such a case a policeman gets 
headlines where a businessman 
is ignored, he said.
PERJURY SERIOUS
If Mr. Ramsay knew of cases 
where perjury had been com­
mitted and had not reported it, 
he was guilty of an offence.
He disagreed with the charges 
of fear of authority. The train­
ing of the RCMP was the best in 
the world and part of that pro­
gram showed how to deal with 
senior officers.
The charge about persecution 
of Indians was one of those that 
hardly justified a reply, but he 
denied them.
He said police do not convict 
people, courts do. If Ramsay 
knew of incidents of perjury and 
had not reported them he should 
be nrosecutcd himself.
"I'm sorry that somebody 
feels so fritter that he must 
write thip sort of thing,” he said 
of the article. He thought that 
the 14 years that Ramsay had 
been in the force were split— 
that he had left for a time once 
before.
He said he defends the right 
of the magazine to publish the 
article bill he felt that it should 
have come to the force for a re­
sponse to be published at <he 
same time.
It is a struggle, he said, 
against Rhodesia, South Africa 
and the Portuguese-controlled 
territories of Angola, Mozam­
bique and neighboring Guinea- 
Bissau.
He calls for a “people’s de­
mocracy” in which the masses 
guide development from the na­
tional level down to desolate 
bush villages.
“We are at the party-state 
stage now,” he said, meaning 
the party still runs the country.
“But we are entering the peo­
ple-state stage . . . The people 




32 Orchard Park Shopping
Centre
763-7777
Unique in Western Canada 
"Combination Art Gallery 
and Flower Shop!”








RENTALS — SALES — SERVICE 
everything for the ...
Contractor — Industry — Home Owner 
2000 Spall Rd. Phone 763-4471
■ Are you beginning B 
I to think this way fl 
fl about funerals?
■ J I think many people buying a funeral end up paying far more than originally planned, 
possibly because they are emotionally 
bewildered at the time.
□ Money spent on elaborate funerals would bo 
better spent among the living,
Bm □ I want my funeral, Including cremation or 
burial, to cost under $300.
■ 
H
nox replies creasing its power by polishing
50c charge for the use of a Courier Imncc "
box number, and 50c additional If p.... acAn.r- mrivr 
replies are to bo mailed. , r CALLS SOME INEPT
Names and address of Boxholders I Some of the officers of 1110 
. force were so Inept they could 
boS ' ‘number "adraru.omint. white maintain discipline only by fear 
every endeavor win b* made to for- and mistreating lower ranks, 
ward replies to tho advertiser fohn in turn often nersecute the soon m possible, w« accept no wn“.,n lurn 1 pust-i-uic me 
billty In respect of loss or damag* public.
alleged to arise through either fall. "J watched fellow members 
uro or delay In forwarding ouch re­
plica. however caused, whether by 
neglect or otherwise.
w/polcs, guide
. . . . . . 56950 SUBSCRIPTION RATES
$27.85
$141.30
> STARCRAFT CAMPERS 
Sales and Rentals
SUN COUNTRY
Sports & Marine 
538 Leon AV^., 
KeloWna, B C.
M. W. F. If 
if TOAtEL nuiiEiii7'8LKira rivel 
k* boa and (tnve. Telephone WMII.
$48. 270. 271
Carrier hoy delivery Mo per week. 
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Style . . , Vocational . . . 
Varlgray . . . photosun . . . 
made for your own prescrip­
tion. For gcnulhe comfort 
and safety, ''
□ I think embalming, for purposes of displaying the 
body, is an unnecessary indignity.'
SI am repelled,by putting a body on display th tho face made up to look “natural".
□ I favour a closed coffin, a private cremation 
or burial with perhaps a memorial service after, for 
friends and relatives.
□ I feel strongly enough about theso matters 
that I would like to support an organization 
dedicated to promoting simpler, less costly, more 
dignified funeral practices.
□ I would like to receive a simple plan which lots flfl
1 mo record my wishes In privacy, so that they may be flfl
■ filed with a non-profit organization I know will carry
out my wishes after death. This also saves my 
next-of-kin from making these difficult decisions 
under emotional stress.
If you feel this way you aro not alone. Over 
60,000 people now belong to the Memorial Society of 
B.C. if you move, your membership can be 
easily transferred to oilier societies throughout 
North America at little or no cost.
LIFETIME MEMBERSHIPS:
$5 for Individuals $10 for families
Last year the Society’s under* 
taker held ?,018 services for 
members, at an average, 
all’lncluslve costof $229.83,
Ploaso phono or write for folder today. 
Telephone 783-2774
MEMORIAL SOCIETY OF B.C
P.O. 741, Kelowna, B.C.
Peachland Water Problems DISTRICT pAGE 
Should Clear Up Soon Rutland, Winfield, Oyama, Peachland, Westbank
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Over 80 restdents attended the;to the meeting.
Peachland irrigation meeting I Trustee D. E. Sutherland in­
held Thursday evening in the I formed the meeting that silt 
Peachland Centennial Hall, and and discoloration in the water
much of the history of the sys­
tem and how this year’s prob­
lems have come about were 
brought out. Residents who ask­
ed when their water would again 
come through their taps crystal 
z clear got no answers.
f Guests at the meeting were 
Engineer Robert Harris of the 
Water supply investigation and 
Water Rights Branch Engineer 
Jack Botham from Kelowna. 
Mr. Harris, who had worked on 
__ this ARDA development from 
the start, told the meeting they 
had not foreseen such prob- 
lems on Deep Creek, this be- 
ing considered one of the clean- 
" er creeks in the area. Though 
all creeks pick up silt during 
spring run off. he stated, he 
’ had no indication of the pres­
ent problem. The diversion of 
MacDonald Creek into Deep 
Creek and the full flow of both 
coming down in such a peak 
run oft year has brought silt 
and gravel down so the settling 
pond is half full. When asked 
why the system hadn’t been de­
signed with the pond outside 
the creek bed, he stated costs 
were a factor and the system 
under ARDA is designed basic­
ally as an irrigation system, 
providing water for farm lands 
and farm homes, this is why 
the two governments provide 
two-thirds of the costs.
H. J. Williamson, resident of 
Bulyca Avenue, asked that a 
map be drawn on the black­
board so residents unfamiliar 
with the watershed could follow 
the speakers better. Trustee 
Ted Topham did this. Mr. Top­
ham told the meeting over two 
weeks ago Brenda Mines had, 
at the request of the Water 
Kights Branch, let the full flow 
of the creeks into Peachland 
Lake. Since then the water has 
cleared up. Some residents 
questioned this statement, stat- 
1 ing the water has not improved 
in six weeks or more, and one 
produced a jar of water from
was normal in such a year, and 
long-time residents have been 
drinking this spring run of wa­
ter for years without ill effects.
The report on water samples 
sent to the Kelowna Health De­
partment two weeks ago was 
brought up. Mr. Harris stated 
this problem would be taken 
care of with the installation of 
chlorination which has been 
held up by strikes. Mrs. Mike 
Lewis stated she felt that a 
chlorinator should have been 
installed before any water was 
distributed.
Mr. H. C. MacNeill stated 
they had had no report on this 
test, till they had written to 
the health department, and the 
letter received in answer from 
Dr. Clarke poined out at thu 
time of the year you could find 
this type of bacteria in any of 
the mountain creeks in the area,
Mr. Harris explained that the 
chlorinator was the last com­
ponent of the system to be de­
signed. It, should have been in 
last fall but an early winter 
stopped completion then, and 
strikes this spring have further 
delayed the installation. He told 
the meeting you are not alone, 
other systems in Penticton, 
Summerland, Westbank and 
Winfield are all having problems 
this year. He stated a study 
completed soon will help he 
hoped in future years. To the 
question when will the results 
of this study be known, he stat­
ed recommendations will be for­
warded to the trustees after all 
the data has been compiled and 
stulied by his department in 
Victoria.
In answer to a direct ques­
tion as to when will our water 
clear up and be fit to drink 
again, the meeting was told the 
peak of the spring run has now 
been reached. All water in the 
creek is now going into the 
Peachland Lake Dam and over 




OYAMA (Special)—St. Mary’s 
Anglican Church in Oyama was 
the picturesque setting for the 
afternoon marriage, on June 10, 
of the son and daughter of two 
local families. Wed were Pa­
tricia Nancy Hayward, daugh­
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred J. 
Hayward, and Bryan Antony 
Wangler, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Tony Wangler.
A selection of love songs, 
played by organist Mrs. A. 
Uttke, preceded the ceremony, 
and the bride entered the church 
on the arm of her father to the 
theme from Romeo and Juliet- 
Rev. Ralph Bastedo performed 
the double-ring ceremony, 
which was enhanced by the 
floral arrangements of white 
bridal wreath, pink peonies and 
blue iris, reflecting the colors 
chosen by the bridal party.
The groom, his best man Ar­
nold Witzke, the ushers, Randy 
Wangler, brother of the groom, 
Kim Parker, Dave Ulvaan, all 
of Oyama, and Marvin Hilstob 
of Rutland, wore deep blue suits 
with white shirts and cerise 
ties, creating a perfect foil for 
the gowns of the bride and her 
attendants.
The bride chose the soft ef­
fect of white chiffon in her 
gown with a high-waisted shir­
red bodice, long sheer sleeves 
and semi-slim skirt. Her elbow­
length veil was gathered into a 
Juliet cap trimmed with pearl 
rosettes created by her grand­
mother, Mrs. T. A. Ball of Van­
couver. She carried a colonial 
bouquet of nale pink roses.
The bridesmaids, Beverly and 
Gayle Hayward, sisters of the 
bride, and Laurie Wangler, sis­
ter of the groom, wore high- 
waisted gowns of floral sheer
and the reception continued on 
an informal note, with guests 
able to witness the happiness 
of the young couple opening 
their wedding gifts.
Refreshments and dancing 
were enjoyed by the guests and 
the bridal bouquet and garter 
were tossed to eager hands. 
The bridal bouquet was caught 
by Lani Heddle, and garter by 
Jim Patterson.
The bride, wearing a deep- 
toned fuschia and blue jersey 
dress, white shawl and acces­
sories accompanied her groom 
through an archway of raised 
arms formed by their families 
and guests, with good wishes 
following them to their car.
After a short honeymoon the 
couple will reside in Oyama.
Out-of-town guests included 
Miss Fran Hayward, T, A. 
Ball, maternal grandfather, 
Mrs. N. Davidson with children 
Barbara and Jim, Mr. and Mrs. 
Maurice Stewart, Mr. and Mrs. 
Mike Zoslak, Mr, and Mrs. Ed 
VanSkiver and Mr. and Mrs. C. 
Wison all of Vancouver, Major 
and Mrs. T. E. Ball with chil­
dren Nancy and Debbie of Chil­
liwack, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Stew­
art of Williams Lake, Mr. and 
Mrs. Carl Jensen, paternal 
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. 
John Usselman, Mrs. J. Irvine, 
John Wangler, Mr. and Mrs. 
D. Heff, Mr. and Mrs. E. Widell, 
all of Dawson Creek, and Mr. 







Westbank CWL Meetings 
Through For Summer Months
WESTBANK —Fifteen ladies 
were present at the regular 
meeting of Our Lady of Lourdes 
Council of the Catholic Wom­
en’s League held in Westbank 
last week. Mrs. C. Barvin of 
Fonthill, Ontario, was a wel­
come guest at the meeting. 
Mrs. Joseph Gignac, president, 
chaired the meeting.
Members gave their one per 
cent luxury assessment for the 
Development of Peace Fund. 
Mrs. A. Salonen reported on the 
successful bake sale, proceeds 
of which were .sent to the semin­
ary fund. The president report­
ed on the hospital visits and re­
quested all to notify the secre­






silk, in beautiful iris blue 
mauve, with scoop neck- 
and long sheer sleeves.
bridesnOids’ bouquets of 
pinks with lavender ac-
obtained their memberships for 
the current year, Mrs. Fred 
Dickson, said she would be glad 
to issue them.
Rev. Michael Guinan spoke 
regarding catechism classes. A 
children's mass will be held on 
June 21 to close formal instruc­
tion until September. A letter 
was read from the “Voice of 
the Unborn” Vancouver, thank­
ing the council for support of 
this movement which protest 
abortions.
June 25 is the date for the. 
annual CWL picnic. A special 
“bon voyage" cake was served 
to honor Mrs. Enrico Guidi who 
will be leaving soon on a trip to 
Italy with her husband. Regular
meetings of the CWL will re­area. . .....____
For those ladies who have not' sume in September.
Australia-New Zealand Irk
France On Proposed Blast
SYDNEY, Australia (AP) — 
Opposition Is growing steadily 
In Australia and New Zealand to 
the nuclear test explosions 
which France will set off some­
time after tonight at Mururoa 
Atoll in the Pacific.
The French g o v e r n m e n t 
warned all ships and planes to 
stay clear of the test area 4,700 
miles east of Australia begin­
ning at midnight GMT, or 8 
p.m. EDT.
The yacht Greenbeace III, 




ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. (CP) 
—Three Canadian branches of 
’ the KIwnnis Chib, two of them 







MON., TUES. & WED. ONLY
LADIES' AUXILIARY INSTALLED
A Primc Rib* Canada i Al"
ROASTS 1.05
The Rutland Council of the B.C. Shown in the photo is 
Knights of Columbus official- Grand Knight, Denis Hauk, 
ly recognized a ladies' auxil- presenting a gavel of office to 
iary to the Council at their the president of the auxiliary, 
last meeting. The ladies' aux- Mrs. Kenneth Sieben, 
liary is the first of its type in
Rutland K Of C Council
Recognizes ladies'Auxiliary
RUTLAND (Staff) — History cil was named the most active
A IJC Primc Rlb* Canada «
STEAKS 1.05
GROUND BEEF




cents were fashioned by Miss 
Doreen Noble, as were the cor­
sages for the ladies of both 
families.
A buffet supper reception fol­
lowed at the Oyama Community 
Hall, where the guests were re­
ceived by Mrs. Hayward, wear­
ing a long sleeved rose lace for- 
trel dress with navy accessor­
ies, and Mrs. Wangler, wearing 
a dress of pink crepe with lace 
overlay and white accessories.
The floral arrangements and 
table settings for the supper re­
ception were accomplished in 
the bridal party color theme by 
Mrs. Bernie Gatzke, Mrs. Carl 
Bertholm, Mfs. Jim Elliott and 
Miss Jean Elliott.
Ernie Widell, master of cere­
monies and uncle of tjie groom, 
proposed the toast to the bride 
and groom, and called upon 
Arnold Witzke, best man, for the 
toast to the bridesmaids.
After the ceremony of cutting 
the wedding cake, the young 
couple mingled with their
OYAMA (Special) — Week­
end visitors at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. Floyd Whipple were 
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Griffith, 
accompanied by Miss Janice 
Young, all of Vancouver. Also 
visiting the Whipples was Den­
nis Thompson of Vancouver.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Alling­
ham have returned home from 
a motor trip to Calgary to visit 
Mrs. Allingham’s brother and 
sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles Gray. The Allinghams 
returned to Oyama via the Yel­
lowhead Pass.
was made Saturday night at 
St. Theresa’s Catholic Church 
here. The first auxiliary to a 
Knights of Columbus council in 
B.C. was recognized.
During ladies’ night of Father 
de Lestre Council 6233, grand 
knight Denis Hauk presented 
a gavel to Mrs. Kenneth Sie­
ben, president of the Kay 
Cettes, a name picked locally.
About a year ago, wives of 
some of the members decided 
to form ,the auxiliary. They 
meet in homes of members 
once a month.
Past president is Mrs. Al 
Volk, vice-president Mrs. Mar­
cel Beauchesne, treasurer Mrs. 
John Lake, secretary Mrs. Ken­
neth Irwin, membership and 
publicity convenor Mrs, Jack 
Weston and social convenor 
Mrs. Wilf Hoffman.
Plans are going ahead for the 
first Pacific Northwest fastball 
championship for KOC coun­
cils. It will be in Rutland Cen­
tennial Park July 8-9. On the 
first day awards will be pre­
sented to members of the lo­
cal council during a banquet 
in the centennial hall,
one in B.C. Kenneth Sieben 
was elected district deputy for 
Zone 6. This makes him re­
sponsible for six councils be­
tween Vernon and Osoyoos, and 
a member of the provincial ex­
ecutive.
The evening started with a 
banquet, with the men doing 
the catering. A display by the 
Kelowna Judo Club, also skits, 
were the entertainment. Mr. 
Sieben was master of cere­
monies. Roger Dolbec was in 
charge of arrangements.
Beef. Canada Choice, Canada Good .. lb,





said it will sail into the area to 
protest the French testing.
The location of the yacht was 
not known today. But in Can­
berra, the Australian foreign af­
fairs department reported Sun­
day France will make every ef­
fort to prevent the yacht from 
entering the area,
There have been dozens of 
"stop-the-bomb" demonstrations 
outside French offices. Trade 
unions are refusing to do any­
thing for French ships. Postal 
workers are not handling 
French mail.
Melbourne businessman Al­
fred Zion announced he has 
cancelled n $360,000 order for 
French acetate as a protest.
Runner Herb Elliott returned 
the French Academy of S'x>rt 
prize he was awarded In 1958.
Bill Hayden, opposition Labor 
party, member of Parliament, 
said the Australian Air Force 
should stop buying French .Mi­
guests, serving them individu­
ally wrapped pieces of the cake 
from a silver tray that had be­
longed to the bride’s paternal 
grandmother.
The guests were then invited 
to join the bridal party at the 
home of the bride’s parents.
At the provincial conventionZxU LUC |JlUVlIivAclX VUlIVvllLA'JAIj 
last month in Nelson, this coun-1 __—.--------- --- —:——.—.—।
CANADIAN BRIEFS
UNIVERSITY GROWS
• QUEBEC (CP) — The Univer­
sity of Quebec, a state-funded 
institution founded in 1969; will 
have half the registered univer­
sity students in the province by 
1982, says university President 
Alphonse Riverin.
ADDED ATTRACTION
LENNOXVILLE, Que. (CP) 
— Festival Lennoxville has 
added a special attraction to its 
inaugural season of Canadian 
drama. Actress Mia Anderson 
will present a one-woman show, 
Ten Women, Two Men and a 
Moose for five nerformances 
during the six-week festival.
PROBLEMS DELAY
RUTLAND (Staff) — Unex­
pected problems have delayed 
opening the pool in the Cen­
tennial Park, reports swimming 
pool chairman Jim Murphy. 
However, it is hoped the pool 
will be open next week. The 
problems occurred while re­
pairs were being made to the 
pool.
Change and sanitary facili­
ties constructed by the Regional 
District of Central Okanagan 
are almost ready, it was stated.
Swimming classes are al­
ready full, but dates cannot be 
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Uniform Time Is 
NOW! *
Sha-Dori has the largest se­











CAKE MIX ,,in' 49c
C/tim Puritan, Mushroom, / 
jUl lr Chicken Vegetable or (j for WWr 
h/WI Vegetable Beef. 10 ox. V J t V
DILL PICKLES k... 49c
SALAD DRESSING
Salad Bowl, 32 oz.
INSTANT COFFEE
69c
from ISorth Vancouver, were 
. singled out for special honors 
Sunday as examples of superior 
. community service,
The branches were among 24 
honored at the club's, Interna­
tional convention being attended
' by almost 15,000. delegates.
, The Kiwanis Club of Elmwood 
district in Winnipeg was cited 
*■' for publicizing "21 hours of
it:
■>t1
radio broadcasting featuring ex­
perts discussing drug use and 
abuse."
The report to the convention 
states that also "the club’s 
home for the deaf project will 
^provide housing, recreation, in- 
■ flnnary care and chapel facill- 
” ties for the deaf in Winnipeg."
Other community projects 
nlxo arc named na reasons why 
the club was honored.
The Kiwanis Club of South
rage Jets If France continues 
her nuclear test program, 
Frank Buttfleld said he was 
resigning as honorary French 
consul In Adelaide because of 
the tests, France's consular 
agent In Auckland, Now Zca- 
land, Roy Mcelroy, did likewise,
New Zealand's foreign mln s- 
(or, Sir Keith llolyoakr, raid 
France's determination to go 
ahead with the tests was a sad 
reflection on the Imnprlnnce it 
placed on world opinion.
Knights Plan 
Home For Aged
RUTLAND (Staff) — Plans 
may begin soon for accommo­
dation for elderly people here. 
At the last meeting of Father 
de Lestre Council No. 6233, 
Knights of Columbus, Jack 
Weston was named chairman of 
a committee to investigate the 
possibility.
No decision has been made 
about where the project will be 
erected, or in what form. A 
spokesman for the Knights said 
it could involve several million 
dollars.
If 10 per cent of the cost of 
housing projects is raised lo­
cally, the remainder can be fi­
nanced by the government. If 
has been suggested the govern- 
jnent finance the entire amount.
A group of Kelowna business­
men headed by J. D; Delcourt 
is planning a multi-million dol­
lar project here. They have sug­
gested housing for older people 
might be included.
Allan Freeman, president of 
the local senior citizens' club, 
has spoken in favor of provid­
ing such quarters. He said they 
are badly needed here.
PLAY IN PLANT
MONTREAL (CP) — The 
McGill Chamber Orchestra is 
presenting a program of classi­
cal music in the company cafeL 
eria at Imperial Tobacco Prod­
ucts Ltd. June 21. The orches­
tra, which has received Canada 
Council support for the project, 
Is to play for four 15-minute pe­
riods while the company's 800 
plant and office employees are 
having their lunches.
i sss-»
* Winnipeg was recognized for ex­
1972 FIRENZA
BRAND NEW
Blue Ribbon, 10 oz.
Only
COFFEE Blue Ribbon, 1 lb.
*2,1951 BEEF STEW
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Visiting for Ilse summer is 
Diane Goertzen from Portland, 
Oregon, nt the home of her par­
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Goert­
zen, McCurdy Road.
Mrs. Peter Stirling was necom-
ploited b.v her mother, Mrs........... ------------------------- ----------... IIVI IIHIIIICI i
paneling a program to help re- Borrctt m East Kelowna,' 
tarried pmoiui in Winnipeg. Ln n Uip |n MooBcmln, Sns-i
The North Vancouver branch kulehcwim, where they will)• i , , Minin ii । it Li ill  i| nip i” i
was cited for Its Interest «•'<! de- upend a couple of weeks visiting, 
veloptncnt nf senior citizens’I rclntives. '
housing, specifically for con­
struction of a 15-storey apart­
ment building.
Aflk FOR MONEY j
CHICOUTIMI, Que. (CP) - 
It’s normal practice for police 
investigators to ask robbery vic­
tims for, money In case they 
\ have to pay police Informers, 
\ Chicoutimi Police Chief Gerard 
Giroux says. The practice is 
common among scveraI munlci« 
pal police forces and even\tlic. 
Quebec Provincial Fbltce ^nd j 
the money la return*! when the 
stolen good* are found. I
GERRY'S 
Sewing Machine 
SALIHS & SERVICE 
• Agents for Pfaffs, 
Husqvarna o New, Used machines 
• Service to nil mach­
ines
• Free pick-up, delivery 
s Prices to fit your bud­
get
135 nelgo Rd. 765-8759
Dominion Concrete Products Ltd
Specialists In 0 Retaining Walls and Cappings • Patio 
Blocks • Curbing 0 Septic Tanks © Picnic Tables 
• Root Collars and other products on request. All 
products arc reinforced and steam cured for added 
strength. '
Locale! on Rioven RiL, Wrstbank IndustrialPark ’ 
Can 169-4637 — Evenings 76»-<671
your shipping costs n SOUP1JVUI Chicken Noodle TO 99c
What 13 "Pre-Pac"?
It la our name lor propaid package 
exprosa, a now approach for pricing small 
shipments 50 pounds and under.
Who Qualifies? v
Most firms which ship singlo-pieco, pro-, 
paid shipments up to 50 pounds each and 
1 want door to door service. Ono shipment 
per pick-up and you can save up to 10% 
,on express charges. Ten or more shipments 
per pick-up and you can save up to 50%, 
Where does"Pre-Pac" now apply? 
At present, it applies within ’Quebec/ 
Ontario, between ’Queboc/Ontarlo and 
Western Canada, and on shipments lo Uto 
Atlantic provinces.
Insurance?
Yos, up to $50.00 por parcel at nb extra cost. 
How Can We Offer These Low Rates? 
By eliminating waybills and simplifying , 
procedures wo are able to reduce our 
costa... and thus share the savings with 
our customers.
Parr's (in not apply on traffic origlnMlnq In 
the province of Oufbec oast of Boundary, 
Diamond and lev'S.
Any Other Qualifications?
Yes, for example, collect shipments, 
C.O.D, shipments, and certain commodi­
ties are not accepted al these rates. 
For the full story, contact your local 
CN Express Salos Representative or send 
this coupon.
Name,;_________ _ _____ ;_____ y.
| Position
| Company <
g Addroaa i ______________
| Mall to: Mr. R. L. Johnston,
Express Marketing Officer, 
I CN Tower Bldg., Edmonton, Alta.
TUNA Cloverleaf fluked. 59c
Ploaso send mo your loaflot explaining 
"Pre-Pao" Service.
CM.exp.ress
You may pay your Okanagan Telephone 
and West Kootenay Power bills al Dion’s.
DION'S
- OF RUTLAND -
■/ 1 - . . V >• \ ’ • ■ • ■ ■ ’ ■
Open 7 Days a Week -9 a.m, to 10 p.m ■ '! «
PHONE 765-5152
"4
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IN A JOVIAL MOOD
British Prime Minister Ed­
ward Heath (right) shares a 
joke with fitter John Phillips
MacLEAN'S SUED
CRASH KILLS TWO
PENSACOLA. Fla. (AP) — 
Two pilots from Nellis Air : 
Force Base. Nev., died Sunday 
when their F-lll jet fighter ex­
ploded after takeoff and plunged 
into Choctawhatchee Bay near 
this north Florida community.
FIND BRAIN BOOSTER
VIENNA, Austria (Reuter, - 
The Hungarian news agency 
MTI says Hungarian sceintists 
have developed a chemical com­
pound called V-lll which they 
say can give a boost to the intel­
ligence of rats and possibly hu­
mans. Researchers say two 
chemical substances in the 
brain are used-noradrenalin 
which increases the ability o ' 
rats to process and retain infor­
mation. and serotnonin which 
has the opposite effect.
(back to camera) during tour manufactures the Olympus en- 
of the Bristol, England, plant gines used to power the Con- 
of Rolls Royce. The plant corde supersonic airliner.
Only Courts Can Curb 
'Power Of The Press'
MONTREAL (CP) — Jean- 
Paul Ste. Marie, the lawyer act- 
• ing for Vincent Cotroni in his 
’ $1.25 million libel action against 
J Maclean's magazine said here 
-the power of the press is 
such that “only the courts can 
protect us from it."
Mr. Ste. Marie was answering 
arguments by A. J. Campbell, 
lawyer for Maclean’s, that the 
magazine was Justified in pub­
lishing an article on organized 
crime in 1963.
Mr. Cotroni contends the arti­
cle, entitled The Mafia in Can­
ada, damaged his reputation.
Mr. Ste. Marie protested the 
entering into evidence of foreign 
newspaper articles which men­
tioned Mr. Cotroni’s name.
“How can wo defend our­
selves when we cannot examine 
the author of a story published 
In another country?” he asked.
Mr. Ste. Marie said a man 
cannot be merely presumed 
guilty, but has to be proven 
guilty of an offence, and that no 
man can be found guilty on 
hearsay* on the word of a third 
party.
“These are the two basic prin­
ciples of law," he said.
“A newspaper story can not 
be proof in itself,”
Prior to Mr. Ste. Marie’s re­
buttal, Mr. Campbell had asked 
Mr. Justice Jean Ste. Germain 
that Mr. Cotroni’s libel action 
be dismissed on the grounds 
that evidence nt the trial had 
proven Maclean's comments 
about the plaintiff to be substan­
tially true.
“There is a Mafia,” Mr. 
Campbell said, and “the fact 
that a movie such as The God­
father is playing in so many cit­
ies in America and drawing 
such crowds is proof that the 
Mafia is in no way ah imagi­
nary organization.”
REFERS TO OTHER STORIES
Mr. Campbe . 0? ' other arti­
cles published atier the Ma­
clean’s article did nothing to en­
hance Mr. Cotroni’s reputation.
Mr. Campbell read parts of 
various articles, including ones 
published by Montreal Star, 
Montreal Gazette, New York 
Times, New York Daily News, 
Toronto Globe and Mail, the 
U.S. Senate committee hearings 
on drugs, the Canadian Mc­
Clelland Reoort In 1964, and the 
provincial Prevost commission 
report on organized crime.
After citing the various pub­
lished extracts, Mr. Campbell 
said “a man’s reputation is 
based on hearsay of what others 
have to say about him.”
One article published by 
Weekend Magazine in 1962, a 
year before the Maclean's arti­
cle, gave “an Indication of Mr. 
Cotroni’s repute at the time.”
Entitled U.S. Crime Syndi­
cates Moving in on Canada, the 
article mentions the Cotroni 
brothers among the big names 
of the Mafia in Montreal, Mr. 
Campbell said.
LINKED TO UNDERWORLD
In the March 13, .1965, edition 
of The Star, Mr. Cotroni Is de­
scribed as a “Montreal under-
N. Vietnam Loses 'Muscles' 
As Allies Wipe Out Armor
WASHINGTON (AP) Meanwhile, U.S. bombingw non 1 a u r u in inn —. m nnc, u 
United States and South Viet- North Vietnam’: 
namese forces have reported U.S. minefields
destroying behyocn 400 nnd 500 
Nqj'lh Vietnamese tanks since 
the Communist offensive began, 
Pentagon sources say.
The tally coincides with a 
sharp dropoff In reported .sight­
ings of North Vietnamese tanks. 
Taken together,, these factors 
could indicate that the North Vi­
etnamese have lost much of the 
armored power, tliat helped 
<them score Important advances 
In the early s(:i||es of the iiffcn- 
| vivo launched in late March. 
I U.S, analysts estimated sev- 
I eral weeks agq that the North 
'Vietnamese army had sent up 
to 600 Soviet-built tanks Into the 
Indochina fighting.
■ CANADIAN DAY
' TORONTO (CP) -— The On- 
, ‘tarlo Educational Communica­
tions Authority’s Channel It) has
■ .scheduled five hours of totally
Canadian programming for July 
1. About three hour# of the pro- 
’grumming hnn been produced 
by the National Film Board nnd
will feature subjects and sce­
nery from coast to coast.
IMPORTED
TEAK FURNITURE
Uvlng Roprn e Dining Room 
■ • Well Cbmponenia 
nordan import , 
Bernard Are. 743-3S14
LONDON (CP) — Sam Mor­
ris, head of a fashion store 
chain, hopes to boost his linge­
rie sales. Morris has seen 
strong men go weak at the 
knees when they ask girl sales 
assistants for sexy underwear 
for their wives. So he’s opened
a ‘'blush bar" staffed by men !n 
one of his London stores. "A 
man can handle one woman at 
a time, but put him In a Shop 
bill of them, and he panics,” 
says 48-year-old Morris.
SOCCER SPELLS
LIVERPOOL, England (CP) 
— The New Brighton soccer 
team hopes to put on a spell­
binding show next time it takes
the field—thanks to a hypnotist 
called in to rescue its sagging 
performance in the Lancashire 
county league. Hypnotist John 
Hillard explained: “I will relax 
them and then put across the 
manager's ideas and tactic or­
ders, which should stay with the 
players throughout the game."
WRY REMEDIES
LONDON (CP) - An exhlbL
tion of ancient remedies for cuft 
Ing the sick has been launched I 
by the usually austere British 
Medics! Association. Based on 
old wives' tales, one cure ogj ' 
display Is a remedy for a sore 
throat—apply a roast potato $ ‘ 
the head and Ue a left stocking 
loosely round the throat. Umi 
remedies are illustrated Uy 
paintings and sketches.
IRANIANS PROTEST __
LONDON (AP) — More, than ■ 
200 Iranian students marched on H 
their embassy Sunday night but -g 
were prevented by police from ■ 
burning an effigy of the shah. ■■ 
The students were protesting » 
what they called the persecution ■ 
of students by the Iranian gov- ■1 
ernment. The shah and his cm- ■■ 
press were scheduled to arrive M 
today to be guests of Queen 
Elizabeth at Windsor Castle. M|
TOUTS BEE CURE ®
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — The m 
sting from bees is a cure for M 
several types of eye weakness, 
says a Soviet eye doctor, Prof. M 
Vasili Maximenko of the Rus- Q 
sian Hospital in Tehran. After 
experiments involving more H 
than 250 patients. Maximenko M 
has used bee sting to cure all _ 
eye patients, a sookesmafl for m 
the hospital said Sunday. Maxi- HR 
menko also claims honey is the » 
best cure for rheumatism, ul- M 
cers and liver problems. ““
SEEK SHIP CREW H
HONOLULU (AP) — An air ■ 
and sea search was being m 
pressed 480 miles southwest of H 
here Sunday for 21 crew mem-,™
world figure” in an article 
headed Alleged Link With Co­
troni Said False.
In the U.S. Senate committee 
hearings, one of Its volumes 
contains a chart listing Mr. Co­
troni as head of the underworld 
in Montreal. Mr. Cotroni was 
reported in the provincial Pre­
vost report on organized crime 
as listed by U.S. authorities as 
one of the persons taking part 
in organized crime activities m 
1962.
The lawyer also mentioned 
evidence which he said brought
bers of a Japanese fishing ves- Ha 
sei who have been missing since M 
a fire aboard ship 10 days ago.
SEIZE PORNO FILMS H 
COMO, Italy (Reuter) — Po- ™ 
lice have arrested a Hungarian n 
refugee at the Swiss frontier lB| 
near here after finding 3,682 i 
short nomographic films in a|Q 
truck he was driving.
MICE TO RESCUE fH 
BRISBANE (Reuter) — An ■ 
airlift of cats from overseas has 
been suggested bv an American 
woman as a ncssible solution to Bi 
a mouse plague which has been 
harassing farmers in western M 
Queensland during recent Bl 
months. _
DRIVER BLIND DRUNK H
HELSINKI < Reuter) — A 32- ■ 
year-old blind man has been M 
jailed here for four months for H
driving a car while under the 
influence of drink. He crashed M 
the car after only 200 yards. ™
out Mr. Cotroni’s association 
with “reputed” persons includ­
ing the Bonano gang and Myer 
Lansky, described as the under­
world’s gambling kingpin.
During his testimony, Mr. Co­
troni denied having known Mr. 
Lansky but other witnesses said 
he had met him in Acapulco, 
Mexico.
Previous testimony revealed 
that Mr. Cotroni met Salvatore 
(Bill) Bonano here in Novem­
ber, 1966, shortly before the lat­
ter was arrested and later de­
ported to the U.S.
Joe Bonano, his father, was 
described by the McClelland re­
port as “one of the most impor­
tant Mafia leaders in the U.S.M
After going over previous tes- 
timony dealing with Mr. Co­
troni’s varied business partners 
and activities. Mr. Campbell 
asked Wednesday whether “any 
damage can be done to the rep­
utation of a man with such re­
puted friends.”
TRANSPLANT Bi
READING, England (CP) — ■ 
For years everything ran m 
smoothly at a horticultural re- M 
search department in Berkshire ® 
where staff studied the effect of in 
light on plants and flowers. But M 
when the council erected a “ 
street light outside the green-,n 
houses, a series of experiments M 
to help commercial producers 
grow round-the-year crops was ■■ 
in jeopardy. The garden is rosy Bl 
again, however—research head 













s rail Unes and
 in the entrances
of Ils ports are blocking re­
placement of armored vehicles 
from the Soviet Union and 
Chinn, officials say.
The nir cnmpalgn Is destroy­
ing stockpiles of gasoline nnd oil 
needed to run the tanks, which 
burn about 11 gallon n mile. Pe­
troleum sunplies are not being 
replaced from, outside North 
Vietnam, current assessments 
sny.
There are variations In offi­
cial estimates of the tanks de­
stroyed. Defence sources nc-
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• Efitee Lauder 
Cosmetics
• Full Time Cosmetician






















Hostess Gowns. Zipper front or 3-way tie belt. In cool 
comfortable Amel. Machine washable. Assorted colour 
prints. S. M. L.
Featuring special values, special savings and including Simpsons-Sears Lpd 
Prices. Starts Wednesday, June 21. Watch for your 16-page flyer in to» 
morrow's paper. It's packed with dozens of storewide buys too good to keep 
you waiting . . . so, we invite you to shop Tuesday for an advance Shopping 
Day.
Jamaica* and Short Shorts. Your choice of lengths in 
summer shades. Stitched crease. Machine washable.
> Women’s Sportswear (7) Personal Shopping Only.
099 
™ Each
Girls' Swimwear, Selection of one and two piece swim 
■ suits for girls sizes 8 to 14. Cottons and nylons in solid 
colours and sunny prints.
Girls’ Wear (77)
Men's Knit Sports Shirts. Short sleeve; Orlon knit pull- 
/ over, mock turtle neck. Striped. S. M. L. XL; or Poly- 
V ester/Cotton Jacquard. Long sleeves. S. M.: L.
Men’s Furnishings (33)
Shop For These Features Tomorrow. 
Wednesday Will Bring Many Morel
I TOWNHOUSE DISTRIBUTORS 1
1 1054 Fills St, Kelowna 1
[ "Lighting Fixtures' [
Sleeping Bags.* Filled with 2 pounds of Wonder-Puff, 
100% Polyester fibre, Full length, heavy-duty zippers. 
Measure 35"x72''.





duplication in reports and I
>e overly bullish claims. I
Nevertheless, officials s a y ■ 
they arc confident 'tho toll of I 
North Vietnamese nrm'or has 1 
been heavy, , ■





Sunbeam Electric Mower. Howerful, reliable motor drives > 














SCREENS! SCREENS! SCREENS! 
. . . ALUMINUM ... 
FOR ALL WINDOWS
' \ I
’ Custom made to order In . . .
45-Piece Ironstone Dinnerware Sat. English Ironstone e wAT 
with dishwasher and detergent-proof "Rushstone" pat- IZ Set
Chinaware (35)
• White • Melxo • Plain
Your most complete glass 
and window department
KELOWNA BUILDERS SUPPLY
1054 Fllh St. Phone 762-2016
ft
Marble Toilet and Tank. Morbllzed design simulates je <e At 
/ natural marble effect. Reverse trap construction. Reg. Zl 17/ .
V 54.98. I Set
Plumbing and Heating (42) , H5■k
4
Simpson.-Scars 24-HOUR TELESHOP: Kelowna 763-5844
»
*4
1
